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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed a sharp increase of malicious apps that access or steal

users’ personal information. To address users’ concerns about privacy risks, researchers

proposed a promising detection approach that looks for the inconsistency between an

app’s permissions and its description. Unfortunately, using description and permission

will lead to many false positives because descriptions often fail to declare all sensitive

operations. Moreover, the permission is coarse-grained, which cannot describe which

type of personal information is accessed by the app itself (or third party library).

In this thesis, we focus on combining static analysis technique to discover the be-

haviors contained in bytecode and using natural language processing (NLP) technique

to processing software artifacts (i.e., description, privacy policy, and user reviews)

so that we can discover the privacy issues precisely. We propose to detect the pri-

vacy issues of mobile apps with the following steps: (1) We propose exploiting the

app’s privacy policy and its bytecode to remove the false alerts of identifying the

inconsistency between app’s permissions and its description. If users report bugs in

user reviews, to help developers fix them, we locate the bugs in app bytecode. (2) If

the app developers provide a privacy policy to notify users which types of personal

information are accessed by the app, to determine whether these privacy policies

are trustworthy or not, we propose a novel approach to automatically identify five

kinds of problems in privacy policy. (3) For those apps that do not provide privacy

policies, we develop a novel system to automatically construct correct and readable

descriptions to facilitate the generation of privacy policy for Android apps. (4) We
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propose a system to determine if the app complies with privacy requirements or not.

For (1), to remove the false alerts of state-of-the-art systems identifying privacy

issues of apps (e.g., AutoCog, CHABADA), we develop a system TAPVerifier, which

automatically analyzing the bytecode to discover the over-claimed permissions and

extracting the behaviors of accessing personal information from privacy policy. The

result shows that our system can remove up to 59.4 percent false alerts of the state-

of-the-art systems. If the users describing the function errors in user reviews, we

propose a system ReviewSolver to locate these errors in app bytecode by exploiting

the context information in user reviews and then correlating the reviews and bytecode

through their semantic meanings. The results show that ReviewSolver outperforms

ChangeAdvisor in terms of correctly mapping more reviews to code.

For (2), we develop a system PPChecker that employs NLP techniques to analyze

privacy policies, and adopts program analysis approaches to inspect apps to identify

five kinds of problems in privacy policy. Applying PPChecker to 2,500 popular apps,

we find that 1,850 apps (i.e., 74.0%) have at least one kind of problems.

For (3), to generate privacy policy for apps, we further propose a system AutoPPG

that conducts static code analysis to characterize its behaviors related to users’

personal information, and then applies NLP techniques to generating correct and

accessible sentences for describing these behaviors. Experimental results indicate that:

AutoPPG creates correct and easy-to-understand descriptions for privacy policies;

the privacy policies constructed by AutoPPG usually reveal more operations related

to users’ personal information than existing privacy policies.

For (4), we first summarize existing privacy requirements from both governments

and app markets. Then, we propose a system PrivacyPromoter, to check whether the

app bytecode and privacy policy are compliant with these privacy requirements or

not. The experimental results show that our system can detect violations with high

precision and recall rate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Smartphone has become an indispensable part of our daily lives thanks to the

great driving force from apps. Actually, the global app economy reached $83.5

billion in 2019 [167] and expected to rise to $100 billion in 2020 [185]. Since the

number of various malicious apps (e.g., malware, ransomware, adware, etc.) is also

rapidly increasing [120], users are very concerned about the privacy risks when using

apps [111,124]. In this thesis, we aim at Android apps because Android has occupied

86.1% market share of mobile operating systems [146] and there are already 3.03

million apps in Google Play [63]. Although Android lists the permissions required by

each app before installation, it is usually difficult for normal users to understand the

potential threats by just reading the permissions [117].

To decrease the privacy issues of apps, many software artifacts (i.e., description,

user review, privacy policy, and bytecode) can be used: (1) By using the description,

we can detect the privacy risks by checking its description-to-behavior fidelity (i.e.,

whether it behaves as advertised [133,174,178]). (2) We can leverage the user reviews

of apps [123] to learn their apps’ bugs [170]. (3) We can leverage the privacy policy
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to discover what information from users will be collected, used, retained, or disclosed

by the app [130]. (4) We can check the bytecode and privacy policy determine if the

app complies existing privacy requirements or not.

1.1 Identifying Unexpected Behaviors and Localiz-

ing Function Errors

Before installing apps, users can read the app description to infer the permissions

requested by the apps. When using the apps, users can describe the discovered

function errors in their user reviews. Other users can also read these reviews. By

checking the description-to-behavior fidelity of an app, we can identify the unexpected

behaviors of the apps. By mapping these function errors related user reviews to code,

we can help developers fix them quickly and then improve the performance of the

apps. It is challenging to analyze the description and user reviews of mobile apps due

to multiple reasons.

(1) Data heterogeneity. Although the software artifacts (i.e., description, user

review, and privacy policy) are written in natural language. The sentences contained

in them are significantly different. Thus, they cannot be analyzed by using the same

method. The description is intended to attract normal users to install the app. Thus,

many adjectives are used when describing the functions of the app. The privacy

policy describes the privacy related behaviors of the app. The sentences contained

in it usually have similar structures. User review is written by normal user and it

contains many typos since it is not a formal document.

(2) Information absence. The software artifacts (i.e., description, user review,

and privacy policy) cannot be directly applied in identifying privacy issues due to
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the absence of domain knowledge. For example, if the privacy policy mentions the

behavior of using location information, it does not describe which APIs/URIs are

used in the code of mobile app. Thus, domain knowledge should be used to fill the

gap between the natural language and code.

Checking Description-to-behavior Fidelity. Detecting mobile malware based

on static analysis [67, 92, 119, 134, 229, 233] and/or dynamic analysis [113, 177, 180,

201,214,223] requires well-defined signatures. However, it is difficult to differentiate

between malware and benign apps because they may offer the same functionality.

A promising approach of detecting malware is checking its description-to-behavior

fidelity (i.e., whether it behaves as advertised [133, 174, 178]). These approaches

(e.g.,Whyper [174], AutoCog [178]) profile an app’s expected behaviors by extracting

the semantic meaning from its description, and characterize the app’s real behaviors by

examining the permissions required by the app. CHABADA [133] identifies abnormal

sensitive API usages from apps that are expected to provide similar functionality

according to their descriptions.

Although their results are encouraging, there needs a systematic study on assessing

an app’s description-to-behavior fidelity because of two reasons. First, since an app’s

description on Google Play has character limit, it cannot detail all behaviors, thus

leading to false positives. To remedy this issue, we propose employing an app’s

privacy policy to obtain more information about its expected behaviors. It is worth

noting that more and more apps provide privacy policies for describing their privacy-

related behaviors (e.g., 76% of free apps on Google play provide privacy policies

for users in 2012 [13]). Second, since developers may over-claim permissions [115],

using permissions to represent an app’s behaviors will result in false positives (i.e.,
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“overclaim” security-related behaviors). To address this issue, we propose inspecting

an app’s bytecode to profile its real behaviors.

Localizing Function Errors in User Reviews. For those function errors

described in user reviews, developers need to fix them as soon as possible to improve

users’ experience. It is challenging to automatically map user reviews to code because

reviews are written in natural languages by normal users and they are usually short

and unstructured whereas the apps are developed in programming languages and

compiled into bytecode or binary code, which are designed for the runtime instead of

normal users. It is worth noting that the majority of existing studies on mobile apps’

reviews just summarize and classify user reviews [90, 94, 138,144, 175, 210] without

taking into account apps’ code, and thus they cannot help developers locate the

problematic code according to the reviews.

Palomba et al. recently propose ChangeAdvisor [173] for mapping reviews to

source code by first clustering similar reviews and then comparing the topic words

identified from the clusters and the words extracted from the names of code com-

ponents (e.g., methods, classes). Unfortunately, ChangeAdvisor may lead to many

false positives, because it does not exploit the semantic information in reviews and

code, and false negatives, because the information contained in the names of code

components is limited. To address this challenging problem, we propose to localize

function errors in mobile apps by correlating their reviews and bytecode through

their semantic meanings with the hints of context information in user reviews.
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1.2 Privacy Policy Analysis

Many jurisdictions have enacted the privacy laws to require developers to include

privacy policies with their apps, such as, California [85] and its California Online

Privacy Protection Act(CalOPPA) [12], the General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) [35] in European Union, etc. Moreover, Google Play recently required

developers to provide a valid privacy policy when the app requests or handles sensitive

user or device information. If developers do not meet these policy requirements,

Google can “limit the visibility of your app” or even remove the app [181].

Accessing the trustworthiness of apps’ privacy policies is essential since it is not

easy to prepare accurate privacy policies for apps due to many reasons [74,191]. For

instance, it is not uncommon that the author of a privacy policy is different from

the app developer if the app is outsourced. As another example, if an app uses

third-party libs, the app’s privacy policy should cover these libs’ behaviors or at least

mention using them. However, Balebako et al. find that around half of developers

do not know for sure what information will be collected by third-party libs in their

apps [75], because few third-party libs provide source code and they are often less

transparent about their data collection practice. It is worth noting that inaccurate

privacy policies will lead to fines. For example, FTC fined Path $800,000 because its

privacy policy failed to mention that it will retain users’ information [14].

Therefore, given an app and its privacy policy, user may wonder whether they

can trust the privacy policy. Although manually dissecting apps and scrutinizing

the privacy policies could answer this question, it is time-consuming. We propose a

novel approach to automatically identify problems in privacy policy. The output can
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facilitate app stakeholders to spot issues in their privacy policies, help normal users

to determine the trustworthiness of apps, and assist app owners and regulators like

FTC to identify questionable apps. The checking of inaccurate privacy policies can

also be used to detect malicious apps.

1.3 Generating Privacy Policy for Android Apps

For an app without privacy policy, writing a privacy policy should be done before

analyzing the trustworthiness of privacy policy. However, writing privacy policy is

tedious and error-prone because of many reasons. Firstly, the author of a privacy

policy may not well understand the app’s source code, which could be outsourced, or

the precise operation of each API invoked. Moreover, the developer may not know the

internals of the integrated third-party libraries, which usually do not provide source

code. Existing approaches for automatically generating privacy policies cannot solve

these issues because they rely on human intervention, such as answering questions

like “what personal information do you collect?”, and few of them analyze code. To

facilitate the generation of privacy policy, we propose a novel system to automatically

construct correct and readable descriptions for an app’s behaviors related to personal

information. Developers can use the generated sentences to construct privacy policies

for their apps.

1.4 Performing Privacy Compliance Analysis

To protect the users’ privacy and improve the transparency of apps, various privacy

requirements have been proposed. Apps must comply with these requirements. We
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divide the privacy requirements into two categories according to their publisher.

First are the privacy requirements published by the goverments. The apps

must comply with them if the belonging companies of these apps are located in

the corresponding countries/areas or if the apps process the data whose subjects

(i.e., related users) are within the countries/areas.In Europe, the “EU General Data

Protection Regulation” (i.e., “GDPR”) defines the principles relating to processing

of personal data, rights of the data subject, responsibility of the controller, and

security and protection of personal data [35]. China also published “Information

security technology-Personal information security specification” (i.e., “GB/T 35273-

2020”) [197]. This specification specifies the requirements of collecting, storing, using,

transfering of control, sharing, public disclosure, or deleting personal data.

The app markets also have privacy requirements for apps. The apps published on

the markets must comply with them. The Google Play market of Android requires

that the developers must limit access/collection/use/sharing of personal data, post

privacy policy, securely handle personal data, use runtime permission request, not

sell personal data [131, 132]. We use “GoogleReq” to represent the requirements

of Google Play in the following part of this thesis. The Apple App Store of iOS

devices also have similar requirements [64, 65]. We use “AppleReq” to represent the

requirements of App Store in the following part.

To ensure that an app complies with these requirements, we propose a framework

to perform privacy compliance analysis by using the bytecode and privacy policy of

the app as input.
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1.5 Our Work

We concentrate on designing and developing systems to identifying the privacy

issues of Android apps by using their software artifacts (i.e., description, privacy

policy, user reviews, bytecode). Through applying the static analysis and NLP

technique to process these software artifacts, we address several challenging problems,

including enhancing the description-to-Behavior fidelity, localizing function errors

in user reviews, accessing the trustworthiness of privacy policies generating privacy

policy for Android apps, and performing privacy compliance analysis for Android

apps.

1.5.1 Text Analysis for Mobile Security

In this thesis, we leverage both an app’s privacy policy and its bytecode to revisit

and enhance its description-to-behavior fidelity by answering two research questions:

• Does an app’s privacy policy supply useful information for assessing its description-

to-behavior fidelity?

• Does an app’s bytecode provide useful information for measuring its description-

to-behavior fidelity?

It is non-trivial to answer these two questions due to the difficulty of analyzing privacy

policies and bytecode and correlating them with descriptions and permissions. First,

since privacy policies are legal style documents, it is challenging to automatically

extract their meanings [234]. We propose a novel data flow model for privacy policy

to create semantic patterns, which are then used to identify actions in privacy policy.
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After that, we use information extraction (IE) and natural language processing (NLP)

techniques to identify an app’s expected behaviors. Second, since privacy policy, byte-

code, description, and permission are different kinds of software artifacts, analysing

each of them and then correlating their semantic meanings pose unique challenges.

We propose and develop TAPVerifier, a T ext-based APplication V erification system

that integrates the analysis of these four kinds software artifacts together and performs

the cross-verification automatically. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate

TAPVerifier. The experimental results show that compared with description, privacy

policies are more likely to describe privacy-related behaviours.

To help developers automatically map function error reviews to code, we pro-

pose a novel approach and develop a new tool named ReviewSolver by correlating

their reviews and bytecode through their semantic meanings with the hints of con-

text information in user reviews. In particular, ReviewSolver exploits three new

observations:

(1) The user reviews related to function errors usually contain context information

(e.g., API, GUI, etc.), which provides hints for inferring the source of errors. For

example, one review of the app com.fsck.k9 is “Reinstalled k9, reply button now

doesn’t show, can’t find any solutions.” This error is related to a button. To locate

the corresponding code, we first analyze the structure of GUI.

(2) Due to the diverse expression and word ambiguity of user reviews, we need to

conduct sentence-level analysis for squeezing useful information out of user reviews

rather than relying on a few topic words from review clusters. The latter may miss

much useful information. For example, a review of com.fsck.k9 is “The latest upgrade

just broke K9. Random certificate errors”. The user mentioned that error was related
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to certificate. After extracting the noun phrase “certificate error”, we can locate APIs

that contain “certificate” in their descriptions.

(3) The rich information distributed in various software artifacts related to apps should

be leveraged to enhance the limited information in the names of code components.

Moreover, instead of looking for exact words in user reviews and code, we should

correlate them through their semantic meanings to avoid missing the mapping. For

example, in the review “When the picture is saved, it gets flipped upside my down” of

the app fr.xplod.focal, the “save picture” verb phrase can be mapped to the camera

related APIs (e.g., MediaRecorder.setVideoSource()) since “picture” and “video” are

similar nouns.

To localize function errors in user reviews of mobile apps, ReviewSolver first

identifies such kind of negative reviews through supervised machine learning and

analyzes each sentence in such reviews to extract useful verb phrase and noun

phrase through the NLP techniques. Then, it conducts static bytecode analysis

to extract seven kinds of information. Finally, ReviewSolver maps the reviews to

the code according to their semantic similarity and recommends the most related

code to developers. We carefully evaluate the performance of ReviewSolver with 18

open-source apps. The results show that our system outperforms ChangeAdvisor.

1.5.2 Privacy Policy Analysis

Since app markets and users concern about the trustworthiness of apps’ privacy

policies, we propose a novel approach and develop a system named PPChecker to

automatically identify problems in privacy policy. The output of PPChecker can

facilitate app stakeholders to spot issues in their privacy policies, help normal users to
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determine the trustworthiness of apps, and assist app owners and regulators like FTC

to identify questionable apps. The checking of inaccurate privacy policies can also

be used to detect malicious apps. It is challenging to design and develop PPChecker

because of the following reasons:

(1) Privacy policy is written in natural language, and the diversity of natural language

makes it difficult to understand the meaning of a privacy policy or extract useful

information from it [99, 217]. Moreover, both the app’s and the third-party libs’

privacy policies should be analyzed in order to spot any inconsistency.

(2) Without assuming the availability of an app’s source code, PPChecker should

be able to understand an app’s behaviors from its bytecode, and then contrast the

behaviors with the information extracted from the privacy policy. To tackle these

challenging issues, PPChecker employs NLP techniques to analyze privacy policies,

and adopts static analysis approaches to inspect apps. Moreover, we define five kinds

of common problems in privacy policies and propose new algorithms to detect them.

We conduct careful evaluation on PPChecker by using real apps along with their

privacy policies. The experimental results show that PPChecker can effectively detect

those problems with high precision.

1.5.3 Generating Privacy Policy for Android Apps

To facilitate the generation of privacy policy for apps, in this thesis, we propose

a novel system named AutoPPG to automatically construct correct and readable

descriptions for an app’s behaviors related to personal information. It is non-trivial

to develop AutoPPG because of several challenging issues:

(1) How to automatically map APIs to personal information? Note that other similar
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studies (e.g., AppProfiler [187]) did it manually. By exploiting the Google Java style

followed by the Android framework [18] and information extraction techniques [161],

we propose a new algorithm to address this issue.

(2) How to profile an app’s behaviors related to personal information through static

analysis? By leveraging the app property graph(APG) [176], we design various graph

traversals to answer questions like: does the app collect personal information? If yes,

does the host app or any third-party library collect such information? Does the app

notify users before collecting the information? Will the app store the information

locally or send it to a remote server?

(3) How to construct correct and readable descriptions? To address this issue, we

propose several new approaches based on NLP techniques, including, selecting proper

verbs, defining clear and simple sentence structure following the guidelines of plain

English [101], removing sentences with the same meanings, and rearranging sentences

according to the level of importance. We validate the generated descriptions through

crowdsourcing-based experiments.

We implement AutoPPG and perform careful experiments with real apps and

crowdsourcing to evaluate its performance. The experimental results show that

AutoPPG can construct correct and easy-to-understand descriptions for privacy

policy. Actually, the privacy policies resulted from AutoPPG usually reveal more

apps’ behaviors related to users’ personal information than existing privacy policies.

1.5.4 Performing Privacy Compliance Analysis

To performing the privacy compliance analysis of mobile apps, we first systematically

summarize the privacy requirements and then transform them to a series of violations
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in apps. We implement a framework, PrivacyPromoter, which combines app bytecode

analysis and privacy policy content analysis to detect all summarized violations. The

compliance analysis is challenging due to two reasons:

(1) Each privacy requirement includes various specifications. All of them needs to

be considered when performing compliance analysis. For example, when preparing

privacy policies for mobile apps, developers need to describe the user rights in the

privacy policies [140]. According to GDPR, users have eight rights need to be described

(e.g., right to information, right to erase, and right to withdraw consent). Then, each

right need to be described in the privacy policies.

(2) The semantic gap between the requirements and app bytecode. The privacy

requirements are written in natural language, which only provide the general principles

of handling user data. They do not explain how to implement them in the app code

(e.g., how to request the access of personal data). For example, the GDPR describes:

“Where processing is based on consent, the controller shall be able to demonstrate that

the data subject has consented to processing of his or her personal data.”. However,

this sentence does not explain how the GUI of the app should be designed when

retrieving user consent before accessing personal data.

We implement PrivacyPromoter and then conduct extensive evaluations with real

apps. The experimental results demonstrate its effectiveness to identify violations of

privacy requirements.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the related

work. Chapter 3 describes the approach of enhancing the description-to-Behavior
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fidelity with privacy policies and the system localizing function errors in user reviews.

Chapter 4 describes the system accessing the trustworthiness of privacy policies.

Chapter 5 introduces the system generating privacy policy for Android apps. Chapter 6

is the framework performing privacy compliance analysis for Android apps. Finally,

we conclude the thesis and discuss the future work in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

We provide an overview on work related to our study of privacy issues of mobile apps.

First, we introduce the work related to analyzing apps (i.e., permissions and bytecode).

Second, we introduce the work that analyzing the description and permissions to

check the description-to-behavior fidelity and the works analyzing user reviews. Then,

we describe the work that identifying the problems in privacy policies of apps. We

will also describe the work related to generating privacy policies for apps. Finally, we

introduce the work that performing privacy compliance analysis.

2.1 Android App Analysis

2.1.1 Permission Analysis

Stowaway [115] utilizes automated testing techniques to build up the map between

Android permissions and APIs. Then it disassembles the dex file to detect over-claimed

permissions. To increase code coverage, PScout [70] performs static reachability

analysis on framework to build up mapping between API calls and permissions.

Bartel et al. [78] combine Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA) and field-sensitive static
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analysis (Spark) to analyze Android permissions. VetDroid [230] conducts dynamic

analysis to understand how the resources protected by permissions are accessed and

utilized. Felt et al. find that the unrestricted intent-based ICC mechanisms can be

used to conduct intent spoofing attack [118]. They develop a system ComDroid to

examine permission-requiring intents. Wei et al. [213] perform long term study on

the permission usage of the entire Android ecosystem. They find that an increasing

number of apps are violating the principle of least privilege. Wu et al. [216] find

out that 85.78% of preloaded apps in are over-claimed and 66.40% are due to vendor

customizations. Backes et al. [72] report that PScout generates some false mappings

since it does not conduct in-depth analysis on the application framework. Currently,

we select PScout to build the mapping between permission and APIs/URIs. In the

future, we will replace PScout with [72, 78] to improve the correctness of our system.

More discussion about Android permission analysis can be found in [182,200,202,218].

2.1.2 Static Analysis

CHEX [158] employs static analysis to detect component hijacking vulnerabilities in

Android apps. A number of static analysis research has been done on Android apps.

FlowDroid [68] is a precise context, flow, field, object-sensitive and lifecycle-aware

static taint analysis system for Android apps. Lu et al. [157] analyse both used

APIs and content providers, and apply the joint flow analysis technique to find more

privacy disclosures. EdgeMiner [89] conducts static analysis on Android framework to

determine implicit control flow transition. AsDroid matches the static analysis result

with text extracted from UI components to detect stealthy behaviors in Android

apps [143]. In order to uncover the server URLs of mobile apps, Lin et al. [238]
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use symbolic execution to solve the constraints on the path to get the proper input.

Then they utilize dynamic analysis to generate server request message. To identify

the vulnerability of brute-force password, given a few legal inputs, Zuo et al. [239]

first hook cryptographic APIs to know how the user input is processed. Then they

intercept the outgoing messages and infer the semantic of message fields by diffing the

messages. In order to understand why some apps are disappeared from the market,

Wang et al. [211] compared two snapshots of Google Play apps and they summarized

six kinds of apps that are removed.

2.2 Text Analysis for Mobile Security

The description can be used when checking the description-to-behavior fidelity of

apps and the user reviews can be used to locate function errors.

2.2.1 Checking Description-to-behavior Fidelity

Some researchers propose checking the inconsistencies between an app’s description

and its real behavior to identify abnormal apps [133,174,178]. More precisely, they use

the app’s description to infer expected behaviors and employ the permissions/APIs

used by the app to represent its behaviors.

Whyper [174] and AutoCog [178] combine description and the requested permis-

sions to find improper permissions. After extracting word pairs from description,

Whyper and AutoCog map them to permissions. Then, they compare these permis-

sions inferred from the description with the permissions requested by the app. If an

app requests some permissions but does not explain it in the description, Whyper-

/AutoCog will raise an alert. The major difference between these two systems lies in
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how to construct the semantic model. Whyper builds it by manually analyzing API

documents whereas AutoCog creates it by conducting statistical analysis on a large

number of descriptions.

CHABADA [133] combines description and the called APIs to find suspicious

apps. It first uses LDA to extract topic words from descriptions for grouping apps

into different clusters. Then, it identifies suspicious apps with abnormal API usages

in the same cluster. ACODE [212] first finds APIs/URIs used in code, and then uses

keywords search technique to find related sentences in the description of the app.

2.2.2 User Reviews Analysis

A number of studies have been conducted on the user reviews of app store [123].

However, the majority of them just analyze user reviews without correlating them with

apps’ code. Chen et al. [93] combine static features (e.g., app name, category) and

dynamic features (e.g., current rate count, description) with comment features (e.g.,

user rate, comment title) to predict the popularity of apps. Khalid et al. manually

analyze user reviews and uncover 12 types of user complaints [150]. To identify

correlations between error-sensitive permissions and error-related reviews, Gomez et

al. [129] leverage LDA and J48 to process the permissions and reviews. AR-Miner [94]

employs machine learning technique to filter out non-informative reviews and then

performs clustering on the remaining reviews to provide an intuitive summary for

developers. Ciurumelea et al. manually analyze user reviews and define a high level

taxonomy (e.g., compatibility, usage) and low level taxonomy (e.g., device, UI) [96] and

apply machine learning techniques to classify the reviews. AutoReb [151] combines

machine learning and crowdsourcing technique to identify four kinds of privacy related
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reviews, including spamming, financial issue, over-privileged permission, and data

leakage. To identify the part of the app loved by users, SUR-Miner [137] extracts

the semantic dependence relation between words and utilizes clustering algorithms to

identify users’ opinion towards corresponding aspect. In [159], Walid Maalej et al.

combine text classification, NLP, and sentiment analysis to classify reviews into four

categories. To generate summaries of users feedback, SURF [109] classifies review

sentences into different categories by utilizing the intentions and topics of the reviews.

ChangeAdvisor [173] is most closely related study since they also analyze code.

ChangeAdvisor [173] employs the HDP algorithm [203] to extract topic words from

the clusters of function error related reviews. Then it calculates the asymmetric

dice similarity coefficient [73] between these topic words and the words extracted

from source code file. If the result reaches a threshold, it recommends the developer

to check the corresponding code file. Information retrieval (IR) [73] technique has

been used to link document to code. The document is used as a query and the

code is regarded as document collection. IR uses some models (e.g., vector space

model, probabilistic model) to calculate the relevance between the input document

and code files. Then it ranks the relevance of code files. BLUIR [190] extracts words

from the class names, method name, and variable names of source code and then

it employs VSM to link bug reports to code. TRASE [69] builds up probabilistic

topic model for software artifacts. This model can be used to classify artifacts based

on semantic meaning and visualize the software with topic words. CRISTAL [172]

compares crowd reviews with code changes to measure the extent to which the crowd

request have been accommodated. The system also monitors changes of user ratings

to measure user reactions. To discover the inconsistency between app description
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and permissions, TAPVerifier [227] uses NLP to analyze the privacy policy and uses

static analysis to analyze the code. To locate feature related code, SNIAFL [232] first

transforms the feature description and method/variable names in code into index

terms. Then it uses vector space model to calculate the cosine similarity between the

feature description and methods in code.

2.3 Privacy Policy Analysis

Existing studies usually use a small number of pre-defined patterns to analyze privacy

policy. Brodie et al. create a set of grammars and use NLP to identify the rule

elements in privacy policy [86]. Costante et al. define five patterns and employ

the information extraction techniques to discover the information to be collected

by websites [99]. Text2Policy uses pre-defined patterns to extract access control

policies from natural-language project documents and resource-access information

from functional requirements [217]. Breaux et al. define a formal language to find

conflicts between privacy policies manually [82,83]. Moreover, Yamada et al. manually

look for conflicts among the privacy policies of a few online social networks [222].

Privee combines crowdsourcing and binary classification techniques to examine web

privacy policies [235]. Note that although Privee can determine whether a privacy

policy contains statements related to information collection, it cannot find out which

information will be collected. Recently, Schaub et al. explore the design space of

privacy notice to help developers select the best notice design [193].

Some systems have been proposed to analyzing the privacy policies of Android

apps. Rocky et al. [186] propose to detect incomplete privacy policies. Zimmeck

et al. [237] propose to use machine learning to analyze privacy policies and detect
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incomplete privacy policies. Different from Rocky et al. [186], they only consider API.

In order to annotate the segments of privacy policies with a set of labels describing

its data practices, Harkous et al. propose a deep learning classification system

Polisis [140]. It first transforms each segment to word vectors through embedding

layer and then processes the vectors with a convolutional neural network. After

updating the parameters in the convolutional neural network with training set, the

final convolutional neural network can predict the practice labels of new segments.

To discover the contradictions that occur within an individual policy, Andow et al.

propose a system Policylint to generate ontologies from a large corpus of privacy

policies and then use sentence-level analysis to discover both positive and negative

statements of data collection and sharing [51]. To determine if the privacy policies

describe all types of data transmitted through network, Andow et al. perform dynamic

analysis a system PoliCheck [52] to discover the data types transmitted in real network

traffic and then compare them with the privacy policy analysis result of Policylint.

2.4 Privacy Policy Generator

Although Privacy Informer [164] was proposed to automatically generate privacy

policies, it can only analyse the source code of mobile apps created through App

Inventor, but it cannot generate privacy policies for normal apps due to the lack

of source code. PAGE [189] is an Eclipse plug-in that enables developers to create

privacy policies during the developing process. However, PAGE is similar to those

online privacy policy generators since it does not analyse apps’ source code and

it requires developers to answer a list of questions such as “What type of data do

you collect” and “Do you share data with others”. AppProfiler is another similar
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work [187]. It detects privacy-related behaviors in apps and explains them to end

users. However, AppProfiler is based on the manually created knowledge base which

maps the privacy-relevant APIs to appropriate behaviours. Moreover, AppProfiler

can only identify system calls, method name, and class name, but it cannot perform

the data flow analysis and cannot find which information will be retained.

Zhang et al. propose the system DESCRIBEME to generate security-centric

descriptions for Android apps [228]. DESCRIBEME aims at generating descrip-

tions while AutoPPG intends to help developer create privacy policy. Moreover,

DESCRIBEME only considers sensitive APIs and DESCRIBEME can only extract

three kinds of conditions for sensitive APIs.

2.5 Privacy Compliance Analysis

Most existing systems focus on detecting the issues contained in the apps’ privacy

policies. Some systems focus on checking if one privacy policy covers all personal

data accessed by the app or not [52,186,237]. Some systems are designed to detect

the confict sentences contained in the privacy policies [51,82].

Fan et al. [114] propose a system HPDroid to detect three kinds of GDPR

violations: First, the privacy policy is incomplete (i.e., miss some segments); Second,

the privacy policy does not mention all personal data accessed by the app; Third, the

data transmission is not secure.
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Chapter 3

Identifying Unexpected Behaviors
and Localizing Function Errors

3.1 Overview

Before installing an app, users will read the descriptions of the app and the user

reviews. If the description is inconsistent with the permissions requested by the app or

if many user reviews describe function errors of this app, users have a high probability

of choosing not to install this app. As malware is becoming more complicated and

stealthy, recent research proposed a promising detection approach that looks for

the inconsistency between an app’s permissions and its description. In this chapter,

we first revisit this approach and reveal that using description and permission will

lead to many false positives because descriptions often fail to declare all sensitive

operations. Then, we propose exploiting an app’s privacy policy and its bytecode

to enhance the malware detection based on description and permissions. It is non-

trivial to automatically analyze privacy policy and perform the cross-verification

among these four kinds of software artifacts including, privacy policy, bytecode,

description, and permissions. To address these challenging issues, we first propose a
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novel data flow model for analyzing privacy policy, and then develop a new system,

named TAPVerifier, for carrying out investigation of individual software artifacts and

conducting the cross-verification. The experimental results show that TAPVerifier

can analyze privacy policy with a high accuracy and recall rate.

Since app testing may miss some function errors given limited time and resource,

the user reviews of mobile apps are very important to developers for learning the

uncaught errors. Unfortunately, manually handling each review is time-consuming and

even error-prone. Existing studies on mobile apps’ reviews could not help developers

effectively locate the problematic code according to the reviews, because the majority

of such research does not take into account apps’ code. Moreover, recent studies on

mapping reviews to problematic source files just look for the matching between the

words in reviews and that in source code, and thus result in many false positives and

false negatives. In this thesis, we propose a novel approach to localize function errors

in mobile apps by exploiting the context information in user reviews and correlating

the reviews and bytecode through their semantic meanings. We realize our new

approach as a tool named ReviewSolver, and carefully evaluate it with reviews of real

apps. The experimental result shows that ReviewSolver has much better performance

than the state-of-the-art tool.

Overall, we make the following contributions in TAPVerifier:

• A novel data flow model for privacy policy to define semantic patterns. Based on

these patterns, we can automatically identify the collected personal information

from apps’ privacy policies.

• We propose and develop TAPVerifier, a novel system for analyzing four kinds
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of software artifacts, including, privacy policy, bytecode, description, and

permission, and conducting cross-verification among them automatically.

• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate TAPVerifier. The experimental

results show that compared with description, privacy policies are more likely to

describe privacy-related behaviours.

Moreover, we we make the following contributions in ReviewSolver:

• We propose a novel approach to localize function errors in mobile apps by

exploiting the context information in user reviews and correlating the reviews

and bytecode through their semantic meanings.

• We realize the new approach in the tool ReviewSolver that leverages NLP and

program analysis techniques to automatically extract selected information from

an app’s apk file and its reviews, and then map the function error reviews to

code.

• We evaluate ReviewSolver using real apps in Google Play and their reviews,

and compare it with ChangeAdvisor, the state-of-the-art tool. The results show

that ReviewSolver outperforms ChangeAdvisor in terms of correctly mapping

more reviews to code.

The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the background

knowledge and the motivating examples in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the

design and the implementation of TAPVerifier. Section 3.4 describes the design and

the implementation of ReviewSolver. Section 3.6 presents the extensive evaluation

results of TAPVerifier. Section 3.7 describes the evaluation of ReviewSolver.
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3.2 Background

3.2.1 Android

Each app has an APK file that contains the executable dex file, the manifest file

(AndroidManifest.xml), resource file and other supporting files. Android uses per-

missions to limit the access to sensitive data or feature on the device. If an app

wants to use some features protected by permissions, it must declare corresponding

permission in its manifest file.

3.2.2 Description-to-Behavior Fidelity

Some researchers propose checking the inconsistencies between an app’s description

and its real behavior to identify abnormal apps [174] [178] [133]. More precisely, they

use the app’s description to infer expected behaviors and employ the permissions/APIs

used by the app to represent its behaviors.

Whyper [174] and AutoCog [178] combine description and the requested permis-

sions to find improper permissions. After extracting word pairs from description,

Whyper and AutoCog map them to permissions. Then, they compare these permis-

sions inferred from the description with the permissions requested by the app. If

an app requests some permissions but does not explain it in the description, Why-

per/AutoCog will raise an alert. CHABADA [133] combines description and the

called APIs to find suspicious apps. It first uses LDA [81] to extract topic words from

descriptions for grouping apps into different clusters. Then, it identifies suspicious

apps with abnormal API usages in the same cluster.
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3.2.3 Privacy policy

When publishing an app in Google play, developers will provide additional information

to help user learn more about the app, such as, description, privacy policy, screenshots,

to name a few [27]. An app’s description is like an advertisement for promoting the

app and attracting more users [206]. To make the description appealing to users,

the app’s most relevant features are presented. Privacy policy informs users about

personal information collection, such as what kind of information will be collected,

how information will be used, etc. [60].

3.2.4 Motivating Examples of Enhancing Description-to-behavior

Fidlity With Privacy Policies and Bytecode

We use the app com.tinymission.dailyyogafree to illustrate how to employ privacy

policy to remove false alerts resulted from the insufficiency of description. Fig. 3.1,

Fig. 3.2, and Fig. 3.3 show the snippet of the app’s code, its privacy policy, and the

description, respectively.

Figure 3.1: Snippet of com.tinymission.dailyyogafree’s codes. It gets the location
information and writes the information to the log.

Use privacy policy to explain the necessity of permission. As shown in
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The types of non-personal data Daily Workout may collect and 
use include, but are not limited to:  
(i) device properties, including, but not limited to unique device 
identifier or other device identifier ("UDID");  
(ii) device software platform and firmware;  
(iii) mobile phone carrier;  
(iv) geographical data such as zip code, area code and location; 

Figure 3.2: Snippet of com.tinymission.dailyyogafree’s privacy policy.

Your own personal yoga instructor wherever you are!  FEATURES: 
• Level one 20, 40 and 60 minute workouts             • Great for both men and women
• Video demonstrates how to get into each pose   • Audio instructions for entire routine
• 30+ poses                                                                 • 3 predefined routines
>>> Featured in WIRED magazine!!!
Simply Yoga is your own personal yoga instructor. The app contains a 20, 40 and 60 
minute yoga routine that step you through each pose. Each pose is demonstrated by 
a certified personal trainer, so simply choose your workout length and follow along in 
the comfort of your own home!
If you like Simply Yoga FREE, check out the full version which features:
• A second set of workouts (Level 2)    • Create custom routines from all poses
• Landscape mode                                • Ad-free
>>> Want more workouts? Also check out the "DAILY WORKOUTS" full version app for
 multiple workouts including ab, arm, butt, cardio, leg and full-body routines. Daily 
Workouts now also has Pilates, stretch, kettlebell and ball workouts and more!

Figure 3.3: Description of com.tinymission.dailyyogafree.

Fig.3.1, the app calls the API getLastKnownLocation() to get the location information

and eventually writes the information into the log. Since invoking this function

needs the permission ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, the app requires such permission in

its manifest file.

Fig.3.2 lists part of the app’s privacy policy, where “Daily Workout” (i.e., “Daily

Workout Apps, LLC”) is the developer of the app com.tinymission.dailyyogafree.

The item (iv) indicates that the app will collect users’ location information and the

app requires the permission ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. In other words, the privacy
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policy can explain the necessity of requesting this permission.

Use privacy policy to find false alerts. When analyzing this app’s description

(Fig.3.3), AutoCog [178] cannot locate any sentences that can explain why the

permission ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION is needed, and therefore it raises a permission

alert. However, since the privacy policy can explain the necessity, such false alert can

be removed by analyzing the privacy policy.

Use code to find false alerts. We use the app com.ilspl.mahavir to demon-

strate how to use code analysis to remove false alerts due to the overclaimed per-

missions. The app, “com.ilspl.mahavir”, requests permission ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

and ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION without explaining it in its description. AutoCog

generates an alert. However, our bytecode analysis finds that this app does not use

any location related APIs. Therefore, such false alert can be removed with the help

of bytecode analysis.

3.2.5 Function Error Related Reviews and Context Informa-

tion

By manually analyzing 6,390 user reviews, Khalid et al. [150] summarized 12 types of

user complaints in user reviews, and the top 3 most common complaints include func-

tion error (26.68%), feature request (15.13%), and app crashing (10.51%). Function

error related reviews describe app specific problem found when using it. An example

is “Couldn’t connect to server ”. App crashing related reviews depict the event of app

crashing. For instance, “Crashes every time I use it”. Since both function errors

and app crashing are critical problems, we consider them together under the same

category (i.e., function errors) by mapping the user reviews to the corresponding
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code.

A key insight behind ReviewSolver is that users may describe the context under

which an error occurred when writing reviews [160]. Such context information provides

us useful hints to locate the problematic codes. To further illustrate it, we randomly

select 500 function error reviews with at least 4 words from 18 open-source apps

(Section 3.7.4, Table 3.17), manually read them, and summarize the context of the

function errors. As shown in Table 3.1, 56.0% function error reviews contain more

or less context information. We use 5 examples to illustrate how to locate the

problematic code by exploiting such context information in Section 3.2.6.

Table 3.1: The context information in function error reviews.
Context informa-

tion

Description Percentage Example

(1)App Specific

Task

Errors appear when

performing app spe-

cific tasks

25.2%

(126/500)

“Auto backup doesn’t work ...”

(2)Updating App Errors appear after

updating the app

8.2%

(41/500)

“New update doesn’t work with

the s3.”

(3)GUI Errors appear when

interacting with

GUI

3.4%

(17/500)

“Note 4 does not have menu hard

button.”

(4)Error Message Reviews contains

the error messages

from apps

2.8%

(14/500)

“it just says "c:geo can’t load data

required to log visit"”

(5)Opening App Errors appear when

opening the app

1.6%

(8/500)

“It crashed every time I opened

it.”

(6)Registering Errors appear when

logining/registering

account

2.2%

(11/500)

“Cannot login to my gmail”

(7)API/URI/intent Errors appear when

accessing resource

or information

12.8%

(64/500)

“But I cannot save photos to sd

card with it”

(8)Other User does not de-

scribe the context

44.0%

(220/500)

“Sometimes not working.”

As shown in Table 3.1, most errors (25.2%) related to the functions specific to an
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app (“(1)App Specific Task” in Table 3.1). Since different apps have different specific

functions, it is difficult to predefine some classes and group these functions into them.

Hence, we look for the classes/methods that realize these functions. Since 8.2% errors

appear after the app is updated, we will determine the code difference between the

version reported by users and the previous version. Sometimes the users may describe

the error message shown in app (2.8%), and hence we locate such error by checking

the classes that display such error message. For function error reviews that report

crashing right after the app is launched(1.6%), we will locate and check the starting

activity. If the errors happen when registering account or during login (2.2%), we look

for and examine the account registration and login related activities. 12.8% errors are

related to the resource/information of the device. Since such resource/information

could be accessed by using APIs/URIs/intent, we will locate the problematic code

through the corresponding APIs/URIs/intent.

We divide these errors into two categories and detail how to map them to code

in Section 3.5.1 and Section 3.5.2 individually. One category includes app specific

errors that are related to the functions implemented by developers (i.e., case (1)-(6)

in Table 3.1). The other one refers to the general error that are related to Android

interface (i.e., case (7) in Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 also shows that 44.0% function error reviews do not contain context

information. They usually describe that the app does not work due to some bugs

(e.g., “Crash after crash. Uninstall very fast! ”) or simply point out the device type

(e.g., “Please fix the bug. i’m using xiaomi mi4c”).
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3.2.6 Motivating Examples of Localizing Function Errors in

User Reviews

To clearly differentiate our approach (i.e., ReviewSolver) from the state-of-the-art

method (i.e., ChangeAdvisor [96]), we use a few motivating examples to demonstrate

why ChangeAdvisor will lead to false positives and false negatives and how our

approach can address the problems. Note that ChangeAdvisor [173] first clusters

similar reviews and then looks up the topic words identified from the clusters in a set

of words extracted from the names of source code elements (e.g., fields, methods, and

classes) to determine problematic source file. Without considering the syntactic and

semantic information in the sentence, ChangeAdvisor may include irrelevant words

and cause false positive (i.e., the mapping from the review to the code is incorrect).

Example 1 illustrates this.

Example 1 com.fsck.k9: “Unable to fetch mail on Samsung Note 4 for Nexus 7

for the longest time”.

ChangeAdvisor This review describes an error related to “fetch mail”. ChangeAd-

visor extracts the word “time” as topic words of the cluster and recommends the

developer to check the class com.fsck.k9.Clock since the code file of class also contains

the word “time”. Unfortunately, this class is not related to this error.

ReviewSolver We first extract the verb phrase “fetch mail” from the syntactic tree

of this review, and then compare the semantic similarity between this verb phrase

and the verb phrases extracted from method names. If the similarity is higher than

the threshold, ReviewSolver recommend the developer to check the corresponding

method (i.e.„ “com.fsck.k9.Account.getEmail()” in this example).

Moreover, since ChangeAdvisor does not conduct static analysis on apps, it may
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lead to many false negatives (i.e., cannot map the errors to the code). By contrast,

ReviewSolver can reveal them by leveraging the context information in user reviews

and the information distributed in various software artifacts related to apps, as

illustrated in the Examples 2-5.

Example 2 org.thoughtcrime.securesms: “Unfortunately I can no longer send SMS

to any non-signal user.”

ReviewSolver Since some errors in reviews are related to Android framework

APIs, we look for the classes that invoke the corresponding APIs. In particu-

lar, we extract the verb phrase “send SMS” from the review, and look for the

APIs whose descriptions express the same meaning. Since the API SmsMan-

ager.sendTextMessage() fulfills the requirement, we recommend developer to check

the class org.thoughtcrime.securesms.jobs.SmsSendJob since it calls this API.

Example 3 org.thoughtcrime.securesms: “Signal crashed when i tried to find contact

while writing sms ...”

ReviewSolver Since some errors in reviews are related to the content providers,

we locate the invocation of such content providers in apps. More precisely, af-

ter extracting the verb phrase “find contact” from the review, we conduct static

analysis on code to find the classes that query content provider to get contact

information. Eventually, we recommend developer to examine the method Contacts-

Database.queryTextSecureContacts() since it queries the content provider with URI

<android.provider.ContactsContract$Data: android.net.Uri CONTENT_URI>

to get contact.

Example 4 org.mariotaku.twidere: “Update: uploading photos error.”

ReviewSolver Since some errors in reviews involve sending/receiving intents, we find
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the classes that contain such intents. For example, after extracting camera related

verb phrase “upload photo” from the review, we conduct static analysis to find the

classes that send camera related intents. We recommend developer to investigate the

method MediaPickerActivity.openCamera() because it will send an intent with action

android.media.action.VIDEO_CAPTURE to other apps.

Example 5 com.fsck.k9: “I like the app, but I receive an error message saying

"Failed to send some messages" EVERY time I send an email.”

ReviewSolver If the error reviews list the error messages from the apps, we can

look for such messages in the app. For example, after determining the error message

in the review, we locate the class that shows this message, and eventually recommend

the developer to examine the class com.fsck.k9.notification.SendFailedNotifications

since it raises this message.

3.3 TAPVerifier

3.3.1 Data Flow Model for Privacy Policy

Data Collection� Data Utilization�

Data Disclose�

WE YOU

Third Party

Symbol �means this component 
contains collected information

Data Access�

Integrity and Security*Data Aggregation�

Data Storage�

Data Provision

Service 
Provision User Consent 

Component that describes the 
behaviours of the app or user

Component that describes the 
service provided by the app

Figure 3.4: Data Flow Model for Privacy Policy.

Useful sentence. Not all sentences in privacy policies are relevant to users’

personal information. We define “useful sentences” as those sentences that describe
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what information will be collected by an app. By analyzing useful sentences, we can

identify the personal information to be collected by the app. Other sentences are

regarded as “useless”, and will not be analysed. For example, although the sentence

“if you have any question, you can contact us by using the following information”

contains sensitive word “contact”, we do not analyse it since it talks about how to

contact the developer.

Data flow model. Since useful sentences can have diverse formats, we propose

a systematic approach to define semantic patterns, and then use such patterns to

recognize useful sentences. More precisely, motivated by the categories of privacy

elements summarized in [61,62], we create a data flow model for major components

in privacy policies. This model describes how personal information is processed and

transmitted and guides us to define semantic patterns.

As shown in Fig. 3.4, our data flow model has three kinds of actors, including

We, You, and Third Party. The former two actors can conduct several actions

denoted by their respective blocks. The actor We may refer to the app itself,

the developer/owner of this app, or the service provider. We can collect personal

information from the app. The actor You refers to the user of an app or service, and

You can provide information through registering accounts or other channels. The

actor Third Party (e.g., Ad library) collaborates with We, and may receive the

information collected by We. Our model is general and extensible, and it does not

require a privacy policy to include all actions. Moreover, if a new action is identified,

we can easily add it to the model.

The model in Fig.3.4 illustrates how information flows from one actor to another

and how it is handled by different actions. We detail each action as follows.
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. Data Collection. This action is usually accompanied with sentences explicitly

mentioning which information will be collected by We, for example, “we may collect

and process information about your actual location.”.

. Data Storage. Since We may store information in some place after collecting

them, the sentences related to this action will reveal the collected information, such

as, “we’ll store those contacts on our servers for you to use.".

. Data Utilization. Privacy policies also describe what information will be used

and the purpose of this behaviour. The sentences about this action will disclose the

collected information, such as, “We may use your location information to display

advertisements for businesses".

. Data Access. Since some sentences often mention the limited access to the

collected personal information, they may provide more details about the personal

information, for example, “Service providers have access to your personal information

only to perform services on our behalf.".

. Data Disclose. It explains what, when, and how the collected information will be

shared with Third Party by We. Hence, the relevant sentences will give hints to

the information, such as, “We may disclose your information to third parties if we

determine that such disclosure is reasonably necessary.".

. Integrity&Security. We will take some measures to protect the integrity and

security of user data. The relevant sentences mention the data collected by We, such

as “all sensitive/credit information you supply is encrypted via Secure Socket Layer

(SSL) technology.”.

. User Consent. You may accept the privacy policy explicitly by consenting to

it. Alternatively, You may accept the privacy policy implicitly by using the app. In
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either case, We can acquire the information mentioned in the related sentences, for

example, “Each time you visit the Site or use the Service, you agree and expressly

consent to our collection, use and disclosure of the information.".

. Data Provision. When You register an account, We will ask You to provide

certain information directly. The relevant sentences will present the details, for

instance, “When you register account through website, you will be asked to provide us

with your phone number, name and a photo".

. Data Aggregation. We may combine the information collected from different

sources, such as “we may combine Personal Information with other information, such

as combining a precise geographical location with your name. ”.

Service Provision usually briefly introduces the service or data provided to

users. Since an app’s description provides much more such information than Service

Provision, we do not analyze it.

3.3.2 Semantic Patterns

We define semantic patterns according to the data flow model shown in Fig. 3.4. More

precisely, we first find out the verbs commonly used in different actions, and then

define semantic patterns according to those verbs’ semantic meanings and common

sentence structures in privacy policies.

Verb set. Since the verbs are the basis of semantic patterns, their comprehen-

siveness would affect the effectiveness of semantic pattern. For example, verb “collect”

and “gather” have similar semantic meaning, and may be used interchangeably.

We propose the following approach to automatically construct the verb set that

contains verbs with similar meaning. In the first step, since PScout [70] lists the APIs
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Permission API Example Personal Information

WRITE_SETTINGS putConfiguration() configuration

READ_CONTACTS assignContactFromPhone() contact

RECORD_AUDIO setAudioSource() audio source

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE getExternalStorageDirectory() external storage directory

WRITE_CONTACTS assignContactFromEmail() contact

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION getLastKnownLocation() last known location

CAMERA setVideoSource() video source

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED - -

GET_ACCOUNTS getAccounts() accounts

READ_CALENDAR CalendarContract$Reminders.query() reminders

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION addGpsStatusListener() Gps status listener

Table 3.2: Permissions and their related APIs.

protected by 10 sensitive permissions as shown in Table 3.2, we analyze the method

names of these APIs to extract personal information. For example, we extract “last

known location” from the API getLastKnownLocation(). If the method name only

contains a verb (e.g., Camera.open()), we collect the personal information from its

class name (e.g., “camera”).

In the second step, we look for the personal information in a corpus that consists

of 500 privacy policies, and locate the corresponding verbs. More precisely, if one

sentence contains personal information, we analyze its typed dependency to identify

the corresponding verb. For example, since the sentence “we will retain your account

information” contains “account”, we extract its related verb “retain”. We collect the

verbs that appear more than 5 times in these privacy policies, and eventually obtain

132 verbs.

In the third step, we divide these verbs into proper categories by comparing them

with 23 seed verbs, which are commonly-used verbs in privacy policies as suggested

by Anton et al. in [59]. We manually group the seed verbs into 12 verb sets according

to their semantic meaning, and let them be the seed verbs of each verb set. Then, for
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the 132 new verbs obtained in the second step, we calculate the semantic similarity

between them and the seed verbs in each verb set. Given a new verb, if the similarity

between it and the seed verb is higher than a threshold (0.67 by default), we put it

into the corresponding verb set.

Finally, 115 new verbs are grouped into 12 verb sets (shown in Table 3.3). Other

verbs (e.g. “cancel”) are removed since they cannot be classified to any verb set. Table

3.3 lists three sample verbs for each verb set. Note that some verbs appear in more

than one category. For example, given that "provide" is used in a sentence, if the

subject is We, the sentence belongs to the Service Provision action. Otherwise,

if the subject is You, the sentence should belong to the Data Provision action of

You.
# Verb Set(Action Name) Example verbs

1 V Pcollect (Data Collection) collect, gather, capture,...

2 V Pcontain (Data Collection) contain, include, involve,...

3 V Paccess(Data Access) access, read, see,...

4 V Paccess�control (Data Access) limit, restrict, gain,...

5 V Pstore (Data Storage) store, reserve, log,...

6 V Puse (Data Utilization) use, process, link,...

7 V Pdisclose (Data Disclose) share, sell, disclose,...

8 V Pallow (All actions) allow, disallow, permit,...

9 V Pprovide (All actions) provide, supply, offer,...

10 V Pconsent (User Consent) consent, agree, assent,...

11 V Pprotect (Integrity&Security) protect, encrypt, decrypt, ...

12 V Pcombine (Data Aggregation) aggregate, combine, merge, ...

Table 3.3: Common verbs and their related actions.

The following paragraphs will detail the semantic patterns for each action. We

determine these semantic patterns by first looking for the main verbs (e.g., those shown

in Table 3.3) in real privacy policies and then manually reading the corresponding
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sentences and extracting the patterns. To ease the presentation of semantic patterns,

resource represents the place where the collected information will appear. We use

V P pass
⇤ to indicate the corresponding passive voice of the verbs.

Data Collection. Its semantic patterns include:

Pattern_DC 1: sbj V Pcollect resource

Pattern_DC 2: resource V P pass
collect

Pattern_DC 3: sbj V Pcollect V Pcontain resource

Pattern_DC 4: sbj V Pallow obj to V Pcollect resource

Pattern_DC 5: sbj V P pass
allow to V Pcollect resource

The sentences related to this action will describe the collected information directly,

such as “We will collect any information contained in such communication" (Pat-

tern_DC 1) or “Personal data about you will be collected" (Pattern_DC 2). They may

ask for the permission to collect some information, for example, “Cookies allow us to

collect technical and navigational information" (Pattern_DC 4) or “We are allowed to

collect and store the following personal information" (Pattern_DC 5). Pattern_DC

3 indicates a special class of descriptive sentences that enumerate individual collected

information, for instance, “Examples of the information we collect include name,

mobile phone number". The subject and the object form the part-whole relation [126],

where name and mobile phone number are part of the collected information.

Data Storage. Its semantic patterns include:

Pattern_DS 1: sbj V Pstore resource

Pattern_DS 2: resource V P pass
store

Pattern_DS 3: sbj V Pallow obj to V Pstore resource

Pattern_DS 4: sbj V P pass
allow to V Pstore resource
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Pattern_DS 1-4 are similar to Pattern_DC 1,2,4,5 in Data Collection, but the

verb set V Pcollect is replaced with V Pstore. Example sentences include: “We will store

and use your e-mail address” (Pattern_DS 1), “Your e-mail address will be stored

by us” (Pattern_DS 2), “Persistent cookies also allow us to store your preferences”

(Pattern_DS 3), and “We are allowed to store your contact information” (Pattern_DS

4).

Data Utilization. Its common semantic patterns include:

Pattern_DU 1: sbj V Puse resource

Pattern_DU 2: resource V P pass
use

Pattern_DU 3: sbj V Pallow obj to V Puse resource

Pattern_DU 4: sbj V P pass
allow to V Puse resource

Pattern_DU 1,2 are similar to Pattern_DA 1,2, but they use the verbs in V Puse.

For instance, “We will utilize cookies for identifying your language settings of your

device” (Pattern_DU 1) and “The personal data collected will be used for handling such

enquiry” (Pattern_DU 2). Pattern_DU 3, 4 allow “us" to use personal information.

An example sentence is “You allow us to process your personal data” (Pattern_DU

3) and “We are allowed to use that information” (Pattern_DU 4).

Data Access. Its common semantic patterns include:

Pattern_DA 1: sbj V Paccess resource

Pattern_DA 2: resource V P pass
access

Pattern_DA 3: sbj V Pallow obj to V Paccess resource

Pattern_DA 4: sbj V P pass
allow to V Paccess resource

Pattern_DA 5: resource ADJaccess to sb

Pattern_DA 6: sbj “keep ability ”to V Paccess resource
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Pattern_DA 7: sbj V Paccesscontrol “access to ”resource to sb

Pattern_DA 1-4 are the same as Pattern_DC 1,2,4,5 in Data Collection, but

the verb set V Pcollect is replaced with V Paccess. Pattern_DA 5 uses adjective to

indicate that the information can be collected, for example, “Your information is

accessible to us". Pattern_DA 6 explains the app’s ability to collect information, such

as, “We keep ability to access your personal information". Pattern_DA 7 denotes

limited access to certain information, for instance, “We limit access to your personal

information to those employees".

Data Disclose. Its common semantic patterns include:

Pattern_DD 1: sbj V Pdisclose resource

Pattern_DD 2: resource V P pass
disclose

Pattern_DD 3: sbj V Pallow obj to V Pdisclose resource

Pattern_DD 4: sbj V P pass
allow to V Pdisclose resource

For data disclose action, we define four semantic patterns, just like patterns

defined in Data Utilization, but V Puse is replaced with V Pdisclose. Example sen-

tences include: “We will transfer your individual information to third parties when

necessary”(Pattern_DD 1), “Your personal information will be disclosed to such third

parties” (Pattern_DD 2), “You allow us to share your personal information with

another company” (Pattern_DD 3), and “We are allowed to sell your data to others”

(Pattern_DD 4)

Integrity&Security. Its common semantic patterns include:

Pattern_IS 1: sbj V Puse resource to V Pprotect resource

Pattern_IS 2: resource V P pass
protect

Pattern_IS 1 is in active voice, for example, “We will use appropriate security
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safeguards to protect your personal information against loss, theft, and unauthorized

access”. Pattern_IS 2 is in passive voice, such as, “The sensitive information will be

encrypted ”.

User Consent. It has the following pattern meaning that the user consents to

the information collection:

Pattern_UC: sbjyou V Pconsent to something

This pattern matches sentences like “you are consent to the collection of your

personal information". Since the User Consent action describes the behaviors of

the user, TAPVerifier will not match or analyze relevant sentences.

Data Provision. It has the following pattern indicating that the user will provide

certain information to the app.

Pattern_DP: sbjyou V Pprovideresource

This pattern represents sentences like “You should provide a telephone number

and an email address".

Data Aggregation. It usually uses the following pattern: Pattern_DAG:

sbj V Pcombine resource with resource

Pattern_DAG describes that resources will be combined together, such as “We

will combine the information you provide with information from other visitors”.

After defining the common sentence structures for different actions, we combine

these sentence structures and get nine general semantic patterns (listed in Table 3.4).

We use V P⇤ to represent the verb sets (1,3,5,6,7,9,11) in Table 3.3. Thus, we can use

one general semantic pattern to represent multiple sentence structures.
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# Semantic Pattern Sample Sentences

1 sbj V P⇤ resource We would collect your location informa-

tion.

2 resource V P pass
⇤ Your location would be collected.

3 sbj V P⇤ V Pcontain resource The information we collect include:

name, age, birthday.

4 sbj V Pallow obj to V P⇤ resource You allow us to access your personal

information.

5 sbj V P pass
allow to V P⇤ resource We are allowed to access your personal

information.

6 resource ADJaccess to sb Your location information is accessible

to us.

7 sbj “keep ability ”to V Paccess resource We keep the ability to access your loca-

tion information.

8 sbj V Paccess�control “access to ”resource to sb We limit access to your personal data

stored in our server to employee.

9 sbj V Pcombine resource with resource We will combine your geographical loca-

tion with your name.

Table 3.4: General semantic patterns.

3.3.3 Architecture

Fig. 3.5 shows the architecture of TAPVerifier, which takes in an app’s privacy

policy, description, and APK file. The privacy policy analysis module (Section 3.3.4)

processes the privacy policy and outputs a list of information that will or will not be

collected. Since many apps contain third-party libraries that have separate privacy

polices, TAPVerifier will also process the third-party libraries’ privacy policies.

The permission and code analysis module (Section 3.3.5) analyzes the manifest

file and the dex file to construct an App Property Graph (APG) for representing

the app [176]. APGs are stored in a graph database. Then the module will look for

sensitive APIs/URIs and the corresponding callers.

Since we focus on privacy policies, TAPVerifier reuses the start-of-the-art systems
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Figure 3.5: TAPVerifier’s Architecture

(i.e., AutoCog and Whyper) to analyze descriptions. The output contains permission

alerts from these systems.

The fusion analysis module (Section 3.3.7) leverages the expected behaviors

extracted from privacy policy and description to detect the inconsistency between

expected behaviors and real behaviors reflected from permissions and bytecode. It

also inspects the code to remove the false alerts due to over-claimed permissions.

3.3.4 Privacy Policy Analysis

APP Privacy Policy

Third Party Lib 
Privacy Policy

Pre�Processing Syntactic Parsing Pattern Matching
Collected 

Information        
Extraction

Negation Analysis

DataBase
1: Privacy policy files
2: Distinct sentences
3: Parse tree and typed dependency
4: Semantic patterns
5: Useful sentences and the corresponding patterns
6: Useful sentence and collected information list
7: Negation analysis result

1
2

3

3 4

5 6

7

Semantic Patterns
(TABLE III)

Information 
Differentiation

Collected 
Information

Uncollected 
Information

Figure 3.6: The procedure of privacy policy analysis

Overview. We employ IR and NLP techniques to process privacy policies. As
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shown in Fig. 3.6, the procedure has the following major steps. The pre-processing

step extracts the content from privacy policy files in HTML format and splits it into

distinct sentences. The syntactic parsing step parses distinct sentences and generates

syntactic trees and typed dependencies.

The pattern matching step identifies useful sentences by matching sentences with

semantic patterns. The collected information extraction step identifies the collected

information from useful sentences. The negation analysis step determines negative

sentences due to negation words. Finally, the privacy policy analysis module outputs

the collected (uncollected) information.

Pre-processing. Since the privacy policy file is saved in HTML format, we

use Beautiful Soup [24] to extract the content. For the ease of processing, we only

keep English letters and some specified punctuation symbols (such as comma, period

quotation marks, colon, etc), and remove all non-ascii symbols and some meaningless

ascii symbols (such as “*", “#", “$", etc.).

After that, we use the natural language toolkit (NLTK) [4] to split the text into

sentences, because it has a pre-trained Punkt tokenizer for English and contains a

model for abbreviation words, collocations, and words that start sentences.

Syntactic Parsing. For each sentence, TAPVerifier employs the Stanford

Parser [91] to analyze it and generate the sentence’s syntactic tree and its words’

dependency relations. Such data serves as the basis for pattern matching and collected

information extraction. For example, Fig. 3.7 shows the result of parsing the sentence:

“we would use your location, account information when you use our app.", which

includes a prase tree and the typed dependencies.

The parse tree starts from S, which denotes the start of a sentence or a clause.
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The Stanford Parser divides the sentence into phrases, each of which occupies one

line in the hierarchy structure. The parser also attaches part-of-speech (POS) tags

to words and phrases according to their syntax behaviors. Common POS tags for

English include noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, etc. In Fig.3.7, NP means

noun phrase, V P denotes verb phrase, PRP indicates pronoun, V B represents verb,

and NN expresses noun. The typed dependencies shows the relation information

between words in multiple lines. Each line starts with the relation name, followed by

the governor word and the dependent word. Common relations include nsubj that

means the subject, dobj that represents the direct object, and root that points to the

root word of the sentence.

(ROOT
  (S
    (NP (PRP we))
    (VP (MD would)
     (VP (VB use)
      (NP
       (NP (PRP$ your)(NN location))
       (, ,)
       (NP
        (NP (NN account)(NN information))
        (SBAR
         (WHADVP (WRB when))
         (S
          (NP (PRP you))
          (VP (VBP use)
           (NP (PRP$ our)(NP app)))))))))
  (..)))

ROOT

we usewould youwhenaccountlocation appour
root

nsubj

dobj

poss rcmod

advmod

dobj

poss

your use, information

appos

nn nsubjaux

Figure 3.7: Parse tree and typed dependencies of the sentence “we would use your
location, account information when you use our app.”
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Algorithm 1: Semantic Pattern Match.
Input: str_sent : sentence to match; Dep_Relations : Typed Dependency Relation list. Root is the

dummy word that governs the root word in the typed dependency.

Output: 1,2,3,..,8,9: General semantic pattern number; 0: Match fail.

1 root_word = getWord(“root”, Root)
2 cate = getV erbCate(root_word)
3 if cate == V P⇤ then

4 // try to match pattern 1,2

5 if len(getWord(“auxpass”, root_word)) == 0 then

6 return 1;

7 return 2;

8 else if cate == V Pcontain then

9 // try to match pattern 3

10 for sbj in getWord(“nsubj”, root_word) do

11 for mod_word in getWords(“rcmod”, sbj) do

12 if getV erbCate(mod_word) == V Pcollect then

13 return 3;

14 else if cate == V Pallow then

15 // try to match pattern 4,5

16 passive_words = getWord(“auxpass”, root_word)
17 for verb 2 getWord(“xcomp”, root_word) do

18 if getV erbCate(verb) == V P⇤ then

19 if len(passive_words) == 0 then

20 return 4;

21 return 5;

22 else if cate == ADJaccess then

23 // try to match pattern 6

24 return 6;

25 else if “able to" in str_sent ||“keep ability to" in str_sent then

26 // try to match pattern 7

27 if "able to" in str_sent then

28 verb = getWordAfter(str_sent, “able to”)
29 else

30 verb = getWordAfter(str_sent, “keep ability to”)

31 if getV erbCate(verb) == V Paccess then

32 return 7;

33 else if cate == V Paccess�control&&“access to" in str_sent then

34 // try to match pattern 8

35 return 8;

36 else if cate == V Pcombine then

37 // try to match pattern 9

38 return 9;

39 else

40 return 0; // all pattern match fail, return 0;

Pattern Matching. Pattern matching is the core component of our privacy

policy analysis module. It identifies all useful sentences and their corresponding
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semantic patterns based on the syntactic information extracted from the syntactic

parsing step. Those sentences that cannot be mapped to any semantic patterns

will be removed. The pattern matching algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, where

a sentence is a useful one if it matches any one of the 9 general semantic patterns

defined in Table 3.4. The useful sentences found in this step and their corresponding

semantic patterns will form the input of the collected information extraction step.

The function getWord(query_relation, query_word) returns a set of words that

have the relation query_relation with the word query_word in the typed depen-

dencies. The function getV erbCate(query_verb) is used to get the verb set, which

query_verb belongs to. For example, “collect" belongs to V Pcollect. The output of

the function len(query_set) is the number of words in query_set. The function

getWordAfter(str, keyword) searches for the sentence str, and returns the first word

after keyword.

Here, we just use pattern 1 and 2 as examples to explain this algorithm. Most

actions in the data flow model contain semantic patterns in active voice (like general

semantic pattern 1 in Table 3.4) and passive voice (like general semantic pattern

2 in Table 3.4). To match the general semantic pattern 1 and 2, we look up the

dependency relationship in order to find the word that has a “root" dependency

relation with the node Root. In the following section, we call this word root_word.

Since sample sentences 1 and 2 in Table 3.4 use “collect” as root_word, they will be

matched in this step.

The category of the root_word affects the action of the corresponding sentence.

For instance, verb “collect” indicates that this sentence belongs to Data Collection,

but “use” indicates that this sentence belongs to Data Utilization. Therefore, after
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getting root_word, in line 2, we look up Table 3.3 to find its corresponding verb set

and determine the sentence’s action.

We use different methods to extract the collected information from active voice

sentences and passive voice sentences. For an active voice sentence (e.g., Table 3.4

sample sentence 1), the collected information is the object of root_word, while in a

passive voice sentence (e.g., Table 3.4 sample sentence 2), the collected information is

the subject of root_word. After successfully matching root_word, we check whether

a sentence uses passive voice in line 5 in order to determine which general semantic

patterns (i.e., 1 or 2) this sentence belongs to. This is achieved by counting the

number of words that have “auxpass" dependency relation with root_word in the

dependency relation list. Note that “auxpass" means “passive auxiliary".

After identifying the semantic pattern according to the root_word, we check

the action executor. If the semantic pattern belongs to We, the action executor

should not be You. For example, if the root_word 2 V Pprovide, this sentence’s action

executor should not be We, because only the personal information provided by users

will be considered.

Collected Information Extraction. For each useful sentence, TAPVerifier

locates the collected information according to the semantic pattern that matches the

sentence. In other words, once a general semantic pattern is determined, TAPVerifier

looks for the corresponding resource as shown in Table 3.4 in the parse tree. Note that

we do not extract the noun phrases in the conditional clauses. For example, given the

sentence “we would use your location information when you visit our website.", we will

extract the noun phrase “your location information", and ignore the noun phrase "our

website". Moreover, we remove stop words for improving the accuracy. For example,
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the noun phrase “your location information" becomes “location information".

To improve the performance, we adopt ARKref [168] to conduct the co-reference

resolution. ARKref is a rule-based coreference system that uses Stanford Parser [91]

to analyze sentences and marks most NP as mentions. Then, it uses a set of patterns

to find potential antecedents for each mention. For pronominal mention, it selects

the antecedent candidate with the shortest syntactic path distance as the entity to

which the pronoun points. If one pronoun denotes the collected information, the

corresponding noun will be added to the list of collected information. Besides the

personal information, we also record the corresponding verb and write it to the output

file. The verb can be used to improve the accuracy of the fusion analysis module as

explained in Section 3.3.7.

Negation Analysis. When performing the negation analysis, we consider the

following negative words, including negative determiners (e.g., “no", “neither"),

negative adjectives (e.g., “unable", “improper"), negative nouns (e.g., “nobody",

“none"), verbs (e.g., “prevent", “prohibit", “forbid") with negative connotation,

adverbs (e.g., “hardly", “scarcely", “barely") [217], and coordinating conjunctions

that present a contrast or exception.

To analyze complex sentences with negative words, we consider not only the

common cases with a single negative word, but also the scenarios with more than one

negative words (e.g., double negation sentences). For example, in the sentence “we

will not collect any personal information but account name”, “but” is a conjunction

and it introduces a phrase contrasting with what has been mentioned. Thus, the

negation analysis result of “account name” becomes the opposite of the result of

“personal information”.
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More precisely, in the first step, we check the subject and main verb related words.

If these words contain negative words, we regard the sentence as a negative one.

Otherwise, it is a positive one. For a negative sentence, we first label all personal

information as not being collected. For example, for the sentence “we will not collect

any personal information but account name”, we first label both “personal information”

and “account name” as not being collected.

After that, if the sentence contains conjunctions that present a contrast or excep-

tion (e.g., “but”), we locate the information in the clauses or sentences following the

conjunction, and negate its current result (i.e., from “not being collected” to “being

collected” or from “being collected” to “not being collected”). For the sentence “we

will not collect any personal information but account name”, since “account name”

is in the clause following “but”, we change its result from “not being collected” to

“being collected”. If the clauses/sentences following the conjunctions also contain

negative words or conjunctions that present a contrast or exception, we will repeat

this analysis on them.

According to our experiences in manually analyzing apps’ privacy policies, we find

that most negative sentences in privacy policy have only one negative word and a

small number of sentences belong to the double negation cases. Very few sentences

use more complex structure. It may be due to the fact that most guidelines (e.g.,

those from Google or privacy commissioners around the world) suggest using simple

language to clearly present the content so that users can easily understand the privacy

policy. Since it is time-consuming to manually check all sentences, we randomly

select 500 negative sentences from 200 privacy policies as samples and manually

read them. By focusing on compound sentences, complex sentences, and compound-
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complex sentences, we found 11 sentences with complex structures (account for 2.2%),

which cannot be successfully processed by the current version of TAPVerifier. We

summarize the structures of these sentences as follows and propose potential solutions

for handling them in future work.

Structure 1: 3 sentences utilize negation words to modify the nouns and have

positive and negative meanings at the same time. For example, in the sentence “we

may share generic aggregated demographic information not linked to any personal

identification information”, the demographic information will be shared but it will

not be linked to personal identification information. TAPVerifier identifies the root

word “share” and hence regards the sentence as a positive sentence because the root

word is not modified by any negation words.

Structure 2: 6 sentences are compound sentences, part of which includes a

negative sentence. For example, “Anonymous Data is collected or generated and

is not associated or linked to Personal Data”. In this sentence, “Anonymous Data”

is collected/generated but it is “not” associated/linked to personal data. Since

TAPVerifer cannot identify the positive and negative meanings at the same time, it

only locates the root word “collected” and regards the sentence as a positive one.

Structure 3: 2 sentences have the pattern “may and may not ....”. TAPVerifier

cannot determine whether the behavior will be conducted or not. For example,

consider the sentence “you understand and agree that Tap Slots may or may not

prescreen content”.

To handle these sentences, we will perform fine-grained analysis on them in

future work. For example, for the sentences of Structure 1, TAPVerifier should

identify that “generic aggregated demographic information” is the object of the verb
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“share” and it is also modified by the phrase “not linked to any personal identification

information”. Note that the negation analysis result of the verb “share” is positive

whereas the result of the phrase “not linked to any personal identification information”

is negative. We should combine them together to draw the conclusion. For the

sentences of Structure 2, each distinct sentence contained in the compound sentence

should be extracted and analyzed respectively, and then the final conclusion should

take into account the result of each distinct sentence. For example, the negation

analysis result of the sub-sentence “Anonymous Data is collected or generated” is

positive whereas the result of the sub-sentence “is not associated or linked to Personal

Data” is negative. For the sentences of Structure 3, two different negation analysis

results should be generated at the same time (i.e., positive sentence for “may” and

negative sentence for “may not”) and then seek the decision from users.

Privacy Policies of Third-Party Libraries. Since many apps contain third-

party libraries that have their own privacy policies, given an app with third-party

libraries, TAPVerifier will also analyze their privacy policies individually. To prepare

the database for popular third-party libraries’ privacy policies, we download the SDKs

and the privacy policies of top 83 Ad libraries listed in [23], 9 social libraries [22],

and 24 most commonly used development tools [20]. After filtering out the privacy

policies written in languages other than English, we use TAPVerifier to analyze the

privacy policies of 46 Ad libraries, 9 social libraries, and 24 development tools.

3.3.5 Code and permission analysis

TAPVerifier improves our static analysis framework, VulHunter [176], and employs

the enhanced version to analyze each app without source code.
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Static analysis module. Given an APK file, TAPVerifier extracts the AndroidManifest.xml

and the dex file. If the app is hardened, we leverage the unpacking tool Dex-

Hunter [231] to recover the dex file. By parsing the AndroidManifest.xml file,

TAPVerifier finds out all components and the required permissions. Then, we use

Soot [208] with Dexpler [77] to transform the Dalvik code in dex file to the interme-

diate representation Shimple. Shimple is very similar to Jimple, another intermediate

representation, with the additional support of static single assignment(i.e., SSA) [30].

SSA can simplify the data flow analysis because it guarantees that each variable is

assigned only once and is defined before it is used. Based on the class hierarchy

(CHA [105]) and the intermediate representation, we create an Android property graph

(APG) [176] that integrates abstract syntax tree (AST), interprocedure control-flow

graph (ICFG), method call graph (MCG), and system dependency graph (SDG) of

the app.

When building MCG, due to Android’s event-driven nature, we carefully handle

the callbacks used by the framework. To avoid missing the callbacks of event listeners,

we add a connection between the invocation (e.g., setOnClickListener()) to the

corresponding object’s callback (e.g., onClick()). Moreover, if the developer extends

thread related class (e.g., java.lang.Thread), we add a connection between the start()

method and the run() method. EdgeMiner [89] summarizes the implicit control flow

transitions through the Android framework. To improve the precision of our static

analysis system, we leverage the transitions found by EdgeMiner to enhance our

MCG.

The life-cycle methods of components are called by framework to start, pause,

resume, or shut down the app. For example, when loading one Activity, three life-cycle
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methods (i.e., Activity.onCreate(), Activity.onStart(), Activity.onResume()) are called

sequentially. To model such transitions between life-cycle methods, FlowDroid [68]

create a dummy main method for each component. By referring to the control flow

graph of the dummy main method proposed by FlowDroid, we create the connections

between life-cycle methods (e.g., from Activity.onCreate() to Activity.onStart(), from

Activity.onStart() to Activity.onResume()).

We define source functions as the APIs through which an app can collect in-

formation from device. For example, getDeviceId can be used to get the device

ID [179]. Apart from APIs, app can also gain information by querying the content

provider with URIs. For example, by calling ContentResolver.Query() and using URI

“content://com.android.calendar” as parameter, the app can read the user’s calendar.

We define sink functions as the APIs that can transmit information through internet,

SMS, file, log, or other channels [179].

The Inter-Component Communication (ICC) model of Android enables the compo-

nents to exchange data through Intent. To handle the inter-component communication,

we use IccTA [152] to map a component’s launch functions to the corresponding

callbacks. FlowDroid [68] is the state-of-art static taint analysis system. The source

to sink paths found by FlowDroid are also included when building SDG.

Since the developer can use Java reflection to invoke APIs, we utilize DroidRA [153]

to reveal the APIs invoked via reflection and then update APG if need.

Traversals. After building graphs for each app, we perform traversal to find

the APIs and content providers protected by permission. To find the information

obtained by APIs, we check all invoke_stmt and assign_stmt statements. If source

functions are called, we infer that the corresponding information is used by the app.
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To find the information obtained by content provider, we use data dependency

relation as the directed edge and do depth-first search from the URI parameter of

the content provider query functions(e.g., ContentResolver.Query()). All possible

URI strings and URI fields appear on the search paths are recorded. If sensitive

URI strings(or URI fields) appear on the path, we expect that the corresponding

information is used.

Permission analysis. Certain permissions are required when an app calls

sensitive APIs or queries content providers with some URIs. To find the permissions

that an app actually requires to call APIs and use content providers, we employ the

mapping between the APIs (URI strings and URI fields) and the permissions provided

by PScout [70]. Similar to (1), we search all called APIs, used URI strings and fields

of the app. If a specified API or URI is used, we conclude that the corresponding

permission is required by the app.

Some permissions are used by third-party libraries. In order to find such permis-

sions, we maintain a white list that contains class name prefixes of commonly used

third-party libraries. After finding the API, URI string, or URI fields that require

sensitive permissions, we check the class name. If the class name has the same prefix

as a library, we expect that the corresponding permission is used by the third-party

library.

If the developers use the obfuscation techniques (e.g., ProGuard) to hide the

class name, method name, and variable name, the third-party libraries may not

be correctly identified. To address this issue, we propose a two-stage approach by

first leveraging the available de-obfuscation tool [80] to recover the names and then

applying TAPVerifier. More precisely, we employ DeGuard proposed by Bichsel el
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at. [80], which uses non-obfuscated Android apps to learn probabilistic graphical

models for recovering the class name, method name, and variable name.

3.3.6 Description Analysis

Since AutoCog handles more permissions with better performance than Whyper [178],

we use it to process descriptions. AutoCog maps the sentences of a description to

permissions. Its description-to-permission relatedness (DPR) module provides a list

of governor-dependent pairs for each permission. For example, governor-dependent

pair <“update", “location"> can be mapped to ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission.

Given a description, TAPVerifier obtains the text content from the HTML file

and then splits the text into distinct sentences. After using the Stanford parser to

parse each sentence, TAPVerifier extracts all possible governor-dependent pairs from

the sentence and compares them with the pairs provided by AutoCog’s DPR module.

If the comparison result exceeds the threshold (i.e., 0.67 in [178]), this sentence

is mapped to the corresponding permission. After processing all sentences and all

permissions, if any permission cannot be mapped to any sentences in the description,

AutoCog raises an alert [178].

3.3.7 Fusion Analysis

Since the privacy policy provides information about an app’s expected behaviors, we

first describe how to use it to explain the necessity of permission.

Existing systems (e.g., AutoCog) identify the inconsistency between an app’s

description and its requested permissions. If the app requests sensitive permissions

without mentioning them in its description, AutoCog will raise an alert. The fusion
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analysis module further improves the performance of AutoCog from two aspects.

First, we conduct the privacy policy analysis to remove the false alerts of AutoCog.

Second, we perform the bytecode analysis to remove its false alerts.

Use privacy policy to explain the necessity of permission. When mapping

the privacy policy to different permissions, different kinds of permissions are processed

separately. AutoCog [178] considered 11 different kinds of permissions. Since the

permission RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED cannot be mapped to any personal information,

we map privacy policy to the remaining 10 permissions. We divide the 10 permissions

into two categories and describe their mapping methods respectively.

The first category of permissions allows the app to collect personal informa-

tion, including READ_CONTACTS, RECORD_AUDIO, ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, CAMERA,

GET_ACCOUNTS, READ_CALENDAR, and ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. To map privacy policy

to these permissions, we correlate the collected information in privacy policies with

the resources protected by permissions. More precisely, for each permission, we get the

APIs under its protection using PScout [70] and define the corresponding resources

by analyzing the permission’s description and the APIs’ document. For example, the

permission RECORD_AUDIO is mapped to resources like audio, microphone, speech, etc.

This step is similar to building the semantic graph in Whyper but we do not need to

enumerate the corresponding verbs. Then, we calculate the similarity of a pair of the

collected information from privacy policies and the resource from permissions using

ESA [122], which is a WiKi-based semantic analysis system. If the result exceeds

the threshold, the collected information (or the sentence in privacy policies) can be

mapped to the resource (or the permission). We currently set the threshold to be

0.67.
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The second category of permissions stores personal information collected by the

app, including WRITE_SETTINGS, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, WRITE_CONTACTS. For

these permissions, we take into account the verb of personal information when mapping

personal information to them. For example, if an app requests WRITE_CONTACTS

permission and its privacy policy says “we will read your contact”, we still cannot

map this sentence to the permission, because the verb “read” is weaker than “write”.

However, if the verb changes to others like “modify”, “change”, or V Pstore, then we

can map the sentence to WRITE_CONTACTS.

Use privacy policy to remove false alerts of description analysis module.

We can either use apps’ or third-party libraries’ privacy policies to remove false alerts.

• Using apps’ privacy policies. When developers request some permissions and

mention such behaviors in an app’s privacy policy instead of its description,

we can leverage the app privacy policy to remove false alerts resulted from the

description analysis. More precisely, after getting the alerts generated by the

description analysis module (i.e., AutoCog), TAPVerifier locates the suspicious

permissions that can be explained by the app privacy policy and then removes

them, thus improving the accuracy of description analysis module.

• Using third-party libraries’ privacy policies. When the integrated third-party

library requests some permissions and mention such behaviors in the library’s

privacy policy instead of the app description, we can leverage the library’s

privacy policy to remove false alerts generated from the description analysis.

More precisely, after getting alerts generated by the description analysis module

(i.e.,AutoCog), TAPVerifier check the user of the permission. If the permission
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is used by some third-party library and the library’s privacy policy explains the

use of such permission, the suspicious permission can be removed.

Use bytecode level information to remove false alerts of description

analysis module. Since apps may claim more permissions than they need [115],

we cannot map their descriptions and/or privacy policies to some permissions. To

remove such false positives, given a permission and an app, we perform traversals on

the app’s method call graph and system dependency graph to check whether it uses

APIs or accesses content providers protected by the permission. If the query returns

null, the permission is over-claimed by the app and related alerts will be removed.

3.4 ReviewSolver

Fig. 3.8 shows the procedure of ReviewSolver. After crawling reviews from Google

Play, the review analysis module identifies function error reviews (Section 3.4.1). The

static analysis module extracts useful information from the executable of an app

(Section 3.4.2). Combining the information from reviews and code, ReviewSolver

maps the function error reviews to the problematic code (Section 3.5).

3.4.1 Review Analysis

The review analysis module identifies the function error related reviews from those

negative reviews (i.e., those with 1-2 stars), and then extracts the verb phrases and

noun phrases from such reviews to facilitate localizing function errors.

Pre-processing user reviews. We remove the non-ASCII characters and split the

remaining content into distinct sentences by using NLTK [4]. To remove typos, we
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Figure 3.8: Overview of ReviewSolver: Localizing Function Errors

leverage the edit distance [125] to discover the correct word if the word is not found in

dictionary. Abbreviations are replaced with their original words (e.g., “pls” to “please”,

“u” to “you”). For each sentence in the review, we leverage Stanford Parser [91] to

construct the parse tree and the typed dependency among words.

The parse tree contains the phrases of the sentence and the Part Of Speech (POS)

tags of words. Each phrase occupies one line. For example, NP in Fig.3.9 means

noun phrase and VP in Fig.3.9 refers to verb phrase. The typed dependency relation

refers to the grammatical relation between two words [104]. For example, dobj in

Fig. 3.9 means direct object.

Identifying function error reviews. We use supervised machine learning algo-

rithms to identify the function error reviews. In particular, we use the TF-IDF

values, N-Grams (N=2,3) as features, because these features are widely used in

text classifications based on supervised machine learning [96, 159]. TF-IDF (i.e.,

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) measures how important a word is
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Parse Tree:
(ROOT
  (S
    (NP (DT the) (NN app))
    (VP (VBZ does) (RB not)
      (VP (VB contain)
        (NP (DT any) (NNS bugs))))))

containthe app any bugs

ROOT

negdet
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det

Typed Dependency:

does not

aux

Figure 3.9: Syntactic Analysis: Parse tree and typed dependency of the sentence:
“the app does not contain any bugs”.

to a review [205]. It is calculated by multiplying term frequency (TF) and inverse

document frequency (IDF). TF measures how frequently a word occurs in a review.

IDF measures how important a word is. The frequent words are less important.

N-Grams are a set of co-occurring words within a given window [204]. For example,

given the sentence shown in Fig. 3.9, we extract “the app does”, “app does not”, “does

not contain”, “not contain any”, and “contain any bugs” as N-Gram features (N=3).

Note that without conducting syntactic analysis on each sentence, the TF-IDF (which

only considers distinct words) and N-Gram features (which has fixed window size)

cannot recognize the relation between negation words (e.g., “not”) and error-related

words (e.g., “bug”). Therefore, the classifier (e.g., those in [96,159]) will regard the

sentence of Fig. 3.9 as a function error review by mistake (i.e., a false positive). To

address this issue, we analyze the typed dependency relations of the sentence. Since
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both “bug” and “not” are related to verb “contain”, we regard “bug” as being related

to “not”, and thus remove the word “bug” related features before classification.

To train a classifier for identifying function error reviews, we create a training

dataset with 700 positive reviews and 700 negative reviews. We test multiple algo-

rithms (including, random forest, SVM, max entropy, boosted regression trees) and

adopt the boosted regression trees [112] because it has good performance in text

classification [96]. The boosted regression trees aggregate the result from a sequence

of decision trees. To train an expressive model, the algorithm iterates multiple times.

During each iteration, this algorithm selects the feature that best partitions the data

to create tree models. It will also adjust the weight of the samples classified incor-

rectly to enable the next tree to correctly classify them [79]. When performing the

classification, we did not split reviews into sentences because considering individual

sentences may miss the context information in other sentences.

Extracting verb phrase and noun phrase. To capture the semantic information

of function error reviews, we extract the verb phrase and noun phrase by using the

parse tree and typed dependency relations. The verb phrase contains a verb and its

object (e.g., “import contact”). The noun phrase contains a word or group of words

containing a noun (e.g., “the last phone call”). We do not employ the bag-of-words

model to represent the semantic information of review because the word frequency

cannot capture the part-of-speech (POS) tags of words. For example, although both

“contact me if you like” and “import contact” contain the word “contact”, the former

is a verb (cannot be mapped to the behavior of the app) and the latter is a noun (can

be mapped to the access of contact list through content provider in the app). Since

the verb/noun phrases retain the part-of-speech tags of words, we can remove the
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false mappings from reviews to code(Section 3.5).

The verb phrase is extracted from typed dependency. For the sentence shown in

Fig.3.9, as the verb is “contain” and the object is “any bugs”, we acquire the verb

phrase (i.e.,“contain any bugs”) by checking the typed dependency relation (i.e., dobj,

nsubjpass) between words. The noun phrase is obtained through parse tree. For each

line of the parse tree, if the line starts with NP (i.e., noun phrase), the phrase of the

line will be extracted as noun phrase. For example, for the sentence of Fig.3.9, we

extract two noun phrases (i.e., “the app” and “any bugs”) from the parse tree.

3.4.2 Static Analysis

Given an app, we analyze its AndroidManifest.xml file and Dex file to extract seven

kinds of information to facilitate mapping function error reviews to code. In detail, we

use Vulhunter [176] to process the apk and create android property graph (APG) of

the app. APG combines abstract syntax tree (AST), method call graph (MCG), and

data dependency graph (DDG). When building the DDG, we leverage the IccTA [152]

to identify the target component of intent.

Extracting permissions and activities. We parse the AndroidManifest.xml file

to extract the permissions and activities. The starting activity is identified through the

action “android.intent.action.MAIN” and the category “android.intent.category.LAUNCHER”

in the intent filter.

Extracting APIs/URIs/intents, error message, and class/method names.

We analyze the APG to identify three kinds of information (i.e., APIs/URIs/intents,

class/method names, error messages).

To identify APIs, we check all the assign statements and invoke statements
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contained in AST. If the invoked method name is a framework API, we record it.

To identify URIs, through which apps can get information (e.g., contacts), we

first determine the content provider operations (e.g.,ContentResolver.query()), and

then conduct backward taint analysis by traversing the DDG [68]. In particular, the

traversal starts from the statements related to content provider operations and ends

at the statements that define local variables. All URI used in code are recorded.

PScout [70] uses static analysis to obtain the mapping between the permissions and

their related APIs/URIs. After discovering the APIs/URIs used in code, we leverage

the mappings proposed by PScout find out the permissions used in code.

By sending the intents to other apps, an app can call other apps to perform

specific tasks. For example (Fig. 3.10), the app com.fs.catw sends out an intent

(i.e., type is android.media.action.IMAGE_CAPTURE) to the the camera app for

capturing an image and obtaining it. To identify the intents sent by the app, we

first collect all intent related statements (e.g, Activity.startActivityForResult()), and

then perform backward taint analysis on it. The sources of this taint analysis are

the statements that call APIs to send out intent. The sinks are the statements

that create new variables (i.e., statements that do not contain any outgoing data

dependency relation). All string parameters appeared in the path will be recorded

(e.g., android.media.action.IMAGE_CAPTURE in Fig. 3.10).

If error occurs, an app may notify user the detail [195] by using AlertDialog,

TextView, or Toast. To identify the error message pop-up in each class, after determin-

ing the statements that invoke error message related APIs (e.g., AlertDialog.setTitle(),

AlertDialog.setMessage(), TextView.setError(), and Toasts.makeText()), we conduct

backward taint analysis. The sources of this taint analysis are the statements that
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     public void onClick(View v) {
            Intent v3;
            .......
            v3 = new Intent("android.media.action.IMAGE_CAPTURE");
            v3.putExtra("output", CatWangActivity.mCapturedImageURI);
            this.startActivityForResult(v3, 1888);
            ......
        }

Data 
Dependency

Figure 3.10: Code Example: Send intent to take picture

call the APIs to pop-up error message. The sinks are also the statements that create

new variables. All the string parameters appeared on the path are recorded.

After building the AST, we record all class names and method names. Since

class and method names may provide information about the corresponding classes

and methods [162], we extract them and use them to locate app specific task errors

described in user reviews (Section 3.5.1).

Extracting visible/invisible label information from GUI. We first recover the

structure of each activity, and then extract the visible and invisible label information

from it. The former includes the texts shown in GUI. If the user review mentions

such information, we look for the UI component that contains the corresponding text

for localizing problematic code. The invisible label information refers to the ids of

widgets/UI components in the GUI. Since developers may include the purpose of the

widget when setting the id (e.g., quoted_text_edit), we can use them to understand

the function of each widget (e.g., “edit text”).

Developers can design GUI via the layout XML file or dynamically change it

through APIs (e.g., TextView.setText()) [207]. We enhance GATOR [188] to recover

the GUI structure of all activities. GATOR first parses the manifest file (to identify

the activities), the layout file (to get the parent-child relationship between widgets),
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and resource id file (to obtain the mapping between id names and values). Then,

it inspects each method and conducts reference analysis to construct the constraint

graph of GUI related objects. Finally, GATOR combines the information obtained

from the layout file and the dynamically generated widgets inferred from the constraint

graph to reconstruct the GUI structure.

<LinearLayout ... >

        <EditText android:id="@id/edit_account" android:hint="@string/account setup hint"/>
        <EditText android:id="@id/edit_password" android:hint="Password" /> 
        <CheckBox    android:id="@id/show_password"   android:text="Show password" />
</LinearLayout>

Invisible information
Visible information

Figure 3.11: Snippet of a layout file

After reconstructing the GUI structure of each activity, to identify the text dis-

played by the app, we filter out the widgets that are not subclasses of TextView classes.

For the remaining widgets (e.g., Button), we extract the visible label information from

their android:text and android:hint if any. For example, in Fig. 3.11, we extract

the text “Show password” of the CheckBox object. Then, we extract the invisible

label information by parsing their ids. For example, in Fig. 3.11, we collect the id

(i.e., show_password) of CheckBox and split it into a series of words (i.e., “show”,

“password”).

3.5 Localizing Function Errors

By correlating the information extracted from user reviews and apps, ReviewSolver

first localizes app specific errors (Section 3.5.1) and general errors (Section 3.5.2),

and then ranks the selected classes before recommending them.
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3.5.1 Localizing App Specific Errors

To localize the app specific errors, we leverage various information extracted from

the apk file.

Using Class/Method Name. If the error appears when performing app specific

tasks, for each verb phrase extracted from function error review, we check whether

it is similar to that of each method. If so, we recommend the developer to check

the corresponding method. Motivated by the method in [162], we leverage the

camel case to convert the method name to verb phrase. For example, we transform

getEmail() to “get Email”. If the method name only contains a verb, we use the words

extracted from the class names as the object of the verb phrase (e.g., we transform

MessageListFragment.move() to “move Message List Fragment”). Since the life-cycle

methods in Android apps (e.g., onCreate()) may have the same method names, to

correctly describe their functions, we remove their stopwords (e.g., “on”) and combine

the remaining verbs with component names to create verb phrase.

To determine whether two phrases are similar or not, we leverage Word2Vec [128]

to calculate the semantic similarity between two phrases, because representing the

word with a series of words can capture syntactic and semantic regularities between

words [165,166]. More precisely, by using the model trained on Google News dataset

(contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3 million words and phrases), we transform each

word (wordi, i = 1, .., n) of the phrase into a 300-dimensional vector. We combine

them to get the vector of the phrase.

V ector(phrase) =
1

n

nX

i=1

V ector(wordi)
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Then we calculate the cosine similarity between two phrase vectors. If the similarity

is higher than the threshold value (0.68 by referring [178]), we regard them as similar

ones.

Using Visible/Invisible Label Information. To localize the errors related to

GUI, we compare the verb/noun phrase extracted from review with the visible and

invisible label information extracted from code. For the former, we check the noun

phrase extracted from review. If the user explicitly points out the widget (e.g.,

“reply button”), we regard the phrase as GUI related phrase. In this case, we extract

the word for modifying the widget (e.g., “reply”) and look it up on the visible label

information. For the latter, we check the verb phrase extracted from the user review by

comparing its semantic meaning with the verb phrase transformed from the invisible

label information.

When manually reading the function error review, we find that users can also

vaguely describe the error by using the two semantic patterns shown in Table 3.5.

[function] means the problem function. NEG means negation related words (e.g.,

“cannot”) and phrases (e.g., “does not”). To localize such errors, we first extract

the function word of P1 and P2, and then look them up on the GUI’s visible

label information. The activities that contain these words will be recommended to

developer. For example, for P2, we recommend the developer to check the activity

that contains the verb “register”.

Table 3.5: Two semantic patterns of vaguely describing the error.
# Semantic Pattern Example

P1 [function] NEG work “sync does not work ”

P2 [subject] NEG [function] “I cannot register”
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Localizing Errors Related to Error Message. Users may describe the error

message precisely. For example, given the review “I receive an error message saying

“Failed to send some messages””, we extract the error message and compare it

with the error messages extracted from the app’s apk file.

Sometimes, the user may simply point out the type of the error, and hence we

first check whether the noun phrases contain error related words (e.g., “error”, ”bug”,

“fault”). If so, we extract the word that modifies these error related words. Then, we

check all the APIs invoked in code. If the API’s description mentions this word, we

recommend the corresponding class to the developer. For example, in the review “a

connection error message at the bottom”, since the user mentions that the error

is related to “connection”, we recommend the developer to check the classes that call

the API HttpURLConnection.getInputStream().

Localizing Errors Related to Opening App. If the function error review contains

verb phrases such as “open app”, “launch app”, or “start app”, the error may appear

when the app is launched. Since the onCreate(), onStart(), and onResume() methods

of the starting activity are called sequentially when an app is launched, for this kind

of error, we recommend the developer to check these three methods of the starting

activity.

Localizing Errors Related to Account Registration. If the function error

review contains verb phrases such as “register account”, “sign in”, “login in” or if

the review contains noun phrase such as “registration”, the error may appear when

registering account. For this kind of error, we recommend the developer to check the

activity related to registering account. We search the text content of each activity

and report the activity that contains phrases related to account registration (e.g.,
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“sign in”, “login”).

Localizing Errors Related to App Updating. If the function error review

contains updating related phrases (e.g., “update app”, “latest update”, “new update”,

“recent update”), this error may be caused by the app update. For such kind of

error, we first check other verb/noun phrases of the review. If they can be mapped

to the app specific error or general error, we extract the corresponding classes and

recommend them to developers. Otherwise, we recommend the developer to check

the code difference between the latest two versions.

3.5.2 Localizing General Errors

We propose Algorithm 2 to locate the errors related to API/URI/intent. For API,

we compare the verb phrase extracted from review with the verb phrase related to

the API (line 3-5 in Algorithm 2). For URI, we compare the object of the verb

phrase extracted from review with the noun phrase related to the URI (line 11-13

in Algorithm 2). For intent, we compare the object of the verb phrase extracted

from review with the noun phrase related to the intent (line 19-21 in Algorithm 2).

If they are similar, we recommend the developer to check the API/URI/intent and

corresponding class.

We extract the verb phrase related to API from API signature, description, and

permission. The signature of an API contains its class, return value, method name and

parameters (e.g., <android.location.Address: double getLatitude()>). We convert the

API signature into verb phrase by using the method described in Section 3.5.1. We also

extract verb phrases from its official description by using the typed dependency [104].

For example, we extract verb phrases such as “open communication link”, “establish
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Algorithm 2: Find the classes related to the API/URI/intent.
Input: V erbPhrase: Verb phrase extracted from the review; ApiSet: APIs provided by

Android document; UriSet: URIs provided by PScout; IntentSet: intent provided

by Android document.

Output: ClassList: the classes related to API/URI/intent.

1 ClassList = {}
2 for API in ApiSet do

3 ApiPhraseList = getAPIRelatedPhrases(API)
4 for ApiPhrase in ApiPhraseList do

5 if Similar(V erbPhrase,ApiPhrase)==true then

6 ClassList.add(getCaller(API))

7 for URI in UriSet do

8 UriNounList = getURIRelatedNouns(URI)
9 for UriNoun in UriNounList do

10 if Similar(getObj(V erbPhrase), UriNoun)==true then

11 ClassList.add(getCaller(URI))

12 for Intent in IntentSet do

13 IntentNounList = getIntentRelatedNouns(Intent)
14 for IntentNoun in IntentNounList do

15 if Similar(getObj(V erbPhrase), IntentNoun)==true then

16 ClassList.add(getCaller(Intent))

17 return ClassList;

connection” from the description of the API URLConnection.connect().

For the verb phrase extracted from review, if its verb (or its synonyms) is included

in the method name of the API and the object is included in the class description of the

API, we also recommend the developer to check the API and corresponding class. For

example, “connect server” can be mapped to the API HttpURLConnection.connect()

since the verb “connect” is included in the API’s method name and “server” in the

official description of the class HttpURLConnection. If the verb of the verb phrase

extracted from review is related to information collection (e.g., “gather”), access (e.g.,

“read”), or utilization (e.g., “use”) related verbs and its object is similar to the personal
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information protected by permission, we also recommend the developer to check this

permission related API and corresponding class.

Since there is no official description of URI, we cannot extract verb phrases related

to URI. To map the function error review to URI, we compare the noun phrases

described in review with the noun phrases related to the URI. To obtain the latter,

we first leverage PScout [70] to get the permission related to the URI. Then, we

regard the noun phrase extracted from the permission description [29] as the noun

phrase related to URI. For example, the URI “content://call_log” is protected by

the READ_CALL_LOG permission. We extract “call log” from the permission description

(i.e., “Allows an application to read the user’s call log.”).

Moreover, we manually define the noun phrase of each intent by referring the

Android official document. The Android official document [28] provides 11 kinds

of common intents. For example, “camera” is related to the intent with the action

android.media.action.IMAGE_CAPTURE.

3.5.3 Ranking the Classes

Since we employ multiple approaches to map function error reviews to code, one

review may be mapped to multiple classes. We compute the importance of these

classes, and recommend the top N most related ones to developers. Assume that

we find n mappings between verb/noun phrases and classes (i.e., m1,m2, ...,mn),

mi =< phrasej, classk >, by using the approaches proposed in Section 3.5.1 and

Section 3.5.2. For each class, we calculate the importance by counting the number of

mappings between different phrases and the target class. For example, if we find one

mapping < phraseA, classA >, the importance of classA will be increased by one.
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The selected classes are ranked according to their importance.

3.6 Evaluation of TAPVerifier

We conduct experiments to answer the following two questions for the sake of

measuring the performance of TAPVerifier.

• How is the accuracy of our privacy policy analysis module? More precisely, can

it extract all useful sentences from privacy policies correctly? (Section 3.6.2)

• How is the accuracy of TAPVerifier when mapping privacy policy to different

permissions? (Section 3.6.3)

We also design experiments to answer the following five questions in order to

assess whether TAPVerifier can enhance existing description based analysis system

(i.e., AutoCog, Whyper, and CHABADA) by using privacy policy and code.

• How many false alerts generated by the description analysis module (i.e. Au-

toCog) can be removed by using apps’ and third-party libraries’ privacy policies?

(Section 3.6.4)

• How many false alerts generated by the description analysis module (i.e. Au-

toCog) can be removed by using code? (Section 3.6.5)

• How many false alerts generated by Whyper can be removed by using apps’

privacy policies? (Section 3.6.7)

• Can privacy policies be used to explain the behaviors of malicious apps found

by CHABADA [133]? (Section 3.6.8)
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3.6.1 Data Set

The app data set in [226] contains 1,197 randomly selected apps. When creating the

new data set, we remove 480 non-popular apps (downloaded for less than 100,000

times) because many of them (i.e., 132/480=27.5%) have been removed from Google

play. Hence, we add 483 new popular apps, each of which has been downloaded for

more than 100,000 times. The new data set contains 1,200 apps.

3.6.2 Accuracy of TAPVerifier’s Privacy Policy Analysis

To evaluate the accuracy of TAPVerifier’s privacy policy analysis module, we randomly

select 100 privacy policies from our sample set and split them into distinct sentences.

Then, we divide these sentences into two groups: one contains useful sentences from

which the collected information can be extracted and the other one contains useless

sentences. The processing result of these sentences are manually verified by the

author. Before the manual verification, we explain to them the meaning of privacy

policy and the definitions of useful sentence and useless sentence. Each sentence is

checked by three researchers, and we use the majority opinion as the ground truth.

The privacy policy analysis module outputs 4,576 useful sentences and 5,501

useless sentences. The manual verification shows that among 4,576 useful sentences,

82 sentences are useless sentences (i.e., false positive), which account for 1.8%.

Moreover, among 5,501 useless sentences, 104 sentences are useful sentences (i.e., false

negative), which account for 1.9%. Thus, our module’s precision is 98.2%, recall rate

is 97.7%, and F-score is 97.9%.

Cause of false positives. One major cause is the hidden action executor in

imperative sentences. For example, when processing the imperative sentence “please
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read our summary of the changes”, although TAPVerifier successfully matches the

verb “read ”, it decides that the action is executed by the app due to the lack of real

action executor in this sentence, and therefore regards it as a useful sentence by

mistake. However, the “read ” action is conducted by the user.

Cause of false negatives. One major cause is due to the rare patterns that are not

included in TAPVerifier. For example, the sentence “you will be required to submit a

valid user ID and password for authentication” describes that the user will submit

personal information to the server. However, in our semantic pattern defined for

the user, we only consider the sentence whose root_word is in V Pprovide. Since this

sentence’s root_word is “require”, it is missed. To remove such false negative, we

need to add the word “require” to V Pallow so that “be required to” will be matched

and processed like “be allowed to”.

3.6.3 Map Privacy Policy to Permissions

Table 3.6 lists the number of various permissions that can be explained by privacy

policy. For each permission, we first identify the number of apps that request it (i.e.,

column “Request Number”), and then count the number of apps whose privacy policies

explain the necessity of the permission (i.e., column “PP Map Number (Percentage)”).

We also calculate the accuracy of TAPVerifier (i.e., column “TAPVerifier precision”).

We can see that 3 permissions are explained by more than 20% privacy policies,

including READ_CONTACTS, ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, and ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION.

In Table 3.6, we use red font to emphasize them.

We also find 7 permissions explained by less than 20% privacy policies, includ-

ing WRITE_SETTINGS, RECORD_AUDIO, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, WRITE_CONTACTS,
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Permission Request PP Map Number TAPVerifier
Number (Percentage) Precision

WRITE_SETTINGS 129 2 (1.6%) 100%
READ_CONTACTS 253 53 (20.9%) 89.8%
RECORD_AUDIO 148 7 (4.7%) 100%

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 1004 75 (7.5%) 88.2%
WRITE_CONTACTS 76 3 (3.9%) 100%

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 372 104 (28.0%) 92.0%
CAMERA 259 14 (5.4%) 93.3%

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED 343 - -
GET_ACCOUNTS 657 15 (2.3%) 93.7%

READ_CALENDAR 39 3 (7.7%) 75.0%
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 365 106 (29.0%) 91.4%

Table 3.6: The number (percentage) of permissions whose necessity can be explained
by privacy policy, and the precision of TAPVerifer for mapping privacy policy to
permissions.

CAMERA, GET_ACCOUNTS and READ_CALENDAR. Note that although many privacy poli-

cies contains word “account”, we do not map them to GET_ACCOUNTS since they are

about account registration or account information deletion. We currently do not

consider the behaviors of web page and server.

False positives when mapping privacy policy to permission. After checking the

errors, we find that the false positives are caused by the algorithm for computing

semantic similarity (i.e., ESA). For example, since “credit card number” have a high se-

mantic similarity with “sd card”, it is mapped to permission WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE.

ESA transforms a text into a series of related words before calculating the semantic

similarity value, and such wrong matching is unavoidable. We can use two methods

to remove such false positive: one is selecting a higher threshold for ESA; the other

is maintaining a black list of resources for each permission.
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To measure the distribution of the contribution of each action to the definition

of permissions, we further analyze the mappings between actions and permissions.

A mapping between action AC and permission PERM means that we can find one

sentence SENT that meets the following two conditions: 1) the syntactic structure

of the sentence SENT matches one of the semantic patterns of the action AC;

2) the sentence SENT describes the collection, usage, storage, or disclosure of

certain personal information protected by permission PERM . The first condition

is checked according to the semantic patterns of each action, which are defined in

Section 3.3.2. The second condition is checked according to the mapping between

personal information and permissions.

Permission DC DS DU DA DD IS UC DP DAG
WRITE_SETTINGS 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
READ_CONTACTS 131 23 27 24 12 5 1 23 0
RECORD_AUDIO 9 3 2 0 1 0 2 1 0

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 29 56 2 0 0 2 4 0 0
WRITE_CONTACTS 36 21 1 0 0 2 0 1 0

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 247 49 54 39 27 1 16 26 3
CAMERA 17 4 16 1 5 1 1 0 0

GET_ACCOUNTS 10 2 2 0 0 1 4 0 0
READ_CALENDAR 8 3 2 2 0 0 0 1 0

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 244 48 55 37 23 1 17 24 2

Table 3.7: The number of mappings between different actions and different permissions.
The first row lists the actions defined in Section 3.3.2: DC (Data Collection), DS
(Data Storage), DU (Data Utilization), DA (Data Access), DD (Data Disclose), IS
(Integrity & Security), UC (User Consent), DP (Data Provision), and DAG (Data
Aggregation).

The result is shown in the Table 3.7. We can see that the contribution of
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different actions to the definition of one permission are different. For example, for

the permission READ_CONTACTS, the action DC (i.e., Data Collection) contains the

largest number of mappings (i.e., 131). Another action UD (i.e., Data Utilization)

only has 27 mappings. However, for the CAMERA permission, the action DC (i.e., Data

Collection) and DU (i.e., Data Utilization) contain similar number of mappings (i.e.,

17 and 16).

We also evaluate the usefulness of two new actions. The actions IS (i.e., Integrity

& Security) and DAG (i.e., Data Aggregation) have 18 mappings in total. Although

this number is smaller than that of other actions, some new sentences, which are

missed by other actions, are discovered by the new actions. For example, the sentence

“We will take reasonable precaution to protect your information, contact information...”

is identified by the IS (i.e., Integrity & Security) action. Note that the pervious

version of this study [226] does not include the IS action and therefore the sensitive

information “contact information” included in this sentence is ignored.

3.6.4 Use privacy policy to remove false alerts generated by

AutoCog

AutoCog raises an alert if a permission cannot be mapped to the description. However,

some alerts are false alerts because the permissions can be mapped to the privacy

policies or the permissions are over-claimed.

Using Apps’ Privacy Policies. Table 3.8 shows the number (percentage) of

Autocog alerts we can remove by using app privacy policies through TAPVerifier(i.e.,

column “Removed Alert Num (Percentage)").

We can see that employing privacy policies can remove false alerts for all but
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the permission RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED, which cannot be mapped to any privacy

policy. But, the effectiveness of privacy policies is diverse for different permissions. For

example, they can remove 44 false alerts for the permission WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE.

However, only 14 false alerts can be removed for the permission GET_ACCOUNTS. The

reason is although many privacy policies contain account related sentences, the

majority of them refer to account registration or sign up instead of accessing accounts

in smartphone. Therefore we filter out such sentences.

Permission AutoCog Removed Alert
Alert (Percentage)

WRITE_SETTINGS 107 2 (1.9%)
READ_CONTACTS 128 29 (22.6%)
RECORD_AUDIO 109 6 (5.5%)

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 599 44 (7.3%)
WRITE_CONTACTS 59 2 (3.4%)

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 266 76 (28.6%)
CAMERA 227 11 (4.8%)

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED 316 -
GET_ACCOUNTS 594 14 (2.4%)

READ_CALENDAR 30 3 (10.0%)
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 206 65 (31.6%)

Table 3.8: The number of alerts raised by AutoCog, and the number of alerts that
can be removed through the analysis of privacy policy.

Using Third-Party Libraries’ Privacy Policies We also use third-party li-

braries’s privacy policies to remove false alerts. Since they cannot be mapped

to all permissions, we show the result of relevant permissions in Table 3.9. The

result shows that such privacy policies can remove many false alerts due to the per-

missions WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, GET_ACCOUNTS, and

ACCESS_FALSE_LOCATION.
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Permission Autocog Removed Alert
Alert (Percentage)

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 599 136 (22.7%)
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 266 44 (16.5%)

GET_ACCOUNTS 594 10 (1.7%)
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 206 23 (11.2%)

Table 3.9: The number (percentage) of alerts from AutoCog, which can be removed
through the analysis of apps’ and third-party libraries’ privacy policies.

Permission Autcog Permission Used in Code Over Claim
Alert Lib Use Total Use (Percentage)

WRITE_SETTINGS 107 4 50 57 (53.3%)
READ_CONTACTS 128 0 101 27 (21.1%)
RECORD_AUDIO 109 0 69 40 (36.7%)

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 599 323 522 77 (12.9%)
WRITE_CONTACTS 59 0 49 10 (16.9%)

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 266 106 202 64 (24.1%)
CAMERA 227 2 107 120 (52.9%)

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED 316 - - 38 (12.0%)
GET_ACCOUNTS 594 17 308 286 (48.1%)

READ_CALENDAR 30 2 17 13 (43.3%)
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 206 66 160 46 (22.3%)

Table 3.10: Number of apps that are regarded as abnormal by AutoCog due to the
over-claimed permissions.

3.6.5 Use Code to Remove False Alerts

Table 3.10 shows the number of false alerts that are generated by AutoCog but can

be removed because they are over-claimed permissions. The column “AutoCog Alert

Num” lists the number of AutoCog alerts for each permission. The column “Lib

Use" shows the number of alert apps whose third library uses such permission. We
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maintain a white list of third party libraries. The column “Total Use” shows the

number of alerted apps that use this permission in its code. The column “Over Claim”

illustrates the number of alerted apps that over-claim certain permissions. The result

clearly shows that many alerts can be removed after locating over-claim permissions.

Since the apps may use Java reflection to invoke APIs, we employ DroidRA [153]

to process the 1,200 apps in our dataset. It reports that 879 apps use the reflection

technique, and successfully recovers the invoked methods in 751 apps. It cannot

recover the invoked methods in the other 128 apps (i.e., 879-751=128) because they

only employ the reflection technique to construct object or obtain field (i.e., no

methods are invoked via reflection).

Although 465 apps use the reflection technique to invoke framework APIs that

can be located in the official document, only 52 of them call the APIs protected

by permissions. For the APIs protected by permissions, the API TelephonyMan-

ager.getDeviceId() (protected by permission READ_PHONE_STATE) is the most fre-

quently used one, which is called by 31 apps. For the APIs protected by the 10

permissions listed in Table 3.6, we find that 6 apps call camera related APIs and 2 apps

call account related APIs via reflection. We do not find framework API invocations

through reflection in the other 286 apps (i.e., 751-465=286) mainly due to two reasons.

First, some APIs have been removed from the official document. For example, the

app “aws.apps.networkInfoIi” calls the API WifiManager.getWifiApState(), which has

been removed in the official document. Second, the invoked method is defined by the

developer. For instance, the app “com.oristats.habitbull” integrates third-party library

Flurry, which utilizes Java reflection to call the method FlurryAdModule.getInstance().
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3.6.6 Answers to RQs

We use the number of removed false alerts to measure the information that can be

provided by privacy policy and bytecode for accessing the description-to-behavior

fidelity. More precisely, we compare Table 3.8 (and Table 3.9) with Table 3.10 to

answer the two questions mentioned in Section 1.5.1.

Answer of research question “Does an app’s privacy policy supply useful informa-

tion for assessing its description-to-behavior fidelity? ”: For some permissions, privacy

policy can supply more information for accessing description-to-behavior fidelity, in-

cluding:READ_CONTACTS, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. For location related permissions,

(i.e., ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION), both privacy policy and

bytecode can provide more information. Moreover, privacy policy cannot provide

information related to the permission REVEIVED_BOOT_COMPLETED, but bytecode can

achieve it.

Answer of research question “Does an app’s bytecode provide useful information

for measuring its description-to-behavior fidelity? ”: For some permissions, bytecode

can provide more information for measuring description-to-behavior fidelity, including:

WRITE_SETTING, RECORD_AUDIO, WRITE_CONTACTS, CAMERA, RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED,

GET_ACCOUNTS, READ_CALENDAR.

After getting the result of description analysis module, we can enhance it by

combining the result of analyzing the app’s privacy policy (Table 3.8), third-party

libraries’ privacy policies (Table 3.9), and code (Table 3.10). The total number of

false alerts that can be removed is shown in Table 3.11.
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Permission AutoCog Removed Alert
Alert (Percentage)

WRITE_SETTINGS 107 59 (55.1%)
READ_CONTACTS 128 50 (39.1%)
RECORD_AUDIO 109 43 (39.4%)

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 599 239 (39.9%)
WRITE_CONTACTS 59 11 (18.6%)

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 266 158 (59.4%)
CAMERA 227 128 (56.4%)

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED 316 38 (12.0%)
GET_ACCOUNTS 594 303 (51.0%)

READ_CALENDAR 30 15 (50.0%)
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 206 115 (55.8%)

Table 3.11: Total number of AutoCog alerts and the number of alerts we can remove
by using app privacy policy, third-party library privacy policy, and code at the same
time.

Permission Whyper Alert Removed Alert (Percentage)
READ_CONTACTS 220 45 (20.5%)
RECORD_AUDIO 139 5 (3.6%)

READ_CALENDAR 29 2 (6.9%)

Table 3.12: The number alerts raised by Whyper, and the number of alerts that can
be removed through the analysis of privacy policy.

3.6.7 Use Privacy Policy to Remove False Alerts Generated

by Whyper

Whyper [174] is the pioneer detection system based on the description-to-behavior fi-

delity. It maps an app’s description to three different permissions (i.e. READ_CONTACTS,

READ_CALENDAR, and RECORD_AUDIO). By using the mapping between privacy policy

and different permissions, TAPVerifier can also remove the false alerts generated by
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Whyper.

Table 3.12 shows the result. For READ_CONTACTS, TAPVerifier can remove 20.5%

alerts. For RECORD_AUDIO and READ_CALENDAR, TAPVerifier can remove 3.6% and

6.9% alerts generated by Whyper, respectively.

3.6.8 Use Privacy Policy to Explain the Behaviors of Mali-

cious Apps Found by CHABADA

We downloaded the dataset provided by CHABADA [25], which contains features

and the clustering result of 26,332 apps. CHABADA labels 174 of these 26,332 apps

as malicious ones. Among these 174 apps, we can successfully download the APK

files of 12 apps that provide privacy policy.

To check whether these apps are malicious or not, we upload their APK files to

VirusTotal [9], which scans the APK files with 56-58 different anti-virus tools. If

the app is reported as malicious by one or more anti-viruses, we regard the app as

malware. 8 APK files are regarded as benign by all anti-virus tools. For the other 4

APK files (listed in Table 3.13), each of them was regarded as a malicious app by

only one anti-virus tool (i.e., other anti-virus tool do not raise alerts). Table 3.13 also

lists the corresponding anti-virus tools that raise alerts and the detailed information.

# Apps Alert Anti-Virus tools Detail

1 com.appspot.swisscodemonkeys.steam AegisLab SUSPICIOUS

2 com.lonelycatgames.Xplore Bkav Android.Specapk.db.D8C0

3 es.cesar.quitesleep K7GW Spyware (004c0d821)

12 com.intsig.camscanner Cyren AndroidOS/GenBI.9FADF121!Olympus

Table 3.13: The result from VirusTotal, including the anti-virus tools that raise an
alert and the details from their reports.
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Table 3.14 shows the results of VirusTotal, CHABADA, and TAPVerifier, individ-

ually. VirusTotal raises alerts for App 1, 2, 3, and 12.

# Apk Virus CHABADA TAPVerifier
ID Total Alert Alert

1 com.appspot.swisscodemonkeys.steam
p p p

2 com.lonelycatgames.Xplore
p p

3 es.cesar.quitesleep
p p p

4 com.computertimeco.minishot.android
p

5 com.droidhen.falldown
p

6 com.netflix.mediaclient
p

7 com.nubee.coinpirateS
p

8 com.reverie.game.toiletpaper
p

9 net.bible.android.activity
p

10 org.mhgames.jewels
p

11 si.modula.android.instantheartrate
p p

12 com.intsig.camscanner
p p

Table 3.14: The results of VirusTotal, CHABADA, and TAPVerifier.

Using TAPVerifier to analyze these 12 apps, we find that the permissions requested

by App 1 (RECORD_AUDIO and WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE), App 3 (RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED),

and App 11 (CAMERA and WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE) are not explained by their de-

scriptions and privacy policies.

For App 2 and App 12, TAPVerifier does not raise an alert whereas VirusTotal

and CHABADA do. By checking the results of CHABADA and TAPVerifier, we find

that CHABADA raises alerts for these two apps because they call network and device

ID related APIs (e.g., DefaultHttpClient.execute() and getDeviceId()). However,

since App 2 explains the usage of all requested permissions (including INTERNET and

READ_PHONE_STATE) in its privacy policy, TAPVerifier regards it as a benign app,
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and therefore CHABADA raises a false alert for this app. In contrast, App 12 only

explains the usage of Internet in its privacy policy without explaining the usage of

device ID in either the privacy policy or description. Therefore, CHABADA raises an

alert. TAPVerifier does not detect this apps because it does not take into account the

permission READ_PHONE_STATE. If we include this permission in TAPVerifier, it will

also raise an alert. Note that TAPVerifier examines the same number of permissions

(i.e., 11) as AutoCog does whereas Whyper only studies three permissions. In future

work, we will include more permissions in TAPVerifier.

For App 11, both CHABADA and TAPVerifier raise an alert but VirusTotal does

not. By manually checking the app and the results of CHABADA and TAPVerifier,

we find that both CHABADA and TAPVerifier raise a false alert because of the app’s

camera related behavior (Camera.open()). More precisely, this app explains this

behavior in the description through the sentence “Place the tip of your index finger

on phone’s camera”. CHABADA raises a false alert because it does not analyze the

semantic meaning of individual sentences in the description. TAPVerifier leads to a

false positive because its description analysis module (i.e., AutoCog) only extracts

(verb, noun) pairs from the description without analyzing the prepositional phrase

(i.e., “on phone’s camera”). We will further enhance the description analysis module

in future work.

Most apps detected by CHABADA may not be malicious ones (i.e., Apps 4-10),

and neither VirusTotal nor TAPVerifier raises an alert for them. By examining the

results of CHABADA, we find that it raises the alerts because these apps make

network connections. It is worth noting that TAPVerifier does not consider the

permissions related to establishing network connections, because TAPVerifier just
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focuses on the personal information. Similarly, neither AutoCog nor Whyper considers

the permissions related to establishing network connections.

3.7 Evaluation of ReviewSolver

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to answer the following questions:

• Can ReviewSolver correctly identify reviews related to function errors (Sec-

tion 3.7.2)?

• How is the performance of ReviewSolver compared with the state-of-the-art

system ChangeAdvisor [173] (Section 3.7.3)?

• How many function error related reviews can be addressed by ReviewSolver

(Section 3.7.4)?

3.7.1 Dataset

To measure how many function error related reviews can be solved, we select 18 apps

that can be downloaded from Google Play andprovide source code in F-Droid or

Github. For each app, we download the latest version of apk file and user reviews.

In particular, we collect 69,359 reviews from Google Play and 12,735 of them are

negative ones (rated 1 or 2 starts).

To answer RQ2, we first employ ReviewSolver to identify the function error related

reviews, and then apply ReviewSolver and ChangeAdvisor [173] to mapping such

reviews to code, respectively. We ask three research students to construct the ground

truth of the mappings from reviews to code by exploiting bug reports to correlate

them. More precisely, as shown in Fig. 3.12, after reading a function error related
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review, the student identifies the bug described in in and then looks for the bug in

the existing bug reports. If found and the bug has been fixed, the corresponding code

files modified by the developers are regarded as the code related to the review. Since

not all apps have bug reports, we get 8 apps with bug reports, and for each app 200

function error related reviews are analyzed.

Function Error 
Related Review Bug Reports

Bug described 
in review Files 

modified in 
bug report

Figure 3.12: Procedure of building ground truth

3.7.2 Review Identification Performance

To evaluate the performance of classifying function error related reviews, we adopt

the dataset provided by Ciurumelea el al. [96]. This dataset contains 199 reviews

(87 of them are function error related ones). The result is shown in Table 3.15. Our

system achieves 84.6% precision and 88.5% recall rate for detecting function error

related reviews, and we manually analyze the cause of false positives/negatives.

Table 3.15: Result of Classifying Function Error related Reviews
TP FP FN Precision Recall F-1

Function Error 77 14 10 84.6% 88.5% 86.5%

False positives. The major cause of false positive is that although some reviews

contain function error related words (e.g., “bug”, “problem”), the objects that user

really wanted to describe are some fixed bugs, small limitations, or bugs of other

apps. For example, “Amazing This app helped me a lot. Allowed me to see why my
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apps crashed so I could fix the bugs”. To remove such false positives, we could analyze

the tense of the review to identify the fixed bugs (e.g., “... has been fixed”) and check

the subject related to the bug (e.g., “my apps”).

False negatives. The major cause of false negative is that users may describe

function errors implicitly. For example, the review “Slow on tablets In need of a major

update. Images not as crisp or bright as on jjComic Viewer or Perfect Viewer.” does

not contain any function error related words (e.g., “bug”, “error”), and the user only

described that the error makes the tablet “Slow”, thus ReviewSolver cannot recognize

it. We can add the function error related reviews that describe the error implicitly

into the training set to remove such false negatives.

Summary: The experimental result shows that: ReviewSolver can achieve 84.6%

precision, 88.5% recall rate for identifying function error related reviews.

3.7.3 Performance of ReviewSolver

We use the mapping from user reviews to code with ground truth (described in

Section 3.7.1) to evaluate ReviewSolver and compare it with ChangeAdvisor. The

“#Total Mappings” column of Table 3.16 shows the total number of mappings from

reviews to code files with ground truth. From the “#RS True Mappings” and

“#CA True Mappings” columns of the Table 3.16, we can see that ReviewSolver can

identify more mappings than the state-of-the-art system (i.e., ChangeAdvisor). For

example, for the app com.fsck.k9, ReviewSolver can identify 17 mappings whereas

ChangeAdvisor can only find 2. In total, the number of mapping identified by

ReviewSolver (i.e., 79) is twice of the number of mappings found by ChangeAdvisor

(i.e., 31).
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Table 3.16: The number of mappings that can be identified by ReviewSolver and
ChangeAdvisor. The meaning of each column (from 2-5): total number of function
error reviews that can be mapped to bug reports, the number of mappings identified
by using bug reports, the number of mappings identified by ReviewSolver (column
“#RS True Mappings”) and ChangeAdvisor (column “#CA True Mappings”)

Apk #Error #Total #RS True #CA True
Name Reviews Mappings Mappings Mappings

org.mariotaku.twidere 78 314 15 6
org.thoughtcrime.securesms 50 132 4 0

com.fsck.k9 55 125 17 2
com.battlelancer.seriesguide 65 216 8 3

org.wordpress.android 94 275 11 2
cgeo.geocaching 38 342 11 7

com.joulespersecond.seattlebusbot 24 154 9 8
de.danoeh.antennapod 43 230 4 3

Total 447 1,788 79 31

As shown in Table 3.16, ReviewSolver may miss some mappings. One reason is

that the classes in the apk file published on Google Play may not be in consistent with

the classes mentioned in bug report. For example, we find that the “Some pictures

can’t be viewed ” bug of the app org.mariotaku.twidere is fixed by modifying three

files (e.g., RapidImageDecoder.java). However, we cannot find the corresponding

class in the apk file and hence ReviewSolver cannot locate the error. Another

reason is that ReviewSolver cannot identify the classes called by the function error

related classes. For example, to fix the “Error connecting to MMS provider ” bug of

the app org.thoughtcrime.securesms, the class MmsSendJob and TelephonyUtil

are involved. The former uses the latter to get the device’s telephone number.

ReviewSolver can recognize the former but it cannot recognize the latter. To reduce

the missed mappings generated by the function call relationship, we can use the

method call graph to find more methods related to the error. For example, if

ReviewSolver find one method related to the function error described in the review,
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all other methods called by the method are also related to this function error.

Summary: The experimental result shows that: Given the same set of func-

tion error related reviews, ReviewSolver can correctly resolve more reviews than

ChangeAdvisor.

3.7.4 Resolving Function Error related Reviews

As shown in Table 3.17, ReviewSolver discovers 4,912 function error related reviews,

which account for 38.6% (i.e., 4,912/12,735) negative reviews. 45.3% (i.e., 2,226/4,912)

of these function error related reviews can be mapped to code by ReviewSolver. This

number is much larger than that of ChangeAdvisor, which can only map 365 of them

to code (i.e., 7.4%, 365/4,912).

Distribution of Context Information Used for Locating Errors. Since

ReviewSolver uses various context information to map review to code, for each context

information, we count the number of function error reviews that can be located by

using it for the sake of measuring the effectiveness of different context information.

As shown in Table 3.18, nearly half of function errors can be resolved by using app

specific task related information. This result is in consistent with that of manual

check (i.e., Table 3.1 shows that “(1) App Specific Task” is the most frequent kind of

context information).

Table 3.18 lists the number of function error reviews that can be mapped to code

by ReviewSolver through different context information. It shows that the context

information of “App Specific Task” can be used to resolved most reviews (i.e., 47.1%).

Note that the distribution shown in Table 3.18 may not be the same as that in

Table 3.1 due to two reasons. First, when calculating the values in Table 3.18, we
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Table 3.17: The number of negative reviews resolved by ReviewSolver and ChangeAd-
visor. The meaning of the columns (3-6): total number of negative reviews (column
“Negative Review”), the number of function error reviews (column “#Error Review”),
the number of function error reviews resolved by ReviewSolver (column “#RS”), the
number of function error reviews resolved by ChangeAdvisor (column “#CA”).

# Apk Negative #Error #RS #CA
Name Review Review

1 org.mariotaku.twidere 375 145 86 13
2 com.zegoggles.smssync 1310 526 162 36
3 org.thoughtcrime.securesms 319 112 87 14
4 com.totsp.crossword.shortyz 646 327 142 20
5 com.fsck.k9 1155 547 351 27
6 com.andrewshu.android.reddit 289 150 52 16
7 fr.xplod.focal 645 317 179 18
8 org.geometerplus.zlibrary.ui.android 593 161 72 11
9 com.battlelancer.seriesguide 417 110 56 3
10 org.wordpress.android 1182 499 363 32
11 com.kmagic.solitaire 1547 531 107 66
12 org.coolreader 939 381 144 24
13 cgeo.geocaching 475 168 114 12
14 com.joulespersecond.seattlebusbot 469 132 20 12
15 com.achep.acdisplay 907 293 72 9
16 de.danoeh.antennapod 94 38 21 10
17 com.frostwire.android 923 253 108 9
18 com.ichi2.anki 450 190 90 33

Total 12,735 4,880 2,226 365

only consider the reviews that contain context information whereas for Table 3.1

the reviews that do not contain any context information are grouped to “(8) Other”.

Such reviews account for around 40% function error related reviews. Second, when

calculating the values in Table 3.18, we find that some reviews contain multiple kinds

of context information. For example, for the error reviews describing the behaviors

of updating apps, 36.7% (293/799) of them also contain other context information

(e.g., API/URI/intent). Such reviews will be counted multiple times under different
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Table 3.18: Number of function error reviews that can be mapped to code by
ReviewSolver through different context information.

Context Type #Function Error Percentage
App Specific Task 1052 47.1%

Updating app 799 35.8%
API/URI/intent 587 26.3%

Registering Account 266 11.9%
Opening App 69 3.1%

GUI 82 3.7%
Error Message 31 1.4%

categories of context information. For Table 3.1, we only consider the major context

information (i.e., the most important information that can help use locate the error).

For example, for the review “After updating the app, I cannot connect server ”, we

regard “connect server” as the major context information since we can use it to locate

the error precisely.

Correctness of the Mappings Form Function Error Reviews to Code.

To check the precision of the mapping from reviews to code identified by ReviewSolver,

we manually check 50 mappings for each app. The result is shown in the third and

fourth columns of Table 3.19, and we can see that ReviewSolver can achieve 73.1%

precision.

Cause of false mappings. The major cause of the false mappings is that some

phrases extracted from review are not related to function errors, but we still use them

to locate errors. For example, consider the review “I was able to add cards to the

decks, but now I’m unable to even view the cards”. As user is able to “add cards”, the

error is not related to this behavior. ReviewSolver still map this phrase to classes

since we can find the method names that contain similar verb phrases. The error

described in this review is “view the cards”, which is a function implemented by the
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Table 3.19: Correctness of the mappings from reviews to code found by ReviewSolver
# Apk ReviewSolver

Name #Correct/Check Precision
1 org.mariotaku.twidere 38/50 76.0%
2 com.zegoggles.smssync 33/50 66.0%
3 org.thoughtcrime.securesms 40/50 80.0%
4 com.totsp.crossword.shortyz 38/50 76.0%
5 com.fsck.k9 43/50 86.0%
6 com.andrewshu.android.reddit 37/50 74.0%
7 fr.xplod.focal 40/50 80.0%
8 org.geometerplus.zlibrary.ui.android 19/50 38.0%
9 com.battlelancer.seriesguide 29/50 58.0%
10 org.wordpress.android 41/50 82.0%
11 com.kmagic.solitaire 43/50 86.0%
12 org.coolreader 36/50 72.0%
13 cgeo.geocaching 42/50 84.0%
14 com.joulespersecond.seattlebusbot 14/23 60.8%
15 com.achep.acdisplay 34/50 68.0%
16 de.danoeh.antennapod 17/25 68.0%
17 com.frostwire.android 38/50 76.0%
18 com.ichi2.anki 38/50 76.0%

Total 620/848 73.1%

developer. ReviewSolver cannot locate it since we cannot find any class/method/field

names that contain similar verb phrases. To remove such false mappings, we need to

conduct sentiment analysis on the sub-sentences of the review. Those positive/neutral

ones will be filtered when localizing error.

We further select 10 apps that contain commit messages in Githu, and for each app

we check 50 function error related reviews and the corresponding classes suggested by

ReviewSolver. For each review, we count the number of classes that were modified

within three months. The result is shown in Table 3.20. We can find that 38.6%

(832/2,153) of the classes found by ReviewSolver have been modified within three

months.
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Table 3.20: Function Error Related Classes Modified Within three months
# Apk Name # modified / # found
1 org.mariotaku.twidere 59/260
3 org.thoughtcrime.securesms 100/354
5 com.fsck.k9 148/251
9 com.battlelancer.seriesguide 92/212
10 org.wordpress.android 153/255
13 cgeo.geocaching 110/205
14 com.joulespersecond.seattlebusbot 30/75
16 de.danoeh.antennapod 46/209
17 com.frostwire.android 44/154
18 com.ichi2.anki 50/178

Total 832/2,153

Summary: The experimental result shows that: ReviewSolver can resolve 45.3%

function error related reviews.
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Chapter 4

Accessing the Trustworthiness of
Android Apps’ Privacy Policies

4.1 Overview

To address users’ concerns about privacy risks and to comply with data protection

laws, more and more apps are supplied with privacy policies written in natural

language to help users understand an app’s privacy practices. However, little is known

whether these privacy policies are trustworthy or not. Questionable privacy policies

may be prepared by careless app developers or someone with malicious intention.

In this chapter, we carry out a systematic study on privacy policy by proposing a

novel approach to automatically identify five kinds of problems in privacy policy.

After tackling several challenging issues, we implement the approach in a system,

named PPChecker, and evaluate it with real apps and their privacy policies. The

experimental results show that PPChecker can effectively identify questionable privacy

policies with high precision. Applying PPChecker to 2,500 popular apps, we find that

1,850 apps (i.e., 74.0%) have at least one kind of problems.

In summary, we make the following contributions in PPChecker:
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• We define five kinds of common problems in privacy policies and propose new

algorithms to identify them.

• We design and develop PPChecker, a novel system that adopts NLP and

program analysis techniques to automatically identify the problems in privacy

policy.

• We conduct careful evaluation on PPChecker by using real apps along with their

privacy policies. The experimental results show that PPChecker can effectively

detect those problems with high precision.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces background

knowledge and describes a motivating example. Section 4.3 details the system design

of PPChecker. Section 4.5 reports the evaluation results with real apps and their

privacy policies.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Privacy Policy, Description, and What’s New

Privacy policy informs users what, when, why, and how information will be collected.

For example, Fig. 4.1 shows a portion of an app’s (i.e., Golf Live Extra) privacy policy.

It first says “we may collect and process ...”, indicating what and when information,

including location, IP address, etc., will be collected. Then, the sentence “we may

share ... with ...” informs readers which information will be shared with third parties.

After that, it declares that the embedded third-party libs (e.g., Ad) will collect

information. In this chapter, we use resource and information interchangeably to
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denote the personal information to be collected, used, retained or disclosed by an app

as described in its privacy policy.

INFORMATION WE COLLECT AND HOW USED
......
we may collect and process information about your actual location.
......
When you use the Mobile App or view content on our websites we may 
automatically collect and store certain information in server logs including 
but not limited to internet protocol (IP) addresses, device information ...... 

HOW WE SHARE PERSONAL INFORMATION
......
we may share your usage and personal information with operating 
systems, carriers and platform providers and/or other mobile apps 
either operated by us  or third parties, as well as any other entities 
described in any particular Mobile App. 
......

AUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION AND ADVERTISING
Some online services, including Mobile Apps, may be supported via 
advertising, and collect data to help the online service serve  ads. 
We may work with analytics companies to help us understand how the 
online service is being used, such as the frequency and duration of usage.
...... 

information collection 

information disclose 

third party library

Figure 4.1: App Golf Live Extra’s privacy policy

The description of an app usually introduces the functionalities, features and

benefits of the app [95], and What’s new (denoted as WsN) informs users about the

changes (e.g., new features, fixed bugs, etc.) [199].

4.2.2 Problem Definition

We aim at identifying five kinds of issues in an app’s privacy policy, including:

(1) Incomplete privacy policy. Such privacy policy does not declare all privacy-

related behaviors. For example, the app’s (com.dooing.dooing) description has a

sentence “Location aware tasks will help you to utilize your field force in optimum

way.” indicating the use of location information. Its class com.dooing.dooing.ee
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calls location-related APIs including getLatitude() and getLongitude(). However, its

privacy policy does not mention that it will collect location information or personal

information.

(2) Incorrect privacy policy. The privacy policy is incorrect if it declares that

the app does not collect, use, retain, or disclose personal information, but the

app does. For instance, the app’s (com.easyxapp.secret) privacy policy declares

“we will not store your real phone number , name and contacts”. However, we

find from its bytecode that it obtains the contact information through the URI

<android.provider.ContactsContract$CommonDataKinds$Phone: android.net.Uri

CONTENT_URI> and writes it to log file.

(3) Imprecise privacy policy. The imprecise privacy policy does not clearly

describe the privacy related behaviors. In particular, we focus on three kinds of

imprecise privacy policy. The first kind of imprecise privacy policy does not clearly

specify the personal information accessed by the app. Instead, they use general terms

to represent such information. For example, the app (com.ivc.starprint) collects

device ID in code. However, its privacy policy only mentions that “we may also access

other personal information on your device, such as your phone book, calendar,

in order to provide services to you”. In other words, it does not clearly point out that

the app will collect device ID.

The second kind of imprecise privacy policy lists the personal information to be

accessed, but the app only accesses part of them. User may wonder why the app

needs to collect so much personal information when reading such privacy policies.

For instance, the privacy policy of the app (com.liquifyble.main) says that device

ID will be collected (i.e., “’When you access the Service by or through a mobile device,
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we may collect certain information automatically, including, but not limited to, the

type of mobile device you use, your mobile devices unique device ID”). However, the

app neither requests READ_PHONE_STATE permission nor gets device ID in its code.

The third kind of imprecise privacy policy uses adverb clause of condition to

describe the condition under which the privacy-related behavior will be conducted, but

the app does not check whether the condition is satisfied. For example, the privacy pol-

icy of the app (mobisocial.omlet) declares that “If you click go, we will collect informa-

tion about your geographic location”. Note that “go” refers to a button in this app. How-

ever, after checking the code, we found that the location-related API (LocationMan-

ager.getLastKnownLocation()) is called by the com.baidu.android.pushservice.b.e.h()

method, instead of the button’s callback function(i.e., onClick()).

(4) Inconsistent privacy policy. The app’s privacy policy should be consistent

with the privacy policies from the other two sources. First, if an app integrates

third-party libs, its privacy policy should cover the behaviors of third-party libs

as a whole or point to their privacy policies. If an app’s privacy policy declares

that it will not access personal information but its third-party libs’ privacy policies

mention that they will do so, the app’s privacy policy is inconsistent. For example,

the privacy policy of the app (com.imangi.templerun2) claims that it does not use

or collect location information. However, one embedded third-party lib (Unity3d)

says that it will receive location information, thus causing the inconsistency. Second,

the privacy policy (provided in Google Play) should be consistent with the in-app

privacy policy, which is shown when the app is being used. If the information

collected by these two privacy policies are different, the app has inconsistent privacy

policy. For example, for the app (com.jimbl.suitcaseluggagelistfrgoog), its
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privacy policy in the market (http://www.jimbl.com/privacy1 ) and in-app privacy

policy (http://www.jimbl.com/privacy2 ) are different. The formal declares that “The

Application will collect the following information ... unique device ID ...” whereas

the latter does not mention such behavior at all.

(5) User-unfriendly privacy policy. We focus on two issues in such privacy policy.

First, the language of privacy policy is different from the language used for the

description. We assume that the user who installs an app understands the app’s

description and not all users understand two languages. A recent report from Hong

Kong’s Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data pointed out such issue

after manual inspection [16]. For example, the description of the app chat.ola.vn is

in English whereas its privacy policy is stated in Vietnamese. Second, some privacy

policies’ readability is low so that users cannot understand it.

4.3 PPChecker

Privacy Policy 
Analysis

Static Analysis

Third Party Libs'
Privacy Policies

App's Privacy 
Policy

App's APK File

App's Description
and What's New

Description 
and 

 What's New 
Analysis

                      
                             

Output:
1) Privacy policy is incomplete or not;
     If true, list the missed information.
2) Privacy policy is incorrect or not;
     If true, list the incorrect sentence.
3) Privacy policy is imprecise or not;
     If true, list the imprecise sentence.
4) Privacy policy is inconsistent or not;
     If true, list the inconsistent sentences 
and related third party lib (in-app privacy 
policy).
5) Privacy policy is user unfriendly or not.
     If true, determine if the privacy policy is 
in improper language or the privacy policy 
is difficult to read.

Figure 4.2: System overview of PPChecker

As shown in Fig. 4.2, PPChecker takes in an app’s description, what’s new
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information (WsN), third-party libs’ privacy policies, app’s privacy policy, and apk

file. The output includes: 1) whether the privacy policy is incomplete or not. If so, it

lists the missed information; 2) whether the privacy policy is incorrect or not. If so, it

enumerates the incorrect sentences; 3) whether the privacy policy is imprecise or not.

If so, it lists the imprecise sentences; 4) whether the privacy policy is inconsistent

or not. If so, it lists the inconsistent sentences and the relevant third-party lib’s

privacy policy; 5) whether the privacy policy is user unfriendly or not. If so, it lists

the language of the privacy policy and the readability rating of the privacy policy.

PPChecker consists of three major modules, including:

(1) Privacy policy analysis module (Section 4.3.1). It analyzes a privacy policy

to determine what information will or will not to be collected, used, retained, or

disclosed.

(2) Static analysis module (Section 4.3.2). It inspects an app’s bytecode to decide

whether the app will collect, retain, or disclose personal information. Note that this

module cannot differentiate the used information from the collected/retained/disclosed

information because it is difficult to determine whether the information is used or

not after it has been collected from the device.

(3) Description and what’s new analysis module (Section 4.3.3). It analyzes

the description and the WsN to identify the permissions/personal information that

the app will use.

(4) Problem identification module (Section 4.4). Based on the result of (1)

and (2), this module identifies incomplete privacy policy (4.4.1), incorrect privacy

policy (4.4.2), imprecise privacy policy (4.4.3). By comparing the app’s privacy policy

with its in-app privacy policy and its third-party libs’ privacy policies, it detects
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inconsistent privacy policy (4.4.4). By analyzing the language and readability of app

privacy policy, it identifies user-unfriendly privacy policy (4.4.5).

4.3.1 Privacy Policy Analysis Module

1. Main Verbs, Sentences and Resources

Table 4.1: Symbols related to privacy policy. Note: ⇤ 2 {collect, use, retain, disclose}
Symbol Meaning

V Pcollect the verbs describe that one party access, collect, or acquires data from another party.

V Puse the verbs describe that one party uses data from another party for some function.

V Pretain the verbs describe that one party keeps the data collected from another party.

V Pdisclose the verbs describe that one party transfers the collected data to another party.

AppSent⇤ a sentence in app’s privacy policy whose main verb 2 V P⇤

ResAppPP
⇤ resources that the app will * according to an app’s privacy policy

ResAppPP
⇤ resources that app will not * according to an app’s privacy policy

LibSent⇤
a sentence in lib’s privacy policy

whose main verb 2 V P⇤

ResLibPP
⇤

resources to the lib will *

according to the lib’s privacy policy

Table 4.1 lists the symbols related to privacy policy. We summarize four types of

main verbs [82, 83], which are commonly used in privacy policies, including:

• Collect verbs. They describe that one party accesses, collects, obtains data from

another party, such as “collect”, “gather”, etc. We use V Pcollect to indicate such verbs.

• Use verbs. They depict that one party uses data from another party for a specified

purpose, such as “use”, “process”, etc. We use V Puse to denote such verbs.

• Retain verbs. They mean that one party keeps the data collected from another

party for a particular period of time or in a particular location, such as “retain”,

“store”, etc. We use V Pretain to represent such verbs.

• Disclose verbs. They indicate that one party transfers, moves, or sends data to
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another party, such as “disclose”, “share”, etc. We use V Pdisclose to stand for such

verbs.

These four kinds of verbs have different semantic meaning and are essential to

tracing the data flows described in privacy policy [82]. To construct the verb set, we

download the keywords listed in [83] and put them in different verb lists. We also use

WordNet to find the synonyms of these verbs and add them to the verb lists. We

release the total list of such verbs in [33] so that other researchers can use them.

Based on the four types of verbs, we define other symbols. AppSent⇤ and

AppSents⇤ denote a ⇤ type sentence and the set of such sentences in an app’s

privacy policy, respectively. The mark ⇤ can be replaced by collect, use, retain, and

disclose. Similarly, we will use LibSent⇤ and LibSents⇤ to represent those sentences

in a third-party lib’s privacy policy.

By analyzing the sentences, PPChecker identifies the personal information handled

by main verbs. For positive sentences, we use ResAppPP
⇤ to denote the set of personal

information that will be collected, used, retained, and disclosed by app according

to app’s privacy policy. Similarly, we use ResLibPP
⇤ to denote the set of personal

information that will be collected, used, retained, and disclosed by third-party libs

according to libs’ privacy policies.

A privacy policy may use negative sentences. For example, “we will not collect”

presents the opposite meaning of “we will collect ”. The former is negative sentence. We

utilize ResAppPP
⇤ to denote the set of personal information that will not be collected,

used, retained, or disclosed, according to an app’s privacy policy. We do not consider

the negative sentences in third-party lib’s privacy policy, because if the app’s privacy

policy declares collecting personal information, it will not be inconsistent no matter
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whether the lib collects this information or not.

2. Steps in Privacy Policy Analysis

Fig. 4.3 shows the procedure of inspecting a privacy policy, which involves seven

steps detailed as follows.

Step 1: Sentence extraction. PPChecker extracts the content from each privacy

policy in HTML, and removes non-ASCII symbols and some meaningless ASCII

symbols using Beautiful Soup [2]. We currently just examine privacy policies in

English. Then, we use the natural language toolkit (NLTK) [4] to divide the text

into sentences. Since NLTK splits an enumeration list into individual sentences, it

may cause errors. For example, the sentence “... collect the following information:

your name; your IP address; your device ID.” is divided into four parts, and the three

resources after “:” are regarded as three sentences. To address this issue, PPChecker

checks the sequence of sentences from NLTK one by one. If the previous sentence

ends with “:”or “;”, or the current sentence starts with lowercase letters, PPChecker

appends the current sentence to the previous one. Finally, PPChecker turns all letters

into lower case.

Labeled 
Data Set

Useful Sentences�
(not) Collected, Used, Retained, Disclosed Resources,

and Constraint of Privacy Related Behavior

1. Sentence 
Extraction

2. Syntactic 
Analysis

4. Sentence 
Selection

6. Information 
Elements Extraction

5. Negation 
Analysis

3. Machine Learning 
Classifier Training

Privacy 
Policy

7. Constraint
Analysis

Figure 4.3: The procedure of analyzing a privacy policy.

Step 2: Syntactic analysis. It parses sentences and obtains syntactic information.
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For each sentence, we use Stanford Parser [91] to obtain its parse tree and dependency

relations. For example, Fig. 4.4 shows the syntactic information of the sentence: “we

will provide your information to third party companies to improve service”. The left

part is the parse tree structure and the right part is the typed dependency relation.

The parse tree breaks a sentence into phrases and shows them in a hierarchy

structure, where each phrase occupies one line. The parse tree also contains the

part-of-speech (POS) tags of words and phrases. The typed dependency describes the

relation between words. Common relations include: sbj that means the subject, dobj

that represents direct object, root that stands for the relation point to the root word

of a sentence, nsubjpass that refers to a noun phrase being the syntactic subject of a

passive verb, auxpass means passive auxiliary [196]. For example, from the sentence

“your information will be collected.”, We can find nsubjpass dependency relation

between “information” and “collected” and discover auxpass dependency relation

between “be” and “collected”.

The syntactic information is used in the following classifier training and the

information elements extraction step.

ROOT-0

provide

we would information

your

companies

third party

improve

to service

sbj aux dobj

poss

root

prep_to vmod

aux dobjamod nn

(ROOT
  (S
    (NP(PRP we))
    (VP(MD would)
      (VP(VB provide)
        (NP(PRP$ your)(NN information))
        (PP(TO to)
          (NP(JJ third)(NN party)(NNS companies)))
        (S
          (VP(TO to)
            (VP(VB improve)
              (NP(NN service)))))))
   (. .)))

Figure 4.4: Syntactic information of sentence: “we would provide your information to
third party companies to improve service”.
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Step 3: Classifier training. In the conference version PPChecker, we use a series of

seed patterns to find the semantic patterns from privacy policy corpus. These patterns

are used to identify information collection, usage, retention and disclosure related

sentences. However, if the pre-defined seed patterns are incomplete or incorrect, the

discovered patterns cannot identify the sentences related to information collection,

usage, retention, and disclosure with a high recall rate and high precision. To overcome

this limitation, in this chapter, we propose using machine learning classifier to identify

these sentences automatically.

More precisely, we let the feature set include unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and type

dependency related between words. The TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document

frequency) [205] value is calculated to measure the weight of each word. Such value

is commonly used in information retrieval to measure how important a word is. TF

(i.e., term frequency) refers to how frequently a term occurs in a document. IDF (i.e.,

inverse document frequency) means the terms that appear many times have little

importance (e.g., “an”, “of”). We select four classifiers, including Max Entropy [163],

SVM [149], naive bayes [184], and Random Forest [171], and select the best one

according to the 10-fold cross validation result on our data set. The result is described

in Section 4.5.2. For the sentences identified by the classifier, we only keep those

sentences that contain collect, use, retain, and disclose verbs (Section 4.3.1.1).

Step 4: Sentence selection. PPChecker utilizes the trained classifier to identify

sentences from privacy policies. The matched sentences are regarded as useful

sentences, and others will be discarded.

Step 5: Negation analysis. PPChecker determines whether a sentence is negative

by checking the existence of negation words in two places [217]. One is the subject
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for identifying sentences like “nothing will be collected ”. The other refers to the words

used to modify the root word, such as “we will not collect information”. We adopt

the negation word list from [5], because it includes the negative verbs (e.g., “prevent”),

negative adverbs (e.g., “hardly”), negative adjectives (e.g., “unable”), and negative

determiners (e.g., “no”).

Step 6: Information elements extraction. From each useful sentence, we look

for four elements, including main verb, action executor, resource, and constraint. For

example, in the sentence: “we will provide your information to third party companies

to improve service if you ...”, the main verb is “provide”, the subject is “we”, its

object is “your information”, and its constraint is “if you ...”. The subject, main verb,

resource, and constraint are used in the problem identification module (Section 4.4.1).

The main verb is the key verb of a sentence. In the typed dependency relation,

the main verb is the word that has root relation with a virtual “ROOT-0” word

(e.g., “provide” in Fig. 4.4). The action executor is the entity who conducts the main

verb. In the typed dependency relation, it is the word that has sbj relation with

the main verb (e.g., “we” in Fig. 4.4). The resource is the data used by the action

executor (e.g., “information” in Fig. 4.4). If the sentence is active voice, the resource

has dobj relation with the main verb. Otherwise, the resource is the subject that has

nsubjpass relation with the main verb. For instance, in the sentence “your location

will be collected ”, the resource “your location” is the subject. For each extracted

resource, we check the category of the corresponding main verb (by using the pre-

defined verb set described in Section 4.3.1.1) to determine the resource belongs to

collected information (ResAppPP
collect ), used information (ResAppPP

use ), retained information

(ResAppPP
retain ), or disclosed information (ResAppPP

disclose). Specially, if the negation analysis
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result shows the sentence is a negative sentence, we put the extracted resource to the

information that privacy policy declares not to collect (ResAppPP
collect ), use (ResAppPP

use ),

retain (ResAppPP
retain ), or disclose (ResAppPP

disclose).

The constraint refers to the condition under which the privacy-related behavior

will be conducted. In this chapter, we only consider the constraint described in

the adverb clause of condition (e.g., clauses starting with “if, unless, in case, only

if ”) [136], and leave the investigation of other kinds of adverb clauses in future work.

When identifying the personal information mentioned in privacy policies, we

find that some sentences contain refinement phrases [84]. The refinement phrase

refines one general concept with more specific concepts [82, 84]. The specific concept

refers to a specific kind of information accessed by the app (e.g., device ID) and the

general concept is an abstraction of the specific concept (e.g., device information).

For example, the sentence “Personal information may include your name, user

identification number, or email address.” refines “personal information” with a few

specific concepts: “name”, “user identification number”, “email address”. We propose

the following method to process them.

. We employ the syntactic patterns proposed by Girju et al. [127] (listed in Tab. 4.2)

to identify the part-whole relations described by refinement phrases. For instance, the

sentence “Personal information may include your name, user identification number,

or email address” matches the first pattern of Tab. 4.2. Then, we can find that there

is a part-whole relation between the subject and the objects of the verb “include”.

Therefore, the general concept is “personal information”, and the specific concepts

include “name”, “user identification number, and “email address”.
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. We extract all sentences from the privacy policy and store them in a list and

then all sentences that contain refinement phrase. If the i sentence in the sentence

list contains refinement phrase, we extract the (i� 1) and (i+ 1) sentences from the

sentence list of privacy policy. We use the trained classifier (Section 4.3.1 Step 3) to

determine if these two sentences are related to information collection, usage, retention,

or disclosure or not. If the (i � 1) or (i + 1) sentence is regarded as information

collection, usage, retention, or disclosure and the general concept of the refinement

phrase is also mentioned in it, we conclude that the corresponding specific concepts

will be collected, used, retained, or disclosed.

We use the following two sentences as an example to illustrate this procedure:

“We collect your personal information. The personal information includes your name,

your address, and device information”. After finding the second sentence that contains

refinement phrase, we apply the trained classifier to the first sentence and find that it

is related to information disclosure. Since the first sentence declares that the general

concept (i.e., “personal information”) will be collected, we infer that the specific

concepts (i.e., “name”, “address”, “device information”) will also be collected.

Table 4.2: Syntactic Patterns of Refinement Phrases
# Pattern Example

1 obj contain|include parts. “Personal information includes name and address”

2 obj consist of |be made of parts. “Personal information is made of name and address”

3 ......obj......, including parts. “Information will be collected, including name, address”

4 obj such as parts “We will collect data such as name and address”

Step 7: Constraint analysis. After identifying the constraints by extracting the

adverb clauses of condition in useful sentences, we first filter out the constraints that
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are not relevant to the app’s behaviors. More precisely, we ignore the constraints

that cannot be achieved by the app, including contacting developer, asking developer

question, using/cancelling service, visiting website, legal requirement, determining

whether the user is a child. To filter out such constraints, we built up a blacklist

that contains a series of (verb, noun) pairs (e.g., (“contact”, “us”), (“change”, “policy”))

after reading 300 randomly selected adverb clauses of condition. Then, for each

useful sentence (identified in Step 4: Sentence selection), if it contains constraints,

we extract all the (verb, noun) pairs based on the typed dependency relations. For

example, for the constraint “if you enable location service”, two (verb, noun) pairs (i.e.,

(“enable”, “you”) and (“enable”, “location service”)) will be extracted since there are

nsbj and dobj dependency between words. After that, we use ESA [122] to calculate

the semantic similarity between each (verb, noun) pair extracted from the constraint

and each (verb, noun) pair in the blacklist. If the similarity is higher than a threshold

(by default, 0.67 as used in [178]), we ignore the constraint. Otherwise, we analyze

its content. To get the semantic similarity of two texts, ESA maps each of them to a

vector representation using a knowledge base, and then calculates the similarity of

the two vectors.

For the apps in the data set, we discovered 173 useful sentences that contain

constraints. We summarize the topics of these constraints to find out the types

of constraints that can be checked in code. In detail, we extract the topic words

from these constraints by using Mallet [148] to identify 10 topic words from the

document. Mallet is a topic modeling program that can select words from baskets of

words (each basket related to a topic) [135]. By reading these topic words and their

related constraints, we determine two types of constraints that can be checked in
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code (Tab. 4.3).

The first type of constraint is relevant to enabling service and has the template

like “If users enable feature/function/service, the app will access the information”. In

the app, the developer will check whether the corresponding feature/function/service

has been enabled before accessing sensitive information. These features/function-

s/services can be divided into two categories. One category includes the services

provided by Android system (e.g., location, bluetooth). Another category includes

the feature/function implemented by the developer. For example, the privacy policy

of the app (com.media1908.lightningbug) contains the sentence “If you do enable

the local weather feature, your approximate location is collected on a periodic basis”.

The “local weather feature” is implemented by the developer.

The second type of constraint is relevant to UI callback and has the template like

“If users click/press UI element, the app will access the information”. The UI element

refers to the View classes included in the layout (e.g., Button, TextView) [54]. After

a user presses the UI element, such apps may directly access sensitive information

in the callback of the UI element or launch other activities to access the sensitive

information.

Table 4.3: Content type of constraint
# Content Type Example

1
If users enable feature/function/service,

the app will access the information.

“If you choose to enable Allow Others to Add feature,

your telephone number is used ”

2
If users click/press UI element,

the app will access the information.

“you may find a camera button,

once pressed it will simply take a picture...”
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4.3.2 Static Analysis Module

Table 4.4 includes five kinds of information extracted from app code. Given an

app, PPChecker conducts static code analysis on its dex file to determine the fol-

lowing information: (1) personal information collected by the app (i.e., ResAppCode
collect )

and third-party lib (i.e., ResLibCode
collect ); (2) personal information retained by the app

(i.e., ResAppCode
retain ) and third-party lib (ResLibCode

retain ). (3) if the information is col-

lected or retained by third party lib, we regard it as disclosed information (i.e.,

ResAppCode
disclose = ResLibCode

collect [ ResLibCode
retain ). To check the constraints of privacy related

behavior, this module will extract the statements that will affect the invocation of

sensitive APIs/URIs. To get the in-app privacy policy, this module also extracts the

URL of privacy policy from code.

Table 4.4: Major symbols related to code.
Symbol Meaning

ResAppCode
collect resources app will collect according to code

ResAppCode
retain resources app will retain according to code

ResLibCode
collect resources lib will collect according to code

ResLibCode
retain resources lib will retain according to code

ResAppCode
disclose resources app will disclose according to code

1. Conducting the Static Bytecode Analysis. We develop the static analysis

module based on our static analysis tool, VulHunter [176], and improve it from

several aspects. Given an app, PPChecker extracts the AndroidManifest.xml and

the dex file from the APK file. If the app is packed, we employ our unpacking tool

PackerGrind [220,231] to recover the dex file. By parsing the AndroidManifest.xml

file and the dex file, PPChecker constructs an Android property graph (APG) [176]
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that integrates abstract syntax tree (AST), interprocedure control-flow graph (ICFG),

method call graph (MCG), and data dependency graph (DDG) of the app, and stores

them into a graph database. Then, PPChecker can determine the collected and

retained information by performing queries on APGs.

To enhance the accuracy of static analysis, we employ IccTA [152] to identify the

source and the target of an intent, and utilize EdgeMiner [89] to determine the im-

plicit callbacks (e.g., from setOnClickListener() to onClick()). The data dependency

between statements s1 and s2 means that a variable v is defined in s1 and used in s2.

Moreover, for the source-sink paths identified by FlowDroid [68], we also add data

dependency relation between the source statement and sink statement.The sources

refer to the sensitive APIs/URIs, which will be described in the next sub-section. The

sinks are APIs that store information into a log (e.g., Log.d()) or a file (e.g., FileOut-

putStream.write()), or send it out through network (e.g., AndroidHttpClient.execute()),

SMS(e.g., sendTextMessage()), or bluetooth (e.g., BluetoothOutputStream.write()).

2. Identifying the Collected Information. An app can collect personal infor-

mation through two approaches. One is to invoke sensitive APIs, such as calling

getDeviceId() to get device ID. The other one is through content providers [70], such as

calling android.content.ContentResolver.query() with content://com.android.calendar

to access calendar information. We will describe how PPChecker handles them in the

following paragraphs, respectively. By referring PScout [70] and checking Android

development documents, we select 152 sensitive APIs covering the information about

device ID (9), IP address (5), cookie (10), location (31), account (30), contact (35),

calendar (6), telephone number (2), IMEI (5), camera (4), audio (6), sim card number

(1), call log (1) and app list (7). Such information is commonly listed in the privacy
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policy. We select 12 URI strings along with 615 URI fields from the data set in [70].

The sensitivity of content provider related operations is determined by the param-

eters. For example, by querying the content provider with URI content://call_log or

content://com.android.calendar, we can collect the call log or the calendar from the

device respectively. To find out the information accessed by using URIs, after locating

the statements calling the query function, PPChecker determines the corresponding

URIs by applying the inter-procedure constant propagation (i.e., constant folding)

algorithm proposed by Lu et al. [157]. Constant propagation is a compiler technique

that simplifies the constant expressions [88]. Here, we apply this technique to identify

all possible constant values that can be used as the parameters of content provider

related operations. The detailed analysis includes the following steps:

Step 1: Similar to the algorithm proposed by Lu et al. [157], we leverage the data

dependency graph to identify all the statements used to construct the URI. Other

statements will not be analyzed. In detail, we traverse along the data dependency

graph from the statement querying the content provider. The traversal stops at the

statement that only uses constant values. All the statements appeared on the path

and the data dependency relations between them are recorded. We stored them as a

directed graph.

Step 2: To infer the possible values of URI, we perform post-order DFS traversal on

this directed graph. The traversal starts from the statement that performs content

provider related operation. For a statement s, the post-order traversal is to ensure that

the possible values of the variable used in it has been analyzed. For each statement,

since we have got possible values of the variables used in it, we can infer the possible

values of the variables defined in it.
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Step 3: We collect a set of possible constants that can be used to construct URI.

We look for the sensitive URIs in them and record the sensitive URIs used in code.

An example is the code snippet shown in Fig. 4.5: The URI parameter used in

line 9 is constructed by using line 2, 4, 7. The possible values for v5 include {

“content://com.android.calendar ”, “content://call_log”}.

1  ...
2  String v5 = "content://";
   ...
3  if(...){
4     v5 = v5 + "com.android.calendar";
5  }
6  else{
7     v5 = v5 + "call_log";
8  }
9  $activity.getContentResolver().query(Uri.parse(v5), 
                            v4, null, null, null);

Figure 4.5: Example of traditional constant folding

Since some sensitive APIs may not be called by the app (e.g., infeasible code), we

perform the reachability analysis [158] by using inter-procedure control flow graph

(ICFG) to filter them out. In detail, we start traversal from apps’ entry points,

including life-cycle callbacks (e.g., Activity.onCreate()) and UI related callbacks (e.g.,

onClick()). If we can find a path from the entry points to the statements that invoke

sensitive APIs, we regard these statements as feasible.

To determine the type of personal information collected by the app, we map

the sensitive APIs and the URI strings to personal information by analyzing their

official documents. For example, the API getDeviceId() is mapped to “device ID”

and the URI string content://contacts is mapped to “contact”. For the URI fields,

since PScout provides the mapping between URI fields and permissions [70], we map

these fields to the personal information according to the corresponding permissions.
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For instance, since PScout maps “<android.provider.Telephony$Sms: android.net.Uri

CONTENT_URI>” to permission android.permission.RECEIVE_SMS, we map this

URI field to “SMS”.

3. Determining the Retained Information. By using the data dependency

graph, we perform static taint analysis on sensitive APIs/URIs to determine the

retained information. More precisely, after finding the statements that use sensitive

APIs/URIs, we traverse the data dependency graph (DDG) by using data dependency

relation to find the path from source (i.e., the statements that use sensitive APIs/URIs)

to sink (i.e., log, network, file, SMS, bluetooth related APIs). If we can find the path

from source to sink, we think the information will be retained by the app. Since

FlowDroid [68] is a state-of-the-art static analysis tool for apps, we further integrate

the source-to-sink paths found by FlowDroid when creating the data dependency

graph.

For instance, Fig.4.6 shows a code snippet of com.qisiemoji.inputmethod.

PPChecker traverses from the sensitive API getInstalledPackages() (Line 5), which

retrieves the list of installed packages device, and ends at a sink function Log.e()

(Line 9). This path indicates that the information of installed apps will be retained

in log.

4. Recognizing the User of the Information. After finding the sensitive

API/URI used in code, we first locate the corresponding method. Then, we conduct

backward traversal on the method call graph to find all other methods that will call

this method. The traversal starts from this method and stops at the entry points of

Android (i.e., life-cycle methods of Android components and callbacks of UI widgets).

We leverage the class names of these methods to determine whether the API/URI is
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1 package com.android.inputmethod.latin.settings;
2 final class t extends AsyncTask {
3    private Integer a() {
4        try {
            ...
5            Iterator v5 =this.a.getActivity().
  getPackageManager().getInstalledPackages(8192).iterator();
6            while(true) {
                ...
7                Object v0_1 = v5.next();
                ...
8                String v6 = ((PackageInfo)v0_1).packageName;
                ...
9                Log.e("package", v6);
                ...
            }}}} Data dependency between statements

SOURCE

SINK

Figure 4.6: Code snippet of com.qisiemoji.inputmethod: obtains the installed
package list and writes it to log.

used by the app or third-party libs. If the privacy related behavior is triggered by

callback of the UI widget (e.g., onClick()), the user of this behavior is the Activity

that contains the widget. Since developers can register UI callbacks dynamically (i.e.,

in code) or statically (i.e., in layout xml file), we cannot directly identify the Activity

associated with the callback. We process these two cases separately to discover the

corresponding Activity.

. If the developer dynamically registers the callback in code, we first search the

listener object (e.g., View.OnClickListener) that implements this callback in code.

Then, we leverage the DDG to find the widget object that uses the listener (e.g., by

calling setOnClickListener()). Finally, the method that contains widget object and

the corresponding activity are the user of the corresponding information.

. If the developer statically registers the callback in the layout xml file, we first

obtain the resource ID of the layout. Then, we search the AST to locate the Activity
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that uses the layout resource ID to set the activity content view. We regard this

Activity as the user of the API/URI.

Li et al. [154] harvest commonly used libraries from 1.5 million apps and get a

class name prefix list containing 240 class names. If the developer uses obfuscation

techniques to hide the class names of third-party libs, we employ LibScout [71] to detect

the integrated third-party libs. LibScout extracts a variant of Merkle tree from known

lib code to construct the lib profiles. Then, it matches the lib profiles with the app

profile to find out the integrated third-party libs. For each sensitive API/URI, if the

class name prefix of the corresponding class is included in the class name prefix list, we

regard that the information is collected or retained by a third-party lib (ResLibCode
collect and

ResLibCode
retain ). Otherwise, the information is collected/retained by the app (ResAppCode

collect

and ResAppCode
retain ). We regard the information collected or retained by third-party lib as

the information disclosed to third-party lib (i.e., ResAppCode
disclose = ResLibCode

collect [ResLibCode
retain ).

5. Extracting the Constraints. To check the constrains of privacy related

behaviors, we use the program slicing technique [103] to extract the statements

that will affect the invocation of sensitive APIs/URIs. In detail, for each sensitive

API/URI, we first obtain the control flow path from the entry point (e.g., Activ-

ity.onCreate(), onClick()) to it. Then, we extract all the branch statements (i.e.,

if_stmt, lookup_switch_stmt, and table_switch_stmt) [209] in the control flow

path (e.g., Fig. 4.7 Line 5). To determine the factors that will affect the execution of

privacy related behavior, for each branch statement, we traverse the data dependency

graph from it to get all the statements related to the branch statement. In data flow

analysis [141], if a variable v is on the LHS (i.e., left-hand side) of an assignment

statement s(j), the statement s(j) is a definition of variable v. For example, in
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Fig. 4.7, variable v1 is defined in Line 4 and this statement also use the return value

of the method getEnableWeather(). If the traversal reaches a statement that does not

use any pre-defined variables, the traversal stops. In Fig.4.7, Line 2 and Line 4 are

extracted if we start traversal from the branch statement (i.e., Line 5).

1    public static Boolean getEnableWeather(Context c) {
                

2        return Boolean.valueOf(Preferences.getBoolean(c, 2131099675, false));
    }

3    public void onAttachedToWindow() {
                

 Boolean v1 = Preferences.getEnableWeather(this.getContext());

5        if(v1.booleanValue()) {
                
6           this.mLocationManager.requestLocationUpdates("network", 1800000, 0f, 
this.mLocationListener);
                
        }
    } Data dependency between statements

Branch Statement

Figure 4.7: Code snippet of com.media1908.lightningbug: Extracting the con-
straints.

6. Locating the In-App Privacy Policy. The in-app privacy policy is usually

provided in two ways: (1) showing the URL of privacy policy on the GUI (e.g., the left

GUI in Fig. 4.8); (2) displaying the privacy policy after pressing a button (e.g., right

GUI in Fig. 4.8). To collect such in-app privacy policy, we first parse the layout file of

each activity to get the GUI structure. Then, for the first scenario, we check whether

the text on the GUI contains “privacy policy”. If so, we extract the URLs contained

in the HTML attribute <a href=“”> and download the content. For the second

scenario, if the widget (e.g., button) is associated with the text “privacy policy”, we

check the resource ID and use it to find the callbacks registered in code. Then, we

traverse the control flow graph from the entry of the callback to find the statement
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that loads HTML page (e.g., WebView.loadUrl()). To get the URL of privacy policy,

for these statements, we leverage constant propagation technique [157] to identify all

string parameters that start with “http”/“https”. After that, we download the content

through these URLs.

Figure 4.8: GUI of In-App Privacy Policy.

7. Correlating UI Elements and Texts. The developers usually provide UI

(e.g., activity, dialog) to let user enable feature/function/service. To identify which

feature/function/service is enabled by user, the static analysis module will create

a mapping between the resource IDs of UI elements and their texts describing the

enabled feature/function/service.

When designing the layout of an activity, the developer may use various UI

elements to support user selection (e.g., CompoundButton, CheckBox, RadioButton,
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Switch, ToggleButton). We parse the layout XML file to get the resource ids of these UI

elements. If the developer embeds descriptive text as attributes (e.g., android:text)

of the UI element, we extract the value of these attributes to get the related string

(i.e., text). Otherwise, we follow the method in [50] to locate nearby text widget

in UI and extract its descriptive text. We regard this text as the text related to

the UI element. For pop-up dialog [53], since developer can also set its layout via

setContentView() (similar to Activity class), we analyze its layout and map the UI

element to text label. Different from activity and dialog, the layout of preference

is defined in the res/xml folder [55]. We parse the XML file to get the resource

ids of the UI elements. For each UI element, we map its resource ID to the string

defined in android:title attribute. For example, the preference activity of app

(com.media1908.lightningbug) include a CheckBoxPreference widget. The id of

this widget is 0x7f06001b and the value of the string android:title attribute is

string “Local Weather ”. Thus, we map the resource ID 0x7f06001b to this string.

4.3.3 Description and What’s New Analysis Module

Table 4.5 describes the symbols representing the information extracted from app

description and what’s new.

Table 4.5: Major symbols related to description and what’s new.
Symbol Meaning
ResDesc the set of resources used by app according to description

ResWhatsnew the set of resources used by app according to what’s new

Description analysis. We improve the state-of-art description analysis system,

AutoCog, to map an app’s description to permissions [178]. AutoCog conducts
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statistical analysis on a large number of apps to build up the description to per-

mission relatedness (DPR) model. More precisely, it extracts (verb, noun) pairs

(e.g., (“track”, “location”)) from description, and maps them to different permissions

(e.g., ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION). We map the permissions inferred from description to

personal information by analyzing the official document. For example, permission

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION is mapped to “location”, “latitude”, and “longitude” since

the APIs getLastKnownLocation(), getLatitude(), and getLongitude() require this

permission. Let ResDesc denote the collected information that is inferred from the

app’s descriptions.

What’s new analysis. Since the sentences in WsN are similar to that in the

description, we employ the same method for description analysis to map WsN to

different kinds of permissions/personal information. However, WsN contains many

short sentences that only have noun phrase. For example, “New effects”. When

identifying the permissions mentioned in WsN, the description analysis module will

not analyze them since they do not contain any verb phrases.

To avoid such false negatives, we enhance WsN analysis by extracting all the

noun phrases from the parse tree. Then, we use ESA [122] to calculate the semantic

similarity between these noun phrases and the personal information protected by per-

mission. If the similarity reaches a pre-defined threshold, we think the corresponding

permission is mentioned in the WsN. For example, we map the noun phrase “SD Card

Backup” to permission WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE since it is similar to “SD Card”.

Let ResWhatsnew denote the collected information inferred from the app’s WsN.
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4.4 Problem Identification Module

This section describes how to detect the issues in privacy policy, namely, incomplete

privacy policy (Section 4.4.1), incorrect privacy policy(Section 4.4.2), imprecise privacy

policy (Section 4.4.3), inconsistent privacy policy (Section 4.4.4), and user-unfriendly

privacy policy (Section 4.4.5). Section 4.4.6 describes the steps for examining the

third-party libs’ privacy policies.

App privacy policy

 App code

Incomplete privacy policy VS. code Incomplete privacy policy VS. description

 App description & what's new

Incomplete privacy policy VS. what's new (WsN)

Figure 4.9: Model of incomplete privacy policy.

4.4.1 Detecting Incomplete Privacy Policy

Fig. 4.9 shows how to identify an incomplete privacy policy through two general

approaches. First, if the information listed in a privacy policy cannot cover that

inferred from the description or WsN, the privacy policy is incomplete. Second, if

the information declared in a privacy policy cannot cover the collected or retained

information which is determined from the corresponding app’s bytecode, the privacy

policy is incomplete.

Detecting incomplete privacy policy through description. Algorithm 1 shows

the process of detecting incomplete privacy policy through description. The descrip-
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Algorithm 3: Detect Incomplete Privacy Policy through Description
Input: ResAppPP

collect , ResAppPP
use , ResAppPP

retain , ResAppPP
disclose: information collected, used, retained or disclosed

by app privacy policy; ResDesc
: information that app’s description says will use.

Output: ProblemInfos: Return the missed information if the privacy policy is incomplete; Null: Return

null if the privacy policy is not incomplete.

1 PPInfos = ResAppPP
collect [ResAppPP

use [ResAppPP
retain [ResAppPP

disclose;

2 CodeInfos = ResDesc
;

3 ProblemInfos = [];

4 for Info in CodeInfos do

5 FindSimilarInfo = 0;

6 for PPInfo in PPInfos do

7 if Similarity(Info, PPInfo) > threshold then

8 FindSimilarInfo = 1;

9 if FindSimilarInfo == 0 then

10 ProblemInfos.append(Info); //Save the missed Info

11 if ProblemInfos.length() > 0 then

12 return ProblemInfos; //Privacy policy is incomplete

13 return Null; //Privacy policy is not incomplete

tion analysis module provides the information used by an app (i.e., ResDesc) while the

privacy policy analysis module lists the information to be collected/used/retained/dis-

closed by the app (i.e., PPInfos, line 1). We compare each information in ResDesc

with all the information identified from the privacy policy (line 6-10). If no private

information pairs can be matched, the Info is missed by the privacy policy and hence

the privacy policy is incomplete. Here, “match” means that two kinds of information

refer to the same thing.

We use ESA [122] to measure the semantic similarity between two information. If

the similarity is larger than a threshold, we regard them as the same thing (line 7 in

Algorithm 1). By default, the threshold is 0.67 following [178].

Detecting incomplete privacy policy through what’s new. The incomplete

privacy policy appears if the information described in WsN (i.e., ResWhatsnew) is not

mentioned in the privacy policy. To detect such privacy policy, we reuse Algorithm 1

but replace CodeInfos with ResWhatsnew.
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Detecting incomplete privacy policy through code. The static analysis module

outputs the information collected or retained. We compare each information with

all the information identified from the privacy policy. If the privacy policy misses

any such information, it is incomplete. The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1. The

only difference is that we replace CodeInfos with ResAppCode
collect [ ResAppCode

retain . Since

some information requires certain permission (e.g., account requires GET_ACCOUNTS),

in this case, we only consider the app that requires the corresponding permissions.

For the incomplete privacy policy detected through description, WsN, and code,

we will further check the information that the app’s privacy policy declares to

collect, use, retain, disclose (i.e., ResAppPP
collect , ResAppPP

use , ResAppPP
retain , ResAppPP

disclose). If

the incomplete privacy policy does not mention that the general information (i.e.,

“personal information”, “personal data”, “personally identifiable information”) will be

collected, used, retained, or disclosed by the app, we will report it as an incomplete

privacy policy. Otherwise, we regard it as an imprecise privacy policy and the

corresponding detection is described in Section 4.4.3).

4.4.2 Discovering Incorrect Privacy Policy

Incorrect privacy policy declares not to access certain personal information but the

corresponding apps do it. As shown in Fig.4.10, we detect the incorrect privacy

through two approaches. First, if the privacy policy declares not to collect personal

information whereas the permissions inferred from the description or WsN cover such

information, the privacy policy is incorrect. Second, if the privacy policy declares not

to collect or retain certain personal information whereas such behavior is realized in

code, the privacy policy is incorrect. Since it is difficult to differentiate between the
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collected resources and the used resources according to the code, we contrast both

ResAppPP
collect and ResAppPP

use with ResAppCode
collect .

App privacy policy

Third party library
Privacy policy

 App code

Incorrect app privacy policy VS. code

Inconsistency between an app's privacy policy and its third-party libs' privacy policies

Incorrect app privacy policy VS. description

 App description & what's new

Incorrect app privacy policy VS. what's new (WsN) 

Figure 4.10: Model of incorrect and inconsistent privacy policy.

Discovering incorrect privacy policy through app’s description. Using an

app’s description can discover two kinds of incorrect privacy policy. First, the privacy

policy declares not to collect or use certain personal information, but the description

indicates that the corresponding permissions are required by the app. For each

information to be collected, used, retained, or disclosed in ResDesc, we compare it

with the personal information that the app’s privacy policy declares not to collect

or use. If a pair of such information is found, the privacy policy is incorrect. The

algorithm of detecting incorrect privacy policy through description is similar to

Algorithm 1. The only difference is that we use ResAppPP
collect [ ResAppPP

use to replace

PPInfos. Second, the privacy policy declares not to access any personal information,

but the description indicates that the app needs some permissions required for

accessing certain personal information. To detect such privacy policy, we first identify

all privacy policies that declare not to collect or use “any personal information” or
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“any personal data”, and then check the corresponding permissions inferred from

the descriptions. If an app requests any sensitive permission, the privacy policy is

incorrect.

Discovering incorrect privacy policy through what’s new. The procedure of

discovering incorrect privacy policy through WsN is similar to Algorithm 1. Specially,

we use ResWhatsnew to replace CodeInfos and use ResAppPP
collect [ ResAppPP

use to replace

PPInfos.

Discovering incorrect privacy policy through code PPChecker can detect

incorrect privacy policy that declares not to collect/use certain information but the

app code does. The corresponding algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1. The only

difference is that we use ResAppPP
collect [ResAppPP

use to replace PPInfos. We also utilize

ResAppCode
collect to replace CodeInfos. Similarly, PPChecker can detect incorrect privacy

policy that declares not to retain certain information but the app code does. The

corresponding algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1. The only difference is that we use

ResAppPP
retain and ResAppCode

retain to replace PPInfos and CodeInfos, respectively.

4.4.3 Identifying Imprecise Privacy Policy

Discovering the first kind of imprecise privacy policy. The first kind of

imprecise privacy policy does not clearly specify the personal information accessed by

the app. To detect such imprecise privacy policy, we first identify the privacy policy

that does not specify the personal information used in description/WsN/code. Then,

we check whether or not the privacy policy mentions some abstraction of the personal

information. If yes, the privacy policy is imprecise. Otherwise, it is an incomplete

privacy policy (examined in Section 4.4.1). The detection procedure includes two
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steps:

Step 1: To identify the privacy policy that cannot cover the personal information

used in description, WsN, and code, we reuse the incomplete privacy policy detection

algorithm (Algorithm 3) by replacing CodeInfos with ResDesc, ResWhatsnew, and

ResAppCode
collect [ResAppCode

retain , respectively.

Step 2: If the privacy policy cannot cover the information identified from the

description or the code, we check whether the privacy policy mentions the abstraction

of the personal information. If so, this privacy policy is imprecise because it does

not list the specific personal information to be accessed. For example, if the app’s

code collects “phone number” but its privacy policy only declares that it will access

“personal information”, the privacy policy is imprecise.

Breaux et al. created the abstraction of personal information by manually reading

three privacy policies and identifying the statement that contains a definition or

elaboration of a phrase-level concept [84]. Then, they transform such statement into

Eddy syntax. Three kinds of statements are analyzed: (1) refinement, which means

that one concept is refined by a more specific concept; (2) abstraction, which means

that a list of concept is described by a more general concept; (3) exclusion, which

means that a concept is excluded from another concept.

We follow this procedure to collect the abstraction of personal information. Un-

fortunately, we find that the abstraction contained in different apps’ privacy policies

may not be consistent. For example, the privacy policy of com.absi.tfctv declares

that “non-personal information that may include your IP address” while the privacy

policy of com.fincon.globalHH describes that “collect your personal information,

such as your IP address”. Hence, we cannot use a few privacy policies to create the
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abstraction for PPChecker. Instead, to avoid such inconsistency, we select the data

definition in GDPR [183] and the privacy policy of Google Play [3] to create the

abstraction. For example, the sentence “a unique identifier such as the Advertising

ID is used to ...” refines the concept “unique identifier” with the specific concept

“Advertising ID”. We infer that “unique identifier” is an abstraction of “Advertising

ID”.

Discovering the second kind of imprecise privacy policy. The second kind of

imprecise privacy policy declares some privacy related behaviors that do not exist in

code. We identify them by comparing the personal information declared in privacy

policy with the personal information accessed in code. In detail, for each information

that the app privacy policy declares to collect/use/retain the resource (i.e., ResAppPP
collect ,

ResAppPP
use , ResAppPP

retain ), we use ESA [122] to check if it is similar to one of the 14

kinds of personal information that can be checked by the static analysis module

(Section 4.3.2 2. Identifying the Collected Information). If true, we check whether

the corresponding APIs/URIs are used in code or not. If we cannot find any related

APIs/URIs in code, the privacy policy is imprecise.

Discovering the third kind of imprecise privacy policy. The third kind of

imprecise privacy policy uses the adverb clause of condition to describe the condition

of privacy related behavior, but the code does not check whether the condition is

satisfied or not. We consider two types of adverb clause of conditions (Tab. 4.3).

Type 1: Adverb clause of conditions related to enabling service. If the privacy policy

describes that personal information is accessed when a certain service is enabled, the

code must check if the corresponding service is enabled or not before accessing the

personal information. Otherwise, the privacy policy is imprecise. Here we consider
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both the system services and the function/feature implemented by the developers.

Type 2: Adverb clause of conditions related to UI callback. If the privacy policy

declares that personal information will be accessed after pressing UI widget, we check

if the code access the corresponding personal information in the UI callback or not. If

the personal information is not accessed in UI callback, the privacy policy is imprecise.

To detect this kind of imprecise privacy policy, after extracting (verb, noun) pairs

from the typed dependency relations of the adverb clause of condition, we use these

(verb, noun) pairs to determine the type of constraints and then conduct the checking.

The procedures are detailed as follows.

• Type 1: Adverb clause of conditions related to enabling service. If the

(verb, noun) pair is similar to (“enable”, “service/function/feature”), we regard this

constraint as the first type of constraint, and extract the noun of the (verb, noun)

pair. We first check whether the feature/function/service is a system service or not

by comparing the noun of the (verb, noun) pair with the 46 kinds of system service

(e.g., “location”, “bluetooth”) listed in [97]. If we cannot find similar system service,

the adverb clause of condition may be related to a function/feature implemented by

the developer, and therefore we compare the service/function/feature mentioned in

adverb clause of conditions with the constraints extracted from code.

If the adverb clause of condition is related to system service, we check whether

the app code has called the corresponding APIs or not before accessing sensitive

information. For example, in the constraint “if you enable location service”, since

“location service” is a system service, the API LocationManager.isProviderEnabled()

should be called before accessing the information. If the app does not call this API,

the adverb clause of condition is imprecise.
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If the adverb clause of condition is related to the function/feature implemented by

developer, we first get the resource ID of the UI element that allows user to enable it,

and then we check whether the resource ID is used in the constraint of privacy-related

behavior or not. In detail, the app usually provides a configuration activity or pop-up

dialog to allow user to enable function/feature, and the app can learn the user’s

selection through the status of UI elements (e.g., CompoundButton.isChecked()). To

obtain the corresponding resource id, we first search the feature/function mentioned

in the mapping between the resource id and the text (Section 4.3.2 7), and then

check if the constraint of sensitive API/URI (identified in Section 4.3.2 5) contains

the resource ID. If yes, the app has checked the status of feature/function in code

before accessing personal information. Otherwise, the adverb clause of condition is

imprecise.

For example, the privacy policy of the app com.media1908.lightningbug con-

tains the sentence “If you do enable the local weather feature, your approximate location

is collected on a periodic basis”. We extract the (“enable”, “local weather feature”)

from its typed dependency relations. “local weather” is a function implemented by

developer instead of a system service. We search it in the mapping between resource

ID and text. As there is a mapping between 0x7f06001b and “Local Weather ”, the

status of the UI element with resource ID 0x7f06001b should be checked before

the app accesses the location information. As shown in Fig. 4.7, in the constraint

of location related API requestLocationUpdate(), we can find that the resource ID

0x7f06001b (i.e., 2131099675) is used in the constraint. In other words, the app has

checked whether users have enabled the feature/function before accessing information.

• Type 2: Adverb clause of conditions related to UI callback. If the (verb,
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noun) pair extracted from the adverb clause of condition has similar meaning as

(“press/click”, object), it is regarded as the second type of constraint. We extract the

pressed/clicked object based on the typed dependency relations, and then locate the

UI element related to the object. Finally, we check whether the sensitive information

is accessed after pressing the corresponding UI element.

In detail, to get the resource id of the pressed/clicked UI element, we search the

extracted object in the mapping between resource ID and text (Section 4.3.2 7). After

finding the resource ID of the UI element, we check if the sensitive information is

accessed in the callback of the UI element or other activities launched by the UI

element. For the former case, we look for the control flow path that starts from

the entry of the callback and ends at the invocation of sensitive API/URI. If such

path is found, the sensitive information is accessed in the callback. For the latter

case, we generate the windows transaction graph (WTG) using Gator [224], and

collect the activities that will be launched after pressing the UI element. We scan the

code of these activities to determine whether they access the corresponding sensitive

information or not. If the information is not accessed in the callback of UI element or

the activities launched by the UI element, the adverb clause of condition is imprecise.

4.4.4 Revealing Inconsistent Privacy Policy

Inconsistency between app’s privacy policy and third-party lib’s privacy

policy. Fig.4.10 also depicts how to determine the inconsistency between an app’s

privacy policy and its third-party libs’ privacy policies. To identify the third-party

libs used in app, we maintain a list of class name prefixes of third-party libs. Then,

the static analysis module goes through all class names to find the third-party libs
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integrated in the app. Given an app with m useful sentences in its privacy policy

and n useful sentences in its third-party libs’ privacy policies, we compare AppSenti

(1  i  m) with LibSentj (1  j  n). More precisely, given AppSenti and LibSentj ,

if the following three conditions are satisfied, then there exists an inconsistency.

(1) AppSenti’s and LibSentj’s main verbs belong to the same category (i.e.,

V Pcollect, V Puse, V Pretain, or V Pdisclose);

(2) AppSenti is a negative sentence and LibSentj is a positive sentence; and

(3) AppSenti and LibSentj refer to the same resource.

Algorithm 4 lists the detailed steps. Line 4-5 are related to conditions (1) and (2),

where the function getV erbCategory() returns the category of a sentence’s main verb

and the function IsPositive() returns true if a sentence is positive. Line 6-14 are

related to condition (3), where the function getRes() returns the resources extracted

from a sentence and the function Similarity() computes the similarity between two

resources by using ESA [122]. Some apps’ privacy policies declare that they are not

responsible for the behaviors of third-party libs. In this case, if the app’s privacy policy

is inconsistent with third-party libs’ privacy policies, we ignore such inconsistency.

Inconsistency between app’s privacy policy and in-app privacy policy. Af-

ter extracting the in-app privacy policy(Section 4.3.2), we use the privacy policy

analysis module (Section 4.3.1) to process it and get the information collected/used/re-

tained/disclosed by the app. We compare them with the information obtained from

the app’s privacy policy (i.e., privacy policy link on Google Play). If one information

is collected/used/retained/disclosed in one privacy policy, but it is not mentioned in
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Algorithm 4: Reveal Inconsistency between an app’s privacy policy and its
third-party libs’ privacy policies

Input: AppSenti (1  i  m): Sentences of app privacy policy, LibSentj (1  j  n): Sentences of lib

privacy policy.

Output: ProblemSents: Return the inconsistent sentences if the privacy policy is inconsistent; Null:

Return null if the privacy policy is not inconsistent.

1 ProblemSents = [];

2 for i in range (1, m) do

3 for j in range (1, n) do

4 V PCateapp = getV erbCategory(AppSenti); V PCatelib = getV erbCategory(LibSentj);
5 if (V PCateapp == V PCateapp) ^ (! IsPositive(AppSenti)) ^ (IsPositive(LibSentj)) then

6 AppResSet = getRes(AppSenti);
7 LibResSet = getRes(LibSentj);
8 for AppRes in AppResSet do

9 for LibRes in LibResSet do

10 if Similarity(AppRes,LibRes) > threshold then

11 ProblemSents.add([AppSenti, LibSentj ]); //Save the inconsistent sentences

12 if ProblemSents.length()>0 then

13 return ProblemSents; //Privacy policy is inconsistent

14 return Null; //Privacy policy is not inconsistent

the other privacy policy, we regard that the app’s privacy policy (i.e., online privacy

policy) is inconsistent with the in-app privacy policy.

4.4.5 Identifying User Unfriendly Privacy Policy

Discovering the language inconsistency between the description and pri-

vacy policy. Since we currently just examine the descriptions in English, if the

privacy policy is in other language, we report that the privacy policy is not user

friendly. To detect whether the privacy policy is written in other language, PPChecker

utilizes Compact Language Detector [110] to get the top three languages found and

their approximate percentages. Compact Language Detector uses Naive Bayesian

classifier to detect more than 83 languages (including those languages that contain

many ASCII characters, such as French, German, and Italian). If more than 70% of

the content is not in English, we regard that the privacy policy is not in English.
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Evaluating the readability of a privacy policy. Flesch Reading Ease score [121]

uses the average sentence length and word length to measure the readability of the

text. Text with a low score is difficult to read. Therefore, we calculate the Flesch

Reading Ease score of each privacy policy. Tab. 4.6 shows the meaning of different

scores [26]. If the score is lower than 30.0, the text is very difficult to read.

Table 4.6: The Flesch Reading Ease Score of the Apps’ privacy policies.

Score School Level Meaning # Apps
100.0 - 90.0 5th grade Very easy to read. 7
90.0 - 80.0 6th grade Easy to read. 3
80.0 - 70.0 7th grade Fairly easy to read. 27
70.0 - 60.0 8th and 9th grade Plain English. 106
60.0 - 50.0 10th to 12th grade Fairly difficult to read. 187
50.0 - 30.0 College Difficult to read. 1174
30.0 - 0.0 College graduate Very Difficult to read. 443

4.4.6 Disclosing Problems in Third-party Libs’ Privacy Poli-

cies

As a third-party lib may also have privacy policy, PPChecker also checks whether it

is incomplete and/or incorrect. To detect the incomplete privacy policy of third-party

lib, we adopt the algorithm of detecting incomplete privacy policy through code

(Algorithm 3). In detail, we replace PPInfos with the behaviors declared in a

lib’s privacy policy (ResLibPP
collect , ResLibPP

use , ResLibPP
retain , and ResLibPP

disclose), and replace the

CodeInfos with the behaviors in an lib’s code (ResLibCode
collect , ResLibCode

retain ).

Similarly, to detect the incorrect lib privacy policy, we customize Algorithm 3 by

replacing CodeInfos with the information retained by a lib’s code (ResLibCode
retain ). We
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also replace the PPInfos with the information that a lib’s privacy policy declare

not to retain (ResLibPP
retain ).

4.5 Evaluation

4.5.1 Data Set

We download 2,500 apps from Google Play, each of which has a description in English

and provides a privacy policy link. We also examine the privacy policies of three

kinds of third-party libs, including:

(1) Ad libs. 52 out of top 90 popular Ad libs in [23] are selected because they have

privacy policies in English.

(2) Social libs. 9 out of 18 most popular social network libs in [22] are chosen

because they offer privacy policies in English.

(3) Development tools. We pick 20 most commonly used development tools with

privacy policies in English from [20] because the majority of other tools do not have

websites showing their privacy policies.

In this section, we use experiments to answer the following questions:

Q4.1: How is the precision and recall rate of privacy policy analysis module?(Sec. 4.5.2)

Q4.2: How many incomplete privacy policies can be detected by PPChecker?(Sec. 4.5.3)

Q4.3: How many incorrect privacy policies can be found by PPChecker?(Sec. 4.5.4)

Q4.4: How many imprecise privacy policies can be identified by PPChecker?(Sec. 4.5.5)

Q4.5: How many inconsistent privacy policies can be revealed by PPChecker?(Sec. 4.5.6)

Q4.6: How many user-unfriendly privacy policies can be reported by PPChecker?(Sec. 4.5.7)

Q4.7: How many problematic lib privacy policies can be found by PPChecker?(Sec. 4.5.8)
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4.5.2 Correctness of Sentence Identification in Privacy Poli-

cies

To measure the precision and recall rate of the privacy policy analysis module. We

manually read 100 privacy policies of mobile apps and create a data set that contains

1000 collection, 1000 usage, 400 retention, and 600 disclosure related sentences. If

the sentence is related to the information collected, used, retained, or disclosed by

the app, we add “#COLLECT”, “#USE”, “#RETAIN”, or “#DISCLOSE” label to it,

respectively.

We compare the new classifier-based sentence identification approach and the

previous one in the conference version PPChecker, which uses the patterns learned

from privacy policy corpus to identify information collection, usage, retention, and

disclosure related sentences. For this evaluation, we randomly select 800 sentences

from our privacy policy data set. Half of the sentences are about information collection,

usage, retention, and disclosure. The performance of the patterns learned from privacy

corpus is shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Patterns learned from privacy corpus: Identifying Information Collection,
Usage, Retention, and Disclosure related Sentences

Sentence Type Precision Recall F-1
Collection, Usage,

Retention, Disclosure 78.7% 81.6% 80.1%

From the result shown in Table 4.7, we can find that due to the limited number

of patterns learned from privacy policy corpus, the conference version of PPChecker

can only achieve the 78.7% precision and 81.6% recall rate.

We select four kinds of commonly used classifiers to test the performance of
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PPChecker when detecting different kinds of sentences, including: Max Entropy [163],

SVM [149], naive bayes [184], and Random Forest [171]. We perform 10-fold cross

validation on the data set. The result is shown in Table 4.8. We select Max Entropy

classifier to extract information collection, usage, retention, and disclosure related

sentences since its F-1 scores are higher than other three classifiers. The performance

is also higher than the patterns learned from privacy corpus (i.e., Table 4.7).

Table 4.8: ReviewSolver: Identifying Information Collection, Usage, Retention, and
Disclosure related Sentences

Sentence Type Classifier Precision Recall F-1

Collection

Max Entropy 93.5% 90.0% 91.7%

SVM 92.2% 84.9% 88.3%
Naive Bayes 88.7% 91.4% 90.0%

Random Forest 94.3% 83.6% 88.6%

Usage

Max Entropy 89.4% 85.1% 87.2%

SVM 87.8% 77.3% 82.2%
Naive Bayes 83.2% 85.9% 84.3%

Random Forest 86.0% 81.9% 83.7%

Retention

Max Entropy 95.6% 90.1% 92.8%

SVM 95.2% 83.5% 88.7%
Naive Bayes 94.9% 87.9% 91.2%

Random Forest 97.1% 79.9% 87.5%

Disclosure

Max Entropy 92.7% 85.9% 89.2%

SVM 94.8% 81.1% 87.2%
Naive Bayes 87.8% 84.3% 85.8%

Random Forest 96.0% 77.5% 85.6%

False positives. The false positive is generated because some sentences contain

information collection, usage, retention, or disclosure related verbs, but the object is

not personal information. For example, “please ask your legal guardians permission

to use or access the apps”. Although the sentence contains verb “access”, its object is

“apps”. To remove such false positives, we can build up a object blacklist to filter out
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useless ones.

False negatives. The false negative is caused because some sentences’ structures

are not included in the training set. For example, the sentence “We also need a unique

ID of your device” is missed when detecting information collection related sentences

since the training set does not contain sentences with similar structures. To remove

such false negatives, we can expand the size of training set to achieve higher coverage.

Answer to Q4.1: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker can achieve

at least 89.4% precision and 85.1% recall rate when identifying information collection,

usage, retention, and disclosure related sentences.

4.5.3 Detecting Incomplete Privacy Policy

Detecting incomplete privacy policy through description. Contrasting an

app’s description and its privacy policy, PPChecker finds 352 questionable apps. Tab.

4.9 lists the permissions that lead to the incompleteness and the corresponding number

of suspicious apps. In other words, these permissions can be inferred from those apps’

descriptions whereas their privacy policies do not cover them. Note that we only con-

sider the permissions requested in the manifest file. The results show that many apps

need to read and store information in external storage (WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE),

but not all of them explain this behavior in their privacy policy. These apps may

use external storage as cache or store cookie. The location related permissions

(i.e., ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION and ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION) also affect many apps.

Many of these apps belong to the category of weather and the category of map, and

they need the location information to provide services. Moreover, the permissions

READ_CONTACTS and GET_ACCOUNTS also affect many apps.
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Table 4.9: Permissions leading to incomplete privacy policy and the number of
corresponding apps (Found through description).

Permission Num. of Questionable apps
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 76

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 149
CAMERA 30

GET_ACCOUNTS 25
READ_CALENDAR 64
READ_CONTACTS 51
WRITE_CONTACTS 8

RECORD_AUDIO 19
WRITE_SETTINGS 12

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 133

False positives. We randomly select and manually check 20 incomplete privacy

policies detected by PPChecker. The result shows that all 35 missed permissions are

not described in these privacy policies. In other words, no false positives are reported.

False negatives. To measure the false negatives of PPChecker, we randomly select

20 privacy policies that are not reported to be incomplete. We manually read the

corresponding descriptions and do not find any missed alerts (i.e., the description

describes one permission but privacy policy does not mention it).

Detecting incomplete privacy policy through what’s new. PPChecker finds

14 incomplete privacy policies through WsN, as shown in Tab. 4.10, which have also

been manually verified.

Detecting incomplete privacy policy through code. By analyzing apps’ code,

PPChecker finds 486 pieces of missed personal information. Manually checking

confirms that 435 pieces of missed personal information distributed in 295 privacy

policies do have the problem whereas 51 missed personal information are false positives.
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Table 4.10: Permissions leading to incomplete privacy policy and the number of
corresponding apps (Found through what’s new).

Permission Num. of Questionable apps
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 1

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 4
CAMERA 4

GET_ACCOUNTS 1
READ_CALENDAR 1
READ_CONTACTS 1
WRITE_CONTACTS 1

RECORD_AUDIO 1
WRITE_SETTINGS 1

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 3

Among these 295 incomplete privacy policies, we find that 93 pieces of missed personal

information are retained.

Fig. 4.11 lists the distribution of missed information. We can see that the location

is the most common information accessed but not mentioned in the incomplete privacy

policies. This result is consistent with the result in Tab. 4.9. We also check the corre-

sponding APIs used by those apps with incomplete privacy policy and find that for the

location, getLongitude(), getLatitude(), and getLastKnownLocation(java.lang.String)

are the three most commonly invoked APIs.

False positives. After inspecting the result, we find that the false positives are

caused by errors in extracting personal information from some sentences. For example,

for the sentence “in addition to your device identifiers, we may also collect: the name

you have associated with your device”, we only extract “name” since it is the object of

the action “collect", but fail to extract “device identifier".

False negatives. Since checking false negatives requires a lot of manual effort, we
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of personal information collected or retained by apps with
incomplete privacy policies.

randomly select 20 apps to determine whether PPChecker results in false negatives.

The result shows that PPChecker identifies all incomplete privacy policies.

Answer to Q4.2: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker detects 492

apps that have incomplete privacy policies: 352 are detected through descriptions, 14

are detected through WsN, and 295 are detected through code.

4.5.4 Discovering Incorrect Privacy Policy

Discovering incorrect privacy policy through description. PPChecker finds

2 apps having the first kind of incorrect privacy policy, namely, com.humetrix.icebb

and com.herman.ringtone. The former’s privacy policy says “The App does not

collect information about the location of a users mobile device.”. But its descrip-

tion describes the use of location, “ICEBlueButton automatically generates ... a

map with the location of the emergency” and the app requests the permission
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ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION and ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. The latter’s privacy pol-

icy declares “Ringtone Maker will not collect your contact information”. But its

description describes the use of contact information, “After you create the ringtone,

there is a choice to assign it to your contact”, and the app requests the permission

WRITE_CONTACTS. Manual checking shows that this app provides an activity for as-

signing ringtone to contact: (1) After pressing the “Contact” button, it reads the

whole contact list stored in your device and displays it on the GUI. (2) If the user

clicks one contact item, it pop-ups a window for ringtone selection. PPChecker also

detects 6 apps having the second kind of incorrect privacy policies. For example, the

app’s (eu.asteryx.transportlocator) privacy policy declares “TMUApps does not

collect or store any personal information through any of its apps.”. But it requests

the permission ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION to provide map service.

Discovering incorrect privacy policy through what’s new. Since apps only

have a few sentences in WsN, PPChecker does not find any incorrect privacy policy

through WsN.

Discovering incorrect privacy policy through code. PPChecker finds one app

with incorrect privacy policy by comparing ResAppPP
collect [ ResAppPP

use and ResAppCode
collect .

Although com.humetrix.icebb declares not to collect location information in their

privacy policies, it calls the API Location.getLatitude() and Location.getLongitude()

in code.

By comparing ResAppPP
restain and ResAppCode

retain , PPChecker finds another two apps with

incorrect privacy policies. One is com.easyxapp.secret. Its privacy policy contains

a sentence “we will not store your real phone number , name and contacts”, but

PPChecker identified a path between <android.provider.ContactsContract$Contacts:
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android.net.Uri CONTENT_URI> and Log.i(), indicating that the contact infor-

mation will be stored in the log file. Another app is hko.MyObservatory_v1_0. Its

privacy policy declares “Users locations would not be transmitted out from the app”.

However, PPChecker finds a path from getLatitude() to Log.i() (i.e., the location

information will be stored in log.

False positives. We observe two false positives due to the lack of consideration of

the context. For example, PPChecker finds from the code of com.zoho.mail that

it will access the account information. However, it correlates this behavior with

the sentence “We also do not process the contents of your user account for serving

targeted advertisements” mistakenly, and thus raises an alert of incorrect privacy

policy. Actually, there is another sentence in this app’s privacy policy saying “We

may need to provide access to your Personal Information and the contents of your

user account to our employees”. In other words, this app does access the account

information and its privacy policy has correctly declared such behavior.

False negatives. We randomly select 20 apps to check whether PPChecker causes

any false negatives. The negative sentences in privacy policies, the permissions

inferred from descriptions, and the information collected/retained in code are all

inspected, and we do not find any false negatives.

Answer to Q4.3: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker discovers

10 apps that have incorrect privacy policies. 8 of them contain conflicts between

descriptions and privacy policies. 3 of them contain conflicts between code and privacy

policies.
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4.5.5 Identifying Imprecise Privacy Policy

Discovering the first kind of imprecise privacy policy. PPChecker discovers

451 apps that do not clearly describe privacy-related behaviors. In detail, by using

the permissions inferred from description, PPChecker discovers 238 such imprecise

privacy policies. We count the number of questionable apps for each permission. The

result is shown in Tab. 4.11. We can find that ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION is the most

commonly missed permissions for these apps. By using the permissions inferred from

WsN, PPChecker discovers 23 imprecise privacy policies. By using the information

accessed in code, PPChecker discovers 288 apps that access sensitive information in

code, but they do not clearly describe these behaviors in privacy policies.

Table 4.11: Permissions leading to imprecise privacy policy and the number of
corresponding apps (Found through description).

Permission Num. of Questionable apps
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 55

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 77
CAMERA 23

GET_ACCOUNTS 16
READ_CALENDAR 14
READ_CONTACTS 62
WRITE_CONTACTS 11

RECORD_AUDIO 30
WRITE_SETTINGS 14

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 56

False positives. We randomly select 20 questionable apps and check the cor-

responding description/WsN/code. All these apps’ description/WsN/code contain

privacy-related behaviors but the corresponding privacy policies do not clearly describe

them. In other words, we do not find any false positives.
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False negatives. We randomly select 20 privacy policies that are not reported

to be the first kind of imprecise privacy policies. We check if the corresponding

description/WsN/code contain privacy-related behavior and the privacy policy does

not clearly describe it. Finally, we do not find any false negatives.

Discovering the second kind of imprecise privacy policy. PPChecker discov-

ers 967 imprecise privacy policies that describe privacy-related behaviors, but we

cannot locate these behaviors in code. For example, the privacy policy of the app

air.com.disney.hiddendisney.goo describes that “when you visit our sites or use

our applications, including location information either provided by a mobile device”.

However, as the app does not request location related permissions, it cannot call

location related APIs in code.

False positives. We randomly select and manually check 20 questionable apps

found by PPChecker. We discover 2 false positives. These two privacy policies

contain sentences related to information query but PPChecker regards them as

information collection related sentences. For example, the privacy policy of the

app air.com.kitchenscramble.goo contains the sentence: “please send a request

by email with your current contact information to ...”. The privacy policy analysis

module of PPChecker extracts the “contact information” from the sentence and sends

out an alert.

False negatives. We randomly select 20 privacy policies that are not reported as

the second kind of imprecise privacy policies. We check whether these privacy policies

contain privacy related behaviors that cannot be located in code. We cannot find any

false negatives.

Discovering the third kind of imprecise privacy policy. After checking the
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adverb clause of condition of privacy policies, PPChecker identifies 2 imprecise privacy

policies that the adverb clause of condition cannot be found in code. One is related

to the first type of constraint shown in Tab. 4.3. The privacy policy of the app

me.fahlo describes that “If you choose to enable push notifications, we may use your

Personal Information, or nonpersonal information such as a device ID”. The static

analysis module found that the app will collect and transmit the device ID when

logging in. However, the app will not check whether push notification is enabled in

this procedure. In other words, the device ID will be collected automatically. As the

adverb clause of condition contained in privacy policy is not implemented in code,

the privacy policy is imprecise. The other is related to the second type of constraint

shown in Tab. 4.3. The privacy policy of the app mobisocial.omlet declares that “If

you click go, we will collect information about your geographic location”. However,

in app code, the location-related API (LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation()) is

called by the com.baidu.android.pushservice.b.e.h() method, instead of the button’s

callback function(i.e., onClick()). Since the privacy policy describes that location

information will be collected in the UI callback but this condition cannot be found in

code, this privacy policy is imprecise.

False positive. We manually check the code of these two apps and verify these

two alerts.

False negatives. For the other privacy policies that contain useful sentences with

constraints shown in Tab. 4.3, we manually check the code and do not find any missed

alerts.

Answer to Q4.4: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker identifies

1259 apps with imprecise privacy policies.
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4.5.6 Revealing Inconsistent Privacy Policy

Discovering Inconsistency Between App Privacy Policy and Lib Privacy

Policy. By comparing the app privacy policies with their related lib privacy policies,

the result shows that 153 apps’ privacy policies contain inconsistent sentences.

To evaluate the recall rate, we randomly select 200 app from the data set. We first

extract all negative sentences related to information collection/usage/retention/dis-

closure from these apps’ privacy policies. Then, we extract all positive sentences

related to information collection/usage/retention/disclosure from the corresponding

libs’ privacy policies. We manually compare these two kinds of sentences and discover

13 inconsistent privacy policies. PPChecker detects 11 apps. Hence, the recall rate is

84.6%.

False positives. We find that the false positive is due to the fact that ESA may

incorrectly regard two different texts as the same thing. For example, the privacy

policy of app com.StaffMark has the sentence “do not transmit that information over

the internet”, and the privacy policy of lib Admob(google) contains the sentence “We

will share personal information with companies”. ESA matches the “information” in

the former to the “personal information” in the latter, and regards them as the same

thing by mistake.

False negatives. The false negative is due to the incompleteness of our verb set.

For instance, the app com.starlitt.disableddating declares the sentence “we will

not display any of your personal information”. The privacy policy analysis module of

PPChecker fails to identify the sensitive verb “display”, and thus it cannot extract

“personal information” from this sentence.
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Discovering Inconsistency Between App Privacy Policy and In-app Pri-

vacy Policy. As described in Section 4.3.2, the in-app privacy policy links can be

extracted from the text of GUI or callback functions of buttons. PPChecker extracts

39 privacy policy links from GUI texts and 11 privacy policy links from the callback

functions of buttons.

After comparing these in-app privacy policies with their corresponding on-line

privacy policies, PPChecker discovers 5 problematic apps. For example, the online pri-

vacy policy of the app com.wendy (stored in “http://www.thirdageapps.com/Privacy/ ”)

says “We may use technologies like unique device identifiers to anonymously identify

your computer or device so we can deliver a better experience”, which implies that

device ID will be collected. Another sentence “we and our partners may collect, use,

and share precise location data” describes that location will be collected. However, its

in-app privacy policy (store in “http://thirdageapps.com/wendy/site/privacy”) does

not mention these two behaviors at all.

False positives. We manually check these 5 problematic apps and do not find any

false alerts.

False negatives. We manually check other apps that contain in-app privacy policy

links. The content is the same as the content of on-line privacy policies. We do not

find false negatives in them.

Answer to Q4.5: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker reveals

158 apps that have inconsistent privacy policies where 153/5 are detected through

comparing app privacy policy with lib/in-app privacy policy, respectively.
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4.5.7 Recognizing User Unfriendly Privacy Policy

PPChecker finds 501 user unfriendly privacy policies. 58 apps’ descriptions are in

English but their privacy policies are not in English. These results have been manually

validated. We compute the Flesch reading scores of the all privacy policies and find

443 apps’ privacy policies are very difficult to read. The score distribution is shown in

the last column of Tab. 4.6. For example, the score of the app’s (com.MobileTreeApp)

privacy policy is 28.47, meaning that it is very difficult to read its privacy policy.

After checking this privacy policy, we find that it has many long sentences with more

than 40 words.

Answer to Q4.6: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker recognizes

501 apps have user-unfriendly privacy policies: 58 apps’ descriptions are in English

but their privacy policies are not in English and 443 apps’ privacy policies are very

difficult to read.

4.5.8 Disclosing Problems in Third-party Libs’ Privacy Poli-

cies

After checking the privacy policies of 52 ad libs, 9 social libs, and 20 development

tools described in Section 4.5.1, we find 5 incomplete lib privacy policies. 3 of them

miss declaring the use of device ID. 2 of them do not mention the use of IP address.

One lib’s privacy policy misses mentioning the use of location and sim serial number.

For example, the lib Pontiflex calls getLatitide() and getLongitude() to get latitude

and longitude, but its privacy policy does not mention such behavior. Moreover, we

do not find any third-party lib that declares not to retain some personal information

in privacy policy but conducts such behavior in code.
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Answer to Q4.7: The experimental result shows that: PPChecker detects 5 libs

with incomplete privacy policies.
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Chapter 5

Automatically Generating Privacy
Policy for Android Apps

5.1 Overview

A privacy policy is a statement informing users how their information will be collected,

used, and disclosed. Failing to provide a correct privacy policy may result in a fine.

However, writing privacy policy is tedious and error-prone, because the author may

not understand the source code well as it could have been written by others (e.g.,

outsourcing), or the author does not know the internal working of third-party libraries

used. In this thesis, we propose and develop a novel system named AutoPPG to

automatically construct correct and readable descriptions to facilitate the generation

of privacy policy for Android applications (i.e., apps). Given an app, AutoPPG first

conducts static code analysis to characterize its behaviors related to users’ personal

information, and then applies NLP techniques to generating correct and accessible

sentences for describing these behaviors. The experimental results using real apps and

crowdsourcing indicate that: (1) AutoPPG creates correct and easy-to-understand

descriptions for privacy policies; (2) the privacy policies constructed by AutoPPG
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usually reveal more operations related to users’ personal information than existing

privacy policies; (3) most developers, who reply us, would like to use AutoPPG to

facilitate them.

In summary, we make the following contributions in AutoPPG:

• We propose AutoPPG, a novel system that automatically constructs correct and

readable descriptions to facilitate the generation of privacy policy for Android

apps.

• We tackle several challenging issues in developing AutoPPG, including automati-

cally mapping APIs to personal information, profiling an app’s behaviors related

to personal information, and constructing correct and readable descriptions.

• We implement AutoPPG and perform careful experiments with real apps and

crowdsourcing to evaluate its performance. The experimental results show

that AutoPPG can construct correct and easy-to-understand descriptions for

privacy policy. Actually, the privacy policies resulted from AutoPPG usually

reveal more apps’ behaviors related to users’ personal information than existing

privacy policies.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces background

knowledge. Section 5.3 details the system design of AutoPPG. Section 5.4 reports

the evaluation results.
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5.2 Background

5.2.1 Privacy policy

According to [15], a privacy policy may contain five kinds of information: (1) contact

and identity information; (2) personal information to be collected and used; (3) the

reasons why the data is needed; (4) third parties to whom the information will be

disclosed; (5) users’ rights. Since (1), (3) and (5) cannot be identified by analyzing

an app, AutoPPG focuses on generating statements for (2) and (4).

We do NOT collect Personal Information. ....... Personal Information includes 
your geographic location information, names, physical addresses, email addresses, 
telephone......
We collect Non-Personal Information. "Non-Personal Information" is information 
that does not identify you or any other individual, and includes Session and Usage 
Data, Log Data and Aggregate Information.......

Although we don't collect any Personal Information, the Applications, the Services 
and the Site use third party services, which may do so. These services are:
·       Flurry.
·       Google Admob. 
·       Millennial Media. 

We may use Non-Personal Information for any purpose, including for our own 
internal purposes; to measure traffic patterns; to understand demographics, ......

We may disclose Non-Personal Information for any purpose. We do not combine 
Non-Personal Information with Personal Information......

MacroPinch ("MP," "us" or "we") has created this Policy to explain our privacy 
practices so you will understand what information about you is collected, used 
and disclosed with respect to the Applications, the Services and the Site.

If you have any questions...... please contact us at .......

Information Collected

Information Disclosed and Third Party Lib Used

Figure 5.1: Sample of privacy policy (com.macropinch.swan).

As an example, Fig. 5.1 shows a part of the app com.macropinch.swan’s privacy

policy. It contains the identity information shown in the top part, and the contact
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information shown in the bottom part, both of which are in dashed line rectangles.

Such information belongs to (1) and AutoPPG cannot generate. The sentences in

the red box present which information will be collected and the statements in the

blue box describe how the information will be disclosed. Such information belongs to

(2) and (4), respectively, and AutoPPG can create them.

5.2.2 The sentence structure

We would collect your location information to improve our service.
<executor> <action> <resource> <purpose>

Figure 5.2: The structure of a general sentence in privacy policy.

A general sentence in privacy policy contains three key parts, including executor,

action, and resource. Other parts such as condition (e.g., when this action happens),

purpose (i.e., why the information is needed), and target (i.e., whom the information

will be sent to) are optional.

• Executor is the entity who collects, uses and retains information. If the subject

is “we”, like the sentence shown in Fig. 5.2, the behaviour is executed by the

app; if the subject is a third-party library, this information will be disclosed to

the third-party library.

• Action refers to what the executor does, such as “collect” in Fig. 5.2.

• Resource is the object on which an action operates. In Fig. 5.2, the resource is

“your location information”.

Here, personal information refers to the private data that can be obtained by an

app from smartphones, such as “location”, “contact”, “device ID”, “audio”, “video”, etc.
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They serve as the object of an action verb, because AutoPPG currently just generates

sentences in active voice. We use personal information and resources interchangeably

in this thesis.

APK

Verb

Privacy Policy

Document 
Analysis

Static Analysis

Personal information
User

Condition information

Verb Selection

Privacy Policy 
Generator

Signatures and descriptions 
of selected APIs

Post-Processing

1

2

3

Information retaintion

Figure 5.3: Overview of AutoPPG, which has three major modules in different
dashed-line boxes.

5.3 AutoPPG

As shown in Fig. 5.3, AutoPPG consists of three modules:

(1) Document analysis module (Section 5.3.1). Given an API and its

description from the corresponding API document, this module identifies the personal

information used by the API automatically by leveraging the Google Java Style [18]

and employing information extraction techniques [161]. The output of this module

is used by the static code analysis module to determine the personal information

collected by an app.

(2) Static code analysis module (Section 5.3.2). Given an app without

source code and the mapping of selected APIs to the personal information from the

document analysis module, this module disassembles the app’s APK file, turns its

statements into intermediate representation (IR), and inspects the IRs to profile the

app by performing the following four steps: (1) finding the personal information
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collected by apps; (2) locating the collector of the personal information identified in

(1); (3) determining whether or not the app asks for users’ consent explicitly before

invoking the selected APIs; (4) identifying the app’s information retention strategy.

(3) Privacy policy generation module (Section 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and 5.3.5).

Taking in an app’s profile identified through static code analysis, this module aims

at generating readable privacy policy. More precisely, we define a sentence template

following the guidelines of plain English [101], and then select suitable verbs according

to the personal information for generating sentences (Section 5.3.3). Moreover, we

change the order of sentences and remove the duplicate sentences to improve the

readability (Section 5.3.5).

5.3.1 Document analysis

This section details the document analysis module for identifying the personal in-

formation used by an API. Our algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 5) takes the official API

description, method name, and class name as input, and returns the personal infor-

mation used by the API.

We process the API descriptions because they provide more information about

an API’s behaviours, such as the information accessed by the API. To extract the

noun phrases referring to the collected personal information, we need to locate the

main verb and the object of this verb from the description. For example, function

getDeviceId()’s description is: “Returns the unique device ID, for example, the IMEI

for GSM and the MEID or ESN for CDMA phones”, where the main verb is “Returns”,

and its object is “device ID”.

Using APIs’ descriptions as input may not be enough due to the difficulty of
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handling all descriptions. For instance, given a sentence with postpositive attributive

(e.g., “a list of ... that ...”), the tool (i.e., Stanford parser [91]) used for analyzing

the sentence will extract the object (i.e., “list”), which cannot help users understand

the details of personal information. Therefore, we leverage two additional kinds of

information, including method names and class names, as the reference to determine

the postpositive attributes that need to be extracted.

Android framework’s method names usually follow the Google Java style [18] and

are written in lowerCamelCase, meaning that the first letters of all words are written

in uppercase except the first word. Moreover, these method names typically contain

verbs and their objects, such as getDeviceId(). In this case, the information contained

in method name can be used as a reference. However, if the method name is a verb

(e.g., the open(int cameraId) method in the android.hardware.Camera class), we

cannot extract private information from its method name. Since the class name may

be a noun or noun phrase (e.g. Camera in this example) [18], we locate the personal

information from the class name as a reference. Note that Android framework’s class

names are typically written in UpperCamelCase, meaning that all words start with

uppercase letters.

In the remaining of this section, we first introduce the sensitive APIs selected as

the input of the document analysis module. Then, we detail the document analysis

module’s steps, including: 1) Pre-processing step, where we do syntactic analysis

on the API description, and extract personal information from the method name

and class name. 2) Personal information extraction step, where we leverage the API

description’s syntactic information, the information extracted from method name and

class name if any to determine the personal information to be accessed by the API.
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Sensitive APIs selection. We are interested in APIs that can get the personal

information. Since Susi [179] provides a list of such functions, we select 79 APIs

that can obtain the following information: device ID, IP address, location (include

latitude, longitude), country name, postal code, account, phone number, sim serial

number, audio/video, installed application list, visited URLs, browser bookmarks,

and cookies. We combine these APIs’ signatures with their official descriptions, and

conduct the pre-processing on them. The signature of an API contains class name,

type of return value, method name, and types of parameters of the API.

It is worth noting that apps can also obtain the personal information through

content providers (e.g., “content://contacts”). PScout [70] identifies 78 URI strings

for Android 4.1.1. We select 8 URI strings that request the personal information,

including contacts (3 URI strings), calendar, browser history, SMS (2 URI strings),

and call log. Other URI strings are ignored since their information is not considered by

AutoPPG (e.g.,“content://com.example.documents” is related to MANAGE_DOCUMENTS

permission). PScout [70] lists 31 permissions and their URI fields. We select 6 per-

missions from them, and these permissions contain 160 URI fields. Other permissions

and their related URI fields are ignored because they are not relevant to sensitive

personal information (e.g., the URI fields <android.provider.UserDictionary:

android.net.Uri CONTENT_URI> under the READ_USER_DICTIONARY permission).

Pre-processing. We first extract personal information if any from an API’s

method name and class name. Then, we conduct syntactic analysis on the API’s

description. Finally, our algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 5) automatically determines the

personal information accessed by the API.

• Extracting personal information from a method name. We first remove the verb
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prefix in the method name because the names of most information retrieval functions

are verb phrases. They usually start with a verb prefix, such as “get” or “read”, and the

verb prefix is followed by the corresponding personal information. Moreover, the verb

prefix starts with a lowercase letter and all following words start with the uppercase

letters. We construct a verb prefix list, which contains 178 verbs, by extracting all

prefixes that appear more than once in Susi’s function list [179].

Based on the verb prefix list, we remove the method name’s verb prefix and

split the remaining noun phrase into distinct words by exploiting the fact that they

start with uppercase letters. Moreover, we remove the stop words according to

the stop word list provided by NLTK [4], because stop words are meaningless and

removing them can make the extracted noun phrase more clear. Using the method

getAllVisitedUrls() as an example to illustrate the above steps, we first remove the

verb prefix “get”, and then divide the remaining string into three words including

“All”, “Visited”, and “Urls". Finally, “All” is removed, and only “Visited Urls” is kept.

• Extracting personal information from class name. The fully qualified name

of a class consists of the package name and the class name. For example, an-

droid.hardware.Camera combines package name android.hardware and the class name

Camera. Currently, we just extract the class name and turn it into a list of distinct

words.

• Syntactic analysis on API descriptions. Given a selected API’s description, to

identify the main verb and its corresponding object, we use Stanford parser [91], a

very popular syntactic analysis tool [100,219], to construct the sentence’s syntactic

structure. Stanford parser outputs the sentence’s phrase structure tree and typed

dependency information.
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(ROOT
  (S
    (VP (VB Returns)
      (NP
        (NP (DT a) (NN list))
        (PP (IN of)
          (NP (NN application) (NNS processes)))
        (SBAR
          (WHNP (WDT that))
          (S
            (VP (VBP are)
              (VP (VBG running)
                (PP (IN on)
                  (NP (DT the) (NN device)))))))))))

ROOT

Returns lista runningareprocessesapplication devicethe
root

dobj

det prep_of

nn
nsubj

aux

prep_on

det

of that on

Figure 5.4: The phrase structure tree and the typed dependencies of the API getRun-
ningAppProcesses()’s description: “Returns a list of application processes that are
running on the device".

An example is shown in Fig. 5.4. The phrase structure tree has the hierarchy

structure, where each line represents a distinct phrase of the input sentence. The

part-of-speech (PoS) tags are also contained in the phrase structure tree. A PoS tag

is assigned to the category of words which have the similar grammatical properties.

These words usually play similar roles within the grammatical structure of sentences.

Common English PoS tags include NN(noun), VB(verb), PP(preposition), NP(noun

phrase), VP(verb phrase), etc. Typed dependency shows the grammatical relationships

between the words in a sentence. Virtual node “Root” has a root relation that points

to the root word of the sentence. Other common relations between words include

dobj(direct object), nsubj(nominal subject), prep_on (preposition on), etc.

Personal information extraction. Given the syntactic information of an API’s
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description, the personal information extracted from the method name and the class

name, Algorithm 5 determines the personal information obtained by the API. We

use the API getRunningAppProcesses() as an example (Fig. 5.4) to explain it.

Algorithm 5: Identifying the personal information accessed by an API.
Input: desc: API description, namemethod: name entity in method name,

nameclass: last part of class name
Output: personal information used in this API

1 desctree = StanfordParserTree(desc);
2 descdept = StanfordParserDept(desc);
3 root = ExtractRoot(descdept);
4 obj = ExtractObj(descdept, root);
5 nameInfo = null;
6 if Exist(namemethod) then

7 nameInfo = namemethod;
8 else

9 nameInfo = nameclass;

10 if nameInfo ! = null then

11 simV alue = Similarity(obj, nameInfo);
12 if simV alue > threshold then

13 return obj;
14 else

15 ConatinName=obj.contain(nameInfo);
16 if ContainName == true then

17 return obj;
18 else

19 info=FindInfo(desctree, descdept);
20 obj = obj + info;
21 return obj;

22 else

23 return obj;

The pre-processing step provides the description sentence’s (i.e., desc) phrase

structure tree desctree and typed dependency information (i.e., descdept) (line 1-2 in

Algorithm 5).
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Using the typed dependency information, we can identify the root word root from

the typed dependency (line 3 in Algorithm 5). For example, in Fig. 5.4, verb “Return"

is extracted. The root word usually is the main verb of a sentence. We use the root

word to help use locate the personal information by extracting the direct object of

the root word using function ExtractObj (line 4 in Algorithm 5). In Fig. 5.4, the

direct object of verb “Return” is the noun “list". It is worth noting that the direct

object of the root word is only one word. If the object word is modified by other

adjective words or nouns, we will also extract them and put them before the direct

object in order to get a complete phrase. For instance, for the noun phrase “device

ID", if “ID" is the direct object, we will extract “device” and put it before “ID".

Then, we use the personal information obtained from the method name and the

class name as a reference to check if the direct object (i.e., obj) contains enough

information. If there exists personal information in the method name, we extract

it as the reference information(line 6-7). If the method name is a verb (i.e., it does

not contain any personal information), we use the personal information extracted

from the class name as the reference information (line 8-9). If neither the method

name nor the class name contains personal information, the algorithm just returns

the direct object (i.e., obj) as the final personal information (line 26).

After getting the reference information (i.e., nameInfo) from the method name

and the class name, we first determine if additional postpositive attributives need to

be added after the direct object. This is done by calculating the semantic similarity

between direct object obj and reference information nameInfo (line 12). If the

semantic similarity value (simV alue) calculated by ESA [122] is larger than the

threshold (line 12-14), we think that the reference information can be found in the
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direct object, and then we return the direct object as the personal information

accessed by this API. If the similarity value is lower than the threshold but the

distinct words of the reference information appear in the direct object, we still think

that the direct object contains the reference information (line 16-18). Otherwise, we

regard that the direct object is not enough and some postpositive attributives should

be added to make it more complete. In Fig. 5.4, the similarity value between the

direct object “list” and the reference information “Running App Processes” is lower

than threshold. At the same time, “Running App Processes” does not appear in the

direct object. Therefore, we add postpositive attributives after “list”.

Function FindInfo locates the postpositive attributives of the direct object

(line 20). More precisely, we check the phrase structure tree. If the subtree of

the direct object contains phrases like “of ..."/“from ..."/“that ..."/“for ...", these

postpositive attributes are extracted. We add the postpositive attributes (i.e., info)

after the direct object to get the personal information (line 21-22). In Fig. 5.4, the

postpositive attributive “of application processes" is added after “list”. Finally, “list

of application processes” is returned as the personal information accessed by the API

getRunningProcesses().

We use Explicit Semantic Analysis(ESA) [122] to compute the semantic relatedness

between texts (line 12). Given two documents, ESA uses machine learning technique

to map natural language text into a weighted sequence of Wikipedia concepts. Then,

ESA computes the semantic relatedness of texts by comparing their vectors in the

space defined by the concepts. We do not use WordNet [11] because WordNet can

only calculate the similarity between distinct words. Instead, ESA can compute the

relatedness between arbitrarily long texts. In Fig. 5.4, since the semantic relatedness
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between obj “list" and “Running App Processes” calculated by ESA is lower than the

threshold (0.5 in our system), obj cannot be regarded as the personal information,

and thus more information should be added.

After mapping APIs to the personal information, we manually group APIs that

request the same kinds of personal information together. For example, getAccounts-

ByType and getAccountsByTypeAndFeatures are in the same group because they all

return the list of all accounts. These API groups are used to remove the duplicate

sentences (Section 5.3.5).

Algorithm 6: The procedure of the static analysis module.
Input: stmt: statement in code

1 api = ExtractCalledAPI(stmt);
2 sensitive = SensitiveAnalysis(api);
3 reachable = ReachabilityAnalysis(api);
4 if sensitive == true ^ reachable == true then

5 Info = MapApiToInformation(api);
6 User = UserIdentification(api);
7 Conditions = ConditionExtraction(api);
8 RetatinOrNot = RetentionAnalysis(api);
9 TransferredOrNot = TransferAnalysis(api)

10 return (Info, User, Condition, RetainOrNot, TransferredOrNot);

11 return null;

5.3.2 Static analysis

Given an app, static analysis module first identifies invoked sensitive APIs and then

determines the following information for each API:

• The personal information accessed by this app.

• Third-party libraries used in this app and the private information accessed by

them.
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• The condition(s) under which the personal information is accessed.

• Whether the personal information is retained or not.

• Whether the personal information is transferred or not.

Our static analysis is based on Vulhunter [176], which can construct an App

Property Graph (APG) for each app and store it in the Neo4j graph database [6]

for further processing. APG is a combination of AST (Abstract Syntax Tree),

MCG (Method Call Graph), ICFG (Inter-procedural Control Flow Graph), and SDG

(System Dependency Graph).

Static analysis module overview. Algorithm 6 describes the basic procedure

of our static analysis module. After enumerating invoked APIs, we first identify

sensitive APIs/URIs, and then do reachability analysis on these sensitive APIs to

remove infeasible code. After that, we map the selected APIs/URIs to personal

information, and determine whether the private information is accessed by the host

or third-party libraries. For reachable sensitive API calls, we extract the conditions

of invoking them. Moreover, we conduct information retention analysis to find the

personal information stored in file/log or sent out through network/SMS. We also

perform information transfer analysis to determine if the information will be sent

between the host app and third-party libraries or not. We detail these steps in the

following paragraphs.

Sensitive API/URI identification. The app can access sensitive information

through the APIs/URIs. In order to identify the used APIs/URIs, the static analysis

module considers two kinds of statements: (1) statements that call sensitive APIs;

(2) statements that access content providers (e.g. ContentResolver .query()). For the
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statements in the second case, we perform backward data flow analysis to find the

sensitive URIs used as the parameters.

Reachability Analysis. If a statement calls sensitive APIs or uses sensitive

URIs, we conduct reachability analysis to determine whether it is included in infeasible

code [66, 147]. Since the infeasible code will not be executed, if the generated privacy

policy describes such behaviors, it will raise false alerts. Section 5.4.2 reports the

experimental results of using reachability analysis to avoid false sentences.

To check if the sensitive API/URI is used in feasible code, we perform depth first

traversal on the method call graph. If there is an execution path from entry points to

the methods invoking sensitive APIs/URIs, the corresponding statement is reachable.

Since Android apps have multiple entry points [68], such as life-cycle methods of each

component and the callbacks of UI evnets, AutoPPG takes them into account.

Mapping APIs/URIs to personal information. The document analysis

module creates a mapping between each API and the personal information. We use

it to map the called sensitive API to corresponding personal information.

We map the selected URIs (i.e., the 8 URI strings and 160 URI fields) to

the corresponding personal information manually through the required permissions.

For example, since the URI “content://com.android.calendar” requires permission

READ_CALENDAR, we map it to calendar. We do not use information extraction

technique to automatically process these URIs’ descriptions because most of them

do not contain useful information. More precisely, after checking 160 URI fields,

we find that 61 URI fields do not have descriptions in the official document. Al-

though 46 of them have descriptions, they are useless. For example, the descrip-

tion of the field <android.provider.Telephony$Mms$Inbox: android.net.Uri
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CONTENT_URI> is “The content:// style URL for this table.”. Only 53 URI fields have

detailed descriptions, which could be processed automatically.

APIs/URIs user identification. In order to find the embedded third-party

libraries and determine whether they collect personal information, we record the

classes having the statements that call sensitive APIs or use selected content providers.

If a class name is the same as a third-party library’s class name, we deem that the

third-party library is the user of the personal information.

Condition analysis. The execution conditions provide context information of

invoking sensitive APIs. For each sensitive API/URI, AutoPPG identifies six kinds

of conditions.

Five conditions are motived by AppContext [225] and DESCRIBEME [228],

including: system events, device status, natural environment requirements, UI events,

and hardware events. AppContext extracts four kinds of context factors while

DESCRIBEME considers three kinds of conditions. Besides including these five

conditions in AutoPPG, we also identify another kind of condition: device specific

information, which includes the used language, screen size, OS version, etc.

B System events. Broadcast receivers can register for intents to be aware of the

state changes of the system. For example, after booting, the system will broadcast

the intent with android.intent.action.BOOT_COMPLETED action. If the device is

on low battery, intent with android.intent.action.BATTERY_LOW action will be

broadcasted. AutoPPG contains a list of 54 different kinds of intents. If sensitive

APIs are called after the app receives certain intents, AutoPPG records the action of

these intents.

B Device status. Android provides APIs to check the status of current device. For
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example, developers can call PowerManager.isScreenOn() to determine whether the

device is in the interactive state or not. To collect all APIs related to device status,

we first parse the official API document to get APIs fulfilling two requirements: the

prefix of the method name is “is” and the type of return value is boolean. 640 APIs

are found in this step. Since not all such APIs are relevant to system status, such as

URLUtil.isValidUrl(java.lang.String), we manually check them and keep 98 APIs.

AutoPPG checks all branch statements on the path from entry points to sensitive

APIs and then conducts program slice based on data dependency relation. All APIs

related to device status in these statements will be recorded.

B Natural environment requirements. Apps can check the current time or ge-

olocation to perform different actions. Similar to APIs related to device status,

AutoPPG also checks APIs relevant to time (e.g., Date.getHour()) and geolocation

(e.g., Location.getLatitude()), and records them if they appear on the execution paths

from entry points to sensitive APIs.

B Device specific information. Developers can check the language, screen size,

and OS version. For example, Locale.getDisplayLanguage() returns the language

suitable for display to the user. Display.getSize() obtains the display size in pixels.

Display.getHeight() and Display.getWidth() return the height and width of the display,

respectively. android.os.Build.VERSION holds various information about the OS

and SDK_INT indicates the SDK version.

B UI events. It is a good practice for Apps to notify users when personal infor-

mation will be collected, such as popping up a dialog. To identify such behaviors and

write them into the privacy policy, AutoPPG extracts all UI callbacks that lead to the

invocation of sensitive APIs. Apps can intercept event from touchscreen interface or
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keyboard-style input [102,169]. For the former, developers can either statically define

callback methods in the layout file (e.g., through android:onClick="" attribute) or

dynamically register event listener in code (e.g. through setOnClickListener() in Tab.

5.1). For the latter, developers can set the OnKeyListener for the View class and

overwrite the callback method onKey() [8] or directly overwrite some methods of

View class.

Callback function Listener register function
onClick() setOnClickListener()

onLongClick() setOnLongClickListener()
onFocusChange() setOnFocusChangeListener()

onKey() setOnKeyListener()
onTouch() setOnTouchListener()

onCreateContextMenu() setOnCreateContextMenuListener()

Table 5.1: Callback functions and listener register functions for view class

We parse the layout file to locate the callbacks defined in it. To find out the

callbacks in the event listeners, we first locate all statements that register a listener,

and then conduct data flow analysis to associate the view ID used in findViewByID()

with the callback method in the corresponding listener. After finding the paths from

the entry points to sensitive APIs, we record all UI callbacks on the paths. The texts

appearing on the buttons are also extracted because they can help the privacy policy

generator describe which button is pressed by the user.

B Hardware events. Users can press the BACK and HOME keys to affect the

execution. For example, when the user presses the HOME key, the onPause() of

current activity is called. When the user presses the BACK key, the onResume() of

last activity will be executed. If the entry points of sensitive APIs are onPause() or

onResume(), we will also record them.
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Information retention analysis. Some personal information will be not only

used but also sent out through internet/SMS or saved to file/log. These specified APIs

through which data could send out are called sink functions [179]. Such behaviour

should be identified and declared in privacy policies to notify users. To capture such

behaviour, we perform the depth first traversal from those sensitive APIs/URIs to

the selected sink functions based on the data dependency relation.

For example, in app com.abukai.expenses (Fig. 5.5), the class com.abukai.expenses.Uti

calls getLongitude() and getLatitude(), and writes the results to the file through File-

OutputStream’s write() function. However, its privacy policy does not mention

recording user’s location information.
public static void a(Context arg8, String arg9, String arg10, boolean arg11, boolean arg12) {
    ...           
                if(Util.d != null) {
                    v4 = Util.a(Util.d.getLongitude());
                    v3 = Util.a(Util.d.getLatitude());
                }
                Util.a(arg8, arg9, v2, v3, v4, arg10, arg11, arg12);
    ...
}
private static void a(Context arg3, String arg4, al arg5, String arg6, String arg7, String arg8, 
            boolean arg9, boolean arg10) {
    ...
        FileOutputStream v1 = new FileOutputStream(String.valueOf(Util.c(arg3, arg4)) + ".DAT");
        if(arg6.length() > 0) {
            v1.write(arg6.getBytes());
        }
        if(arg7.length() > 0) {
            v1.write(arg7.getBytes());
        }
    ...
}

Figure 5.5: com.abukai.expenses obtains the location and saves it into a file.

Information transfer analysis. The personal information obtained by the host

app may be transferred to third-party libraries [198]. For example, the Ad library

Admob provides AdRequest.Builder().setLocation() to pass location data to it [1].

As another example, tool libraries may get personal information (e.g., location) to

facilitate identifying problems. We conduct static taint analysis to determine if the
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sensitive information will be transferred from the host app to a third-party library or

vice versa by checking the data flow from sensitive APIs/URIs to the user of such

data.

5.3.3 Verb selection

The verb is an important component of a sentence. After finding an app’s behaviors

of collecting personal information, we select proper verbs for generating the sentences.

First, when the app obtains the information through APIs, we use “access”, “use”, or

“check” as the main verb for most such APIs. But if an app accesses external storage,

we conduct data flow analysis to determine its real operation (i.e., read or write)

and then automatically select the verbs. More precisely, apps can invoke APIs, like

Context.getExternalFilesDir() and Context.getExternalFilesDirs(), to get file objects.

If the app uses the file object to create a new directory (e.g., File.mkdir()) and then

writes data to file (e.g., FileOutputStream.write()) or delete file (e.g., File.delete()),

we use “modify” as the main verb. Otherwise, we use “read” as the main verb.

Second, when the app obtains information by querying content providers, we

determine the main verb according to the actual operations. More precisely, if the

app queries the content provider by using ContentResolver.query() or ContentRe-

solver.update(), we adopt “read” as the main verb. If the information is inserted into a

content provider (e.g., by ContentResolver.insert()), we employ “modify” as the main

verb. If the information in content provider is deleted by ContentResolver.delete(),

we use “delete” as the main verb.
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5.3.4 Privacy policy generator

Sentence generation. We generate sentences following the guidelines of plain

English [101], which allows readers to understand the messages easily. Plain English

has an average sentence length of 15-20 words and prefers active verbs. Hence, we

define the structure of each generated sentence as:

[precondition]subject verb object [purpose][postcondition]

This structure contains the following six parts:

Subject is the collector of personal information. If it is a third-party lib, we use

the lib’s name as the subject; otherwise, we use “We” as the subject of sentence.

Verb is determined according to the APIs used in apps (Section 5.3.3).

Object is the collected personal information.

Precondition is an optional element. If the sensitive information is obtained

after checking four kinds of conditions (i.e., system events, device status, natural

environment requirements, and device specific information), we add a precondition

(i.e., “If ...”) before the sentence. We employ the official descriptions of system

events to construct the pre-condition. For instance, the description of the system

event android.action.TIMEZONE_CHANGED is “The timezone has changed”. If

the sensitive APIs/URIs are used when receiving this event, we will use “If the

timezone has changed” as the precondition. Since the official descriptions of the

status APIs usually start with “Returns true if ...” or “Returns true iff ...”, we

extract the sub-sentences after these prefixes and use them as the preconditions.

For example, the description of the status API PowerManager.isPowerSaveMode()

is “Returns true if the device is currently in power save mode.”. If the app calls
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PowerManager.isPowerSaveMode() in its branch statements, we use “If the device is

currently in low power mode” as the precondition.

Purpose is another optional element that describes why the app accesses the

personal information, because users are very concerned about how the personal

information will be used [156]. Currently, AutoPPG can infer the purposes of three

kinds of personal information, including camera, location, and contact. More precisely,

if the camera is utilized to take picture (e.g., calling Camera.takePicture() in Fig.5.6),

we let the purpose be “to take picture”. If the camera is employed to record video (e.g.,

invoking MediaRecorder.setVideoSource()), the purpose becomes “to record video”.

For the location information, if it is transferred to advertisement libraries(e.g., through

AdRequest.setLocation() of the Admob), the purpose is set to “for target advertising”.

Otherwise, if the location is obtained by social network related libraries (e.g., Facebook

SDK), the purpose becomes “for location-based social networks”. For the contact

information, if it is used by SMS related APIs (e.g., SmsManager.sendTextMessage()),

we let the purpose be “to send SMS”. If the contact information is sent through email

related intent (e.g., the action is ACTION_SEND and the intent includes extra data

EXTRA_EMAIL), the purpose becomes “to send email”. We will investigate how to infer

more purposes in future work.

Postcondition is the last optional element. It is used to describe two kinds of

conditions (i.e., UI events and hardware events). For example, as shown in Fig.5.6,

the API (i.e., Camera.open()) is triggered after a button is pressed(i.e., onClick()),

we add “when you press * button” after the sentence.

Additional sentences. After generating sentence for the statement that calls

sensitive API/URI, we add additional sentence to describe whether this information
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public void onClick(View v)   {
  boolean cameratest = (camera == null); 
  try   {
    camera =  Camera.open();
    camera.setPreviewDisplay(surfaceview.getHolder()); 
    camera.startPreview(); 
    camera.takePicture(shutterCallBack, rawCallBack, jpgCallBack); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e)   { 
    Log.v(TAG, "Exception " + e.toString()); 
  }
}

Figure 5.6: Code snippet of an app using camera.

will be retained/transferred or not. If the information is retained in file or log, we add

a sentence saying “This information will be written to file/log” after the generated

sentence. Similarly, if the information is sent out through internet or SMS, we add

a sentence saying “This information will be sent out through internet/SMS”. If the

information is obtained by the host app and transferred to a third-party library, we

add a sentence indicating that this information will be transferred to the corresponding

third-party library. Similarly, if the information is collected by a third-party library

and transferred to the host app, we add a sentence saying that “This information will

be transferred to the host app”.

Paragraph generation. A privacy policy contains multiple parts. We also

divide the generated sentences into four sections by referring the privacy policy

template [17].

• Personally identifiable information. We put all sentences about personally

identifiable information in this section. According to [19,98], the personally identifiable

information includes: account, IP address, MAC address, device ID, SIM card number,

phone number, contact, call log, voice/microphone, camera/audio, SMS, calendar,
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location, country name, postal code, installed application list, visited URIs, and

browser bookmarks.

• Non-personally identifiable information. This section contains sentences

describing behaviors that are related to the non-personally identifiable information,

including network type and browser type.

• Cookies. If an app uses cookies to identify the user, we add a paragraph that

describes such behaviors. More specially, if the app invokes cookies-related APIs,

such as CookieManager.getCookie(String), a sentence “Cookies are files with small

amount of data, which may include an anonymous unique identifier. Cookie will be

used by:[User] ” will be added into the generated privacy policy. The User here is the

app or the third-party libs that call cookie-related APIs.

• Third-party lib and information disclosed to them. If an app uses third-party

libraries that access personal information, this section contains sentences relevant to

such behaviors.

5.3.5 Post-Process

The generated document may contain duplicate sentences in a random order. To

improve the readability, we perform two additional processing: removing duplicate

sentences and changing the order of sentences.

Removing duplicate sentences. Duplicate sentences refer to multiple sen-

tences having the same meaning in one privacy policy. It may appear due to two

reasons: (1) An app calls different APIs that get the same kind of information. For

example, there are three APIs, including getAccounts(), getAccountsByType(), and

getAccountsByTypeAndFeatures(), for obtaining the account information. If they
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appear in one app, AutoPPG may generate three sentences. (2) The information

obtained by one API covers the information gained through another API. For example,

an app invokes both getLastKnownLocation() and getLatitude(). The former function

gets the location information, while the latter obtains the latitude. AutoPPG will

generate two sentences for them. However, since the location information is more

general than the latitude, we can combine the two sentences into one.

To remove duplicate sentences in the first case, we group APIs requesting the

same kind of information together. When generating sentences, if multiple APIs in

the same group are called by the same collector, the corresponding sentence will be

generated only once. We also group those content provider’s URI strings and URI

fields to achieve the same purpose.

To remove duplicate sentences in the second case, we build a tree structure for

personal information. Note that if the information on the parent node is collected,

the information collected in its sub-tree is covered. We use a personal information

ontology [139] [145] to build up such model. Ontology is a formal representation of a

body of knowledges within a given domain [21]. The personal information ontology

[139] covers all personal information, and organizes the personal information in a

hierarchy structure (Fig. 5.7). We put APIs and URI(fields) into the corresponding

classes and properties of this ontology. For example, getLastKnownLocation() is put

into the class node “location”, and getLatitude() is put into the property node“latitude”.

Then, we perform the depth first search on the ontology. If both a parent node’s

APIs and its child nodes’ APIs are called, we remove the sentences resulted from the

child nodes’ APIs, and add their personal information into the the sentence resulted

from the parent nodes’ APIs.
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Figure 5.7: Personal information ontology from http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/

Rearranging sentences. After generating the sentences, we rearrange them

according to the importance degree of the corresponding personal information. Ac-

cording to the “Upset Rate” for different risks studied in [116], we have a risk rank

for different kinds of personal information (Table 5.2). Based on this rank, we change

the appearance order of sentences. For the information (e.g., cookie) which does not

appear in [116], we put them at the end of the privacy.

# Personal Information # Personal Information
1 contact 7 audio
2 SMS 8 camera
3 call log 9 location
4 browser history 10 account
5 calendar 11 app list
6 device ID

Table 5.2: Personal information risk rank list
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Fig. 5.8 shows a sample privacy policy generated by AutoPPG. Note that in this

app we do not find any information that will be disclosed to third-party lib.

Information Collection And Use 
While using our application, this application will collect some personal information from 
your device.
(*) Personally Identifiable Information Collected by this Application.

We would access unique device ID. This information will be written to log.
We would use location (including, latitude and longitude).
If Wi-Fi is enabled, we would access mac address of wifi and IP address. 
If the device is in an interactive state, we would check running tasks.

(*) Non-Personally Identifiable Information Collected by This Application.
If Wi-Fi is enabled, we would check network type (e.g.,GPRS, HSPA, LTE, UMTS).

Cookies 
Cookies are files with small amount of data, which may include an anonymous unique 
identifier. Cookie will be used by this app.

Third Party Library and Information Disclosed to them
The following third party libraries are used by this application : Millennial, AdWhirl, 
Admob(Google), Flurry Analytics.
These third party libraries will also collect some information:

If network connectivity exists, Millennial would access unique device ID.
AdWhirl would use location (including, latitude and longitude).
Admob(Google) would access latitude and longitude.
Flurry Analytics would use location (including, latitude and longitude).

Figure 5.8: Sample document generated by AutoPPG.

5.4 Evaluation

We conduct extensive experiments to answer the following research questions:

RQ5.1: How is the accuracy of AutoPPG’s document analysis module and static

analysis module?

RQ5.2: How is the readability of the generated privacy policies?

RQ5.3: Does the privacy policies generated by AutoPPG inform users all collected
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Num App Num App
1 air.com.goodgamestudios.empirefourkingdoms 11 com.jb.gokeyboard.plugin.emoji
2 com.gentaycom.nanu 12 com.rapidcyber.intelliim.android
3 com.king.petrescuesaga 13 com.rovio.angrybirdsgo
4 com.lego.juniors.quest 14 com.sharkparty.slots
5 com.microsoft.office.officehub 15 gpc.myweb.hinet.net.PopupWeb
6 jp.naver.SJLGBUBBLE 16 jp.konami.pesm
7 com.mobileiron 17 jp.naver.lineplay.android
8 air.com.sgn.cookiejam.gp 18 jp.naver.linetools
9 air.com.thomsonreuters.cnvne 19 org.asiministries.asievangelism
10 com.facebook.orca 20 si.modula.android.instantheartrate

Table 5.3: The apps under manual checking

personal information?

RQ5.4: How do the developers perceive the usability of AutoPPG?

5.4.1 Data set

We download 7,181 apps from Google play, all of which provide privacy policies. We

randomly select 500 apps containing privacy policies in English from them as our

dataset.

It is worth noting that the comparison between generated privacy policies and

existing privacy policies requires time-consuming manual verification, which cannot

be done for a large number of apps. Therefore, for such experiments, we randomly

select 20 apps that are listed in Table 5.3.

5.4.2 Answer to RQ5.1: Correctness

We evaluate the correctness of AutoPPG from three aspects, including mapping APIs

to their collected information, reachability analysis, and condition analysis.

Mapping APIs to their collected information. To evaluate the accuracy
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of mapping APIs to their collected information, we randomly select another 150

functions from Susi [179] other than the 79 APIs. The document analysis module

takes their signatures and descriptions as input, and we verify the output manually.

We found that 142 out of 150 APIs have correct results. The precision of our

document analysis module is computed by the following formula:

precision =
True Positive

Total
=

142

150
= 94.7%,

where True Positive stands for the number of APIs that document analysis module

can correctly extract the related information while Total means the total number of

APIs used in this experiment.

8 out of 150 APIs are mapped incorrectly. The errors are caused by two reasons.

One is due to the structure of the phrase structure tree generated by Stanford Parser.

For example, the description of the API Cursor.getColumnNames() is: “Returns a

string array holding the names of all of the columns in the result set in the order in

which they were listed in the result”. AutoPPG identifies the object “a string array”

of the verb “Returns”, but misses “names of all of the columns”. It is due to the fact

that in the output of Stanford parser “names of all of the columns” is not in the

subtree of the object “a string array”, and our algorithm only searches postpositive

attributes in the subtree of the object. The other reason is the threshold of semantic

similarity. For example, the description of the API Address.getAddressLine(int) is:

“Returns a line of the address numbered by the given index ...”. AutoPPG identifies

the object “line” of the verb “Returns”, but misses “of the address”. It is because the

semantic similarity between the object “line” and the information extracted from

method name (i.e., “Address Line”) is larger than the threshold and hence AutoPPG
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does not extract the additional information.

Reachability analysis. We randomly select 16 apps that request permission

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION and call two location-related APIs (i.e., getLatitude() and

getLongitude()), and manually verify the results from AutoPPG. In two apps, all

statements that call these two APIs are reachable from entry points. 13 apps

have both feasible and infeasible code. For example, the app com.dooing.dooing

calls getLatitude() in two methods <com.dooing.dooing.NewTask: void m()> and

<com.dooing.dooing.cg: void a()>. However, the latter method is never invoked by

other methods. In one app (i.e., com.smartsol.congresoandroid, all statements that

call these two APIs are infeasible. In total, the reachability analysis can successfully

remove 89 false sentences due to infeasible code.

Condition analysis. We compare AutoPPG with AppContext [225] by instruct-

ing them to process the apps shown in Table 5.3. Here, we only examine the four kinds

of conditions supported by AppContext. The result shows that AppContext finds out

84 APIs and their corresponding context information. AutoPPG identifies 83 of these

84 APIs. The missed one is <android.hardware.Camera: android.hardware.Camera

open()> in the app jp.konami.pesm. We manually check it and find that this API is

used in a third-party lib. However, the app will not execute the code because it does

not request the permission CAMERA in its manifest file.

5.4.3 Answer to RQ5.2: Readability

We first evaluate how many duplicate sentences can be removed and then employ

crowdsourcing to assess the readability of the generated privacy policies.

Removing duplicate sentences. We count the number of generated sentences
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in each app before and after removing the duplicates. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the curve

with cross is on the left of the curve with square, meaning that duplicate sentences

exist in many apps. More precisely, without deduplication, AutoPPG generates 5,782

sentences for 500 apps in total. After removeing duplicate sentences, only 3,991

sentences are left. In other words, 30.9% of sentences have been eliminated.
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Figure 5.9: Number of sentences before and after removing duplicate sentences

Questionnaire. For apps in Table 5.3, we ask users to read the existing privacy

policies and the ones generated by AutoPPG and answer two questions for each

privacy policy.

Q1: “Do you think the above privacy policy is easy to read?”. We provide four

possible answers, including “Very difficult”, “Difficult”, “Easy”, and “Very easy”.

Q2: “If you select (Very) Difficult for the last question, could you please let us know

the detailed reason?”. We also prepare four possible reasons, including “Too long to

read”, "Unstructured privacy policy”, "Privacy policy is unclear”, and “Privacy policy

is imprecise”, and a comment box where users can provide other reasons.
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All privacy policies and the questions are in one questionnaire. To avoid bias, we

anonymize their names so that workers in Amazon Turk cannot identify the existing

and generated ones. Moreover, we randomize the appearance order of these privacy

policies before publishing them.

Background of workers. After publishing them on Amazon Turk for 3 days,

we received 30 responses. Note that each privacy policy in the questionnaire has been

read by the same 30 workers. Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 list the ages and obtained

degrees of these workers, respectively. Most workers are 20-50 year old and hold at

least high school degree. 19 of them are male and other 11 workers are female.

Age <20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 >60
Number 0 6 11 7 4 2

Table 5.4: Age distribution of workers

Degree High school Some college Associate Bachelor Graduate
Number 1 8 4 10 7

Table 5.5: Degree distribution of workers

Answer Score Answer Score
“Very Difficult” 1 “Difficult” 2

“Easy” 3 “Very Easy” 4

Table 5.6: The map between the result of questionnaire and score.

Result of Questionnaire. After getting the answers to Q1, we map them to

different scores as shown in Table 5.6, and get two data sets: one for the original

privacy policies and one for the generated ones. Then, we apply two non-parametric

hypothesis tests to the data sets. More precisely, to determine whether the two data
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sets are drawn from the same distribution, we use the Two-Sample Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test (K-S) [7]. The hypotheses of K-S test are listed in Table 5.7. To test if

the median values of the two data sets are the same, we adopt the Mann-Whitney

U-test (MWU) [10]. The hypotheses of MWU test is listed in Table 5.8.

Null Hypotheses (H0)
Two data sets are drawn from

the same distribution.

Alternative Hypothesis (HA) Two data sets are NOT drawn
from the same distribution.

Table 5.7: The hypotheses of Two-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

Null Hypotheses (H0)
The mean ranks of the two groups

are equal.

Alternative Hypothesis (HA) The mean ranks of the two groups
are NOT equal.

Table 5.8: The hypotheses of Mann-Whitney U-test

Answer to Q1. Fig.5.10 shows the distribution of all responses to Q1. We can see

that for the generated privacy policies around 90% readers choose “Easy” and “Very

easy” whereas more than 65% readers select “Difficult” or “Very Difficult” for the

original privacy policies. Table 5.9 lists the results of hypothesis testing.

For K-S test, the p-value is the possibility that the two data sets are drawn from

the same distribution. If the p-value is less than 0.05, the result of h = 1 indicates

that we can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis: the

readability scores of the generated privacy policies and those of existing privacy

policies have different distributions.

For MWU test, the p-value means the probability that two data sets have the

same median. If the p-value is smaller than 0.05, the result of h = 1 denotes that we
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Figure 5.10: Readability comparison between the original privacy policies and the
generated privacy policies.

can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis: the readability

scores of the generated privacy policies and those of existing privacy policies have

different medians.

The last column of Table 5.9 lists the readability scores’ average values. It shows

that the generated ones have larger values than the existing ones in all except the

4th app. We will detail the reason when presenting the answers to Q2.

Answer to Q2. After analyzing the answers to Q2, we summarize the reasons why some

existing privacy policies and generated ones are unreadable. For the original privacy

policies, the major issue raised by the workers is that the original privacy policies are

too long to read. In particular, they contain much unimportant information but less

information about the collected data. Besides, many workers think that the original

privacy policies are unstructured. For instance, after reading the 2nd app’s original

privacy policy, one worker wrote “The information regarding sharing information with

third parties is in the middle, easy to miss”. There are also many workers regarding
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App Kolmogorov-Smirnov Mann-Whitney Expectation
Num Test U-Test Existing/Generated

1 p=0.001746, h=1 p=0.000053, h=1 2.47/3.27
2 p=0.000005, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.97/3.30
3 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.90/3.70
4 p=0.342034, h=0 p=0.097875, h=0 3.47/3.27
5 p=0.000202, h=1 p=0.000063, h=1 2.57/3.43
6 p=0.000202, h=1 p=0.000008, h=1 2.23/3.30
7 p=0.000018, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 2.00/3.30
8 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.50/3.60
9 p=0.001746, h=1 p=0.000011, h=1 2.33/3.23
10 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.50/3.80
11 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 2.00/3.90
12 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 2.73/3.73
13 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.73/3.47
14 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.47/3.83
15 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 2.57/3.80
16 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.83/3.67
17 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 1.27/3.37
18 p=0.000202, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 2.30/4.43
19 p=0.000000, h=1 p=0.000000, h=1 2.60/3.73
20 p=0.000616, h=1 p=0.000018, h=1 1.93/2.77

Table 5.9: The non-parametric test result and exception of the readability score of
existing/generated privacy policies

that the original privacy policies are unclear. For example, after reading the 1st

app’s original privacy policy, one worker left “In one place it says it is up to the

user to provide personal information, and in another it says it must be provided to

participate in certain things”. Furthermore, some workers feel that existing privacy

policies are imprecise.

In contrast, although some workers also think that the generated privacy policies

have similar issues, the number of such comments is much less than that for the

original privacy policies as shown in Fig.5.10. More precisely, some workers feel
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that the generated privacy policies are unclear because they cannot understand the

technical words in it. For example, after reading the generated privacy policy for the

3rd app, one worker said “There is some technological jargon that makes it a bit hard

to read ”. There are some workers thinking that several generated privacy policies

are unstructured. For instance, AutoPPG identifies five third-party libraries in the

20th app, and describes their behaviors in the same paragraph. Therefore, workers

think that it is unstructured. Besides, several workers regard that a few generated

privacy policies are too long. As an example, AutoPPG finds that the 4th app has

two third-party libraries that collects multiple kinds of information, and depicts their

behaviors in the generated privacy policy. In contrast, the original privacy policy does

not have such descriptions. Finally, a few workers feel that some generated privacy

policies are imprecise. For example, the generated privacy policy for the 10th app

says that device ID will be accessed without giving user additional information.

As how to construct effective privacy notes and display them is still an open

problem [192], we will investigate it to enhance the privacy policy generated by

AutoPPG in future work.

5.4.4 Answer to RQ5.3: Adequacy.

We compare the coverage of the generated privacy policies on the collected personal

information and that of the existing privacy policies for the apps in Table 5.3. In

particular, we focus on 10 kinds of personal information, including device ID, location,

account, camera, audio, installed app list, cookies, phone number, call log, calendar,

and count the number of third-party libraries mentioned in the privacy policies.

Table 5.10 lists the comparison result that have been manually verified. It shows
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that the generated privacy policies contain 45 kinds of personal information. However,

existing privacy policies just list 29 kinds of personal information in total. In other

words, AutoPPG identifies more personal information collected by apps than the

existing privacy policies. Moreover, the generated privacy policies list 20 third-party

libraries whereas the existing privacy policies only mention 4. For example, the 20th

app’s privacy policy only informs users that device ID will be used whereas the privacy

policy generated by AutoPPG indicates that both device ID and camera will be

used. Moreover, the 20th app’s existing privacy policy does not mention third-party

libraries whereas AutoPPG reveals 5 third-party libraries used by this app.

Based on Table 5.10, we found two kinds of issues in existing privacy policies.

First, some privacy policies are incomplete because they do not include all personal

information accessed by the app. For example, 4 apps (the 1st, 6th, 10th, 17th app in

Table 5.10) use the application list in code but none of them declares it in the privacy

policies. Second, some privacy policies contain certain personal information that is not

obtained by apps. For example, the 14th app’s privacy policy contains the sentence

“we collect information regarding your device type, operating system and version,

..., the device’s geo-location”. However, the app does not request location related

permission in the manifest, meaning that it will not access location information.

AutoPPG can avoid these issues because it uses code level information to generate

privacy policy.

5.4.5 Answer to RQ5.4: Developer Study

To understand how the developers perceive the usability of AutoPPG, we collect the

developers’ email addresses from Google Play and ask them to finish a survey, which
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contains a privacy policy generated by AutoPPG and the questions (i.e., DevQ1-

DevQ4). We sent emails to 3,700 developers and only received 45 responses in 3 days

as developers may not check them frequently. For example, some emails addresses

may be used for Q&A because they reply with FAQ automatically. The results show

that most developers, who reply our emails, would like to use AutoPPG to facilitate

them.

DevQ1: “If our tool is available to generate the privacy policy template for your app,

would you like to use the tool? ”. 26.7% developers (12/45) selected “Absolutely YES”

and 53.3% developers (24/45) selected “YES”. Only 20.0% developers (9/45) selected

“NO”. 3 developers wrote down the reasons, including, “too busy”, “It doesn’t interest

me”, and “nothing is saved besides the data entered by the user”.

DevQ2: “When you integrate third-party libraries in your app, do you know which

privacy information will be accessed by them? ”. We want to see if developers know

the third-party libraries’ behaviors related to privacy information. 42.2% developers

(19/45) select “NO” and 2.2% developers (1/45) select “Absolutely NO”. AutoPPG

can help these developers profile such behaviors in third-party libraries.

DevQ3: “Since third-party libraries seldom provide source code, would you like to

use our tool to identify the third-party libraries’ behaviors related to users’ privacy

information? ”. 84.4% developers select “Absolutely YES” (9/45) and “YES” (29/45).

15.6% (7/45) developers select “NO” and 3 developers left the reasons: “I mostly use

open source libs”, “I use open source library”, and “breaking someone else’s trust and

code”.

DevQ4: “If the development of your apps were outsourced, would you like to use

our tool to generate the privacy policy template for your apps? ”. This question is to
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determine if AutoPPG would be used when the development of apps is outsourced

(i.e., the owner does not understand the source code). 84.4% developers select

“Absolutely YES” (9/45) and “YES” (29/45). Only 15.6% developers (7/45) refused

to use AutoPPG. One gave the reason: “If I was outsorsing the development, I

would outsource the privacy policy preparation along with it, to the same entity”.

Unfortunately, even app developers may not be able to write correct privacy policies.
App Dev ID Location Account Camera Audio App List Cookie Phone Num Call log Calendar Lib Num

Num N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O

1
p p

2 1

2
p p p p

2

3
p p p

1

4
p p p p

2 1

5
p p

6
p p p

7
p p p p p

8
p p p p

2

9
p p p p p

2

10
p p p p p p

11

12
p p

13
p p p p p p p

2 1

14
p p p p

15
p p

16
p p p

17
p p p p p p p

1 1

18
p p p

19
p p p p

1

20
p p p p

5

Total 10 9 8 8 1 1 7 0 1 0 4 1 9 9 2 1 2 0 1 0 20 4

Table 5.10: Comparing the coverage of generated privacy policies and that of existing
privacy policies. “N”: new privacy policies, “O”: old privacy policies.
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Chapter 6

Performing Compliance Analysis for
Android Apps

6.1 Overview

Privacy issues in mobile apps have drawn many users’ concerns. Both governments and

app markets have privacy requirements. It’s time-consuming for developers to read

all these privacy requirements and then check their implementations. Moreover, none

researchers have summarized all these privacy requirements and proposed solutions

to performing privacy compliance analysis. In this chapter, we first summarize four

privacy requirements (two from government and two from app markets) and then

define 9 kinds of violations. We design a framework PrivacyPromoter to detect these

violations contained in app bytecode and privacy policies. We evaluate our framework

with 800 real apps. The experimental results show that our framework can achieve

high precision and recall rate.

In summary, we make contributions in PrivacyPromoter:

• We are the first to summarize the privacy requirements from governments, app
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markets and then transform them to a series of violations, which can be checked

when performing the compliance analysis of apps.

• We design and implement a framework PrivacyPromoter to check if the app

bytecode and privacy policy are compliant with these privacy requirements or

not.

• We conduct extensive evaluations with real apps. The experimental results

demonstrate its effectiveness to identify violations of privacy requirements.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces background

knowledge of privacy requirements and motivation examples of violations. Section 6.3

details the design and implementation of PrivacyPromoter. Section 6.4 reports the

evaluation results.

6.2 Background

In this section, we first summarize the four requirements (i.e., GDPR, GB/T 35273-

2020, Google Play requirements, and Apple App Store requirements) (Section 6.2.1).

Then, we use motivating examples to illustrate the violations of mobile apps, which

will be detected by PrivacyPromoter (Section 6.2.2).

6.2.1 Requirements for Apps

EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) To ensure the privacy and

protection of the personal data relating to identifiable natural person (i.e., data

subject), GDPR empowers the data subject with certain rights [48]:
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• Right to information [40]. When the data is obtained directly, the data subject

must be immediately informed about the collection and use of their personal

data.

• Right to access [37]. This right provides the data subject ability to access their

personal data.

• Right to rectification [42]. This right provides the data subject has the ability

to ask for modification of inaccurate personal data.

• Right to erasure (‘right to be forgotten’) [32]. The data subject has the right

to ask for the deletion of their data.

• Right to object to automated processing [45]. The data subject has the right

to object to a decision based solely on automated processing if he/she believes

that the automated processing may not consider the unique situation.

• Right for data portability [43]. The data subject has the right to ask for transfer

of his or her personal data.

• Right to object [44]. When personal data are processed for direct marketing

purpose, the data subject has the right to object to the processing of personal

data.

• Right to withdraw consent [46]. The processing of personal data is based on

consent of data subject [47]. The data subject has the right to withdraw a

previously given consent for processing his or her personal data.
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Information security technology-Personal information security speci-

fication (GB/T 35273-2020) The GB/T 35273-2020 also specifies eight rights

related to personal information (PI ), including: (1) access, (2) rectification, (3)

deletion, (4) withdraw consent, (5) de-registration, (6) obtaining a copy of personal

information, (7) response to requests from PI subjects, (8) complaint management.

The rights (1)-(4) are the same as that of GDPR, including the rights to access,

rectification, deletion (i.e., erasure), withdraw consent. Two rights (i.e., (5)-(6)) are

only specified by GB/T 35273-2020, but GDPR contain similar definitions:

• The ‘de-registration’ means if the services require registering account, the data

subjects should be able to de-register the account (similar to ‘right to erase’ of

GDPR).

• The ‘obtaining a copy of personal information’ means the data controller should

provide the PI subject with a method to obtain a copy of PI (similar to ‘right

for data portability’ in GDPR).

The remaining two rights (i.e., (7)-(8)) describe the requirements for data controller.

The ‘response to requests from PI subjects’ means the data controller should make a

timely response to the request of data subject. The ‘complaint management’ means

that the data controller should establish a complaint management mechanism and a

compliant tracking process.

Requirements of Google Play (GoogleReq) The Google Play requirements

describe a series of requirements that the developers must satisfy when handling

personal and sensitive user data [31].
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• Existence of privacy policy. When publishing an app on Google Play, if the app

handles sensitive user data, then the developer must post a privacy policy in

both the play console and within the app itself.

• Content of privacy policy. In the privacy policy, developers must comprehen-

sively describe the types of user data accessed, collected, used, and shared by

the app.

• Data security. User data should be handled securely (e.g., transmitted using

modern cryptography).

• Permission request. The app should use runtime permissions prior to accessing

data gated by Android permissions.

• Request for consent. The app cannot access or collect any personal or sensitive

data until the user consents.

Requirements of Apple App Store (AppleReq) Apart from requiring the

app developers to provide privacy policy, the Apple App Store requirements [64] also

specifies the content of the privacy policy, the handling of data, and the user rights.

• The privacy policy must include two types of content: (1) The privacy policy

must clearly and explicitly identify what, how, and usage of the data collected

or used by the app; (2) The privacy policy should also explain how users can

revoke consent or request the deletion of user data.

• Before handling user or usage data, the apps must retrieve user consent. When

storing files in iOS, the apps must use strongest data protection level.
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• The users have rights to withdraw consent, access sensitive information, delete

the data (i.e., erasure). These rights are similar to those of GDPR.

6.2.2 Violations of Apps

Based on the requirements, we define violations and then use motivating examples to

illustrate them. These violations can be generated in app bytecode or privacy policy

content.

Violations in App Code. According to the requirements listed in Section 6.2.1,

we find that: 1) the app code must retrieve user consent, request runtime permission

before handling user data. 2) If users do not want to use the app, users can ask for

removing the account or data. Violations are generated if the app code must comply

with these requirements.

Violations in the GUI of retrieving user consent. When the app requests for user

consent, GoogleReq requires that app must present the consent dialog clearly and

then require affirmative user action (e.g. tap to accept, tick a check-box) [132]. GDPR

requires that “Consent must be freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous” [34].

Implied consent does not exist in GDPR [41]. Thus, we check the GUI of retrieving

user consent from two aspects: (1) The GUI structure of retrieving user consent.

(2) The sentences displayed on the GUI of retrieving user consent. When the app

displays a privacy policy, users can tick a check-box or press a button to submit the

consent.

Violation 1: Since the pre-ticked boxes cannot constitute consent [36], if the GUI

uses a pre-ticked box to retrieve consent, the GUI is incorrect.

Example: The WelcomeOnBoardingActivity of the app com.idea.ideamoney uses
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pre-ticked CheckBox to let users accept the terms and conditions of the app.

Violation 2: Since users must be given a clear choice to consent and not coerced [39],

if the GUI only provides one button for agreeing with the privacy policy and do not

provide disagreeing button, the GUI is incorrect.

Example: When displaying privacy policy link to retrieve user consent, the app

com.nevways.applock only provides “AGREE&CONTINUE” button (Fig. 6.1).

Users cannot select disagree.

Figure 6.1: Retrieving user consent with only agree button (Blue box) and the text
describing implied consent (Red box).

Violation 3: Since GDPR does not allow sentences describing implied consent [34],

if the privacy policy contains such sentence, the GUI is incorrect. Implied consent

means the consent is reasonably inferred from the behaviors of the individual [38].

Example: When displaying privacy policy, the app com.nevways.applock shows

the sentence “By using this application, you agree to AppLock’s ......” (Fig. 6.1). In

this case, user consent is inferred from users behavior of using the app (i.e., implied

consent).

Violation in runtime permission request. Starting from Android 6.0, if developers

declare one permission in the manifest, the permission is requested at the run time (i.e.,
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during the runnig of the app) [49]. Only if the users accept the runtime permission

request, then the personal information protected by the permission can be accessed.

To help users accept the request, the developers can show some sentences on GUI to

explain why the app needs the permission. If the reason is not provided, a violation is

generated. Moreover, the permission requested by the app should be explained in its

description, GUI, or privacy policy. Otherwise, the app violates ‘Right to information’

of GDPR.

Violation 4: During runtime permission request, if the sentences displayed on GUI

only describes the data accessed by requesting the permission and they cannot explain

the purpose of requesting the permission, the runtime permission request is incorrect.

Example: The app ch.achtgrad.ediary.android request CAMERA permission dur-

ing runtime. It uses an AlertDialog to explain the reason of requesting the permission:

“To set a profile photo you have to allow us access to your camera.”. Users can infer

that the purpose of the CAMERA permission is “set profile”. However, another app

com.DeutschLutherBibelPRO requests the ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission and

then it uses the sentence “This app requires your location to work as intended.” to

explain the reason. This sentence only describes that the location information is

accessed. Users cannot infer the purpose of this behavior at all.

Violation 5: If the permission is requested by the app, but this permission is not

mentioned in the description, GUI, and privacy policy, the app is problematic.

Example: The app com.alpinereplay.android requests ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

permission. However, such permission is not mentioned in its description or privacy

policy or GUI.

Violation in the GUI of removing account and user data. According to GDPR [32],
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GB/T 35273-2020, and AppleReq, app users have the right to erase account and data.

This function should be implemented in app code.

Violation 6: If the app contains GUI of registering account, it should also provide

GUI interface for removing account and personal data. Otherwise, the app GUI is

incomplete.

Example: com.yahoo.mobile.client.android.mail app provides GUIs for regis-

tering and removing the account at the same time: On the “Manage Accounts” GUI,

the sentence “REMOVE ACCOUNTS FROM THIS DEVICE” shows that users can re-

move their account through this GUI. Another app com.amazon.mShop.android.shopping

only provide GUI for registering account. We cannot find any GUI for removing

account in the app. Its privacy policy only mentions that “you may have the right to

request access to or delete your personal data. If you wish to do any of these things,

please contact Customer Service.”

Violations in Privacy Policy. If the privacy policy does not contain all the

content listed in the requirements (Section 6.2.1), it is a problematic one (i.e.,

incomplete privacy policy). Since some existing systems [114,237] have been proposed

to determine the content of privacy policy is complete or not, we focus on detecting

the types of sentences that have not been analyzed by existing systems.

According to GDPR [47], GoogleReq, and AppleReq, the app must retrieve the

user consent before accessing user data. Moreover, according to GDPR, GB/T

35273-2020, and the right to ‘withdraw consent’ in AppleReq, users have the right to

withdraw the consent at any time. Finally, when users do not want to use the app,

they have the right to ask the developers to remove the collected personal data and

delete the registered account (‘Right to erasure’ in GDPR [32], the right of ‘deletion’
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in GB/T 35273-2020).

Violation 7: The privacy policy must contain sentences describing how to retrieve

user consent, otherwise, it is incomplete.

Violation 8: Developers should describe how to withdraw consent in the privacy

policy. If one privacy policy does not contain such sentences, it is problematic.

Violation 9: The privacy policy must mention how to request the deletion of user

data and account, otherwise, it is incomplete.

Example: The app com.pitchuapps.hd_wallpapers.fazbear_friends collects

user data (e.g., “list of installed apps”). Its privacy policy only mentions how to

retrieve user consent “You acknowledge that you have read this Policy and agree to

all its terms and conditions.” and “By using our Mobile Apps or its Services you

agree to be bound by this Policy.”. However, the privacy policy doesn’t describe how

to withdraw consents.

6.3 PrivacyPromoter

The overall structure of PrivacyPromoter is shown in Fig.6.2. The framework contains

three modules: The ‘App Bytecode Analysis’ module performs static analysis to

extract the GUI structure and the statements explaining the reason during runtime

permission request from app code (Section 6.3.1). The ‘Privacy Policy Analysis’

module leverages the manually annotated corpus to train machine learning classifier

and then determine the category of each sentence in privacy policy (Section 6.3.2).

The ‘Violation Detection’ module combines the result of ‘App Bytecode Analysis’

and ‘Privacy Policy Analysis’ to detect violations (Section 6.3.3).
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Figure 6.2: Overview of PrivacyPromoter

6.3.1 App Bytecode Analysis

After getting the APK file, we first analyze the statements initializing the GUI to

discover the GUI structure (Section 6.3.1). Then, we check if the app explains the

reason during runtime permission request or not. If true, we extract the reason from

app code (Section 6.3.1).

Extracting GUI Structure of Retrieving User Consent

Since an app contains many GUIs and not all of them are used to retrieve user

consent, we first need to recover the GUI structure of all GUIs. Then, we check the

text shown on each GUI to determine if it is related to retrieving user consent or not.

If true, we retain it for detecting violation (Section 6.3.3).

Pre-processing. Given an app, we extract its Dex file and AndroidManifest.xml. If

the app is packed, we employ PackerGrind [221] to recover the Dex file. By parsing

the AndroidManifest.xml file, we obtain the list of permissions used by the app.

Moreover, we leverage Soot [208] to transform the Dex file into intermediate language

and construct the abstract syntactic tree(AST), method call graph(MCG), data

dependency graph(DDG), and inter-procedure control-flow graph(CFG).
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Recovering GUI structure and text. We perform static analysis to get the structure

of GUI. In detail, when launching an activity, the developer can set the content of

GUI by using APIs such as Activity.setContentView() or LayoutInflater.inflate().

The hierarchical structures of the layouts are defined in the layout XML file. If the

app calls these APIs, we leverage the data dependency graph to extract the resource

identifier of the layout. After parsing the public.xml to get the name of the layout

file, we obtain the corresponding view hierarchy (i.e., GUI structure).

To get the text shown in GUI, for each element contained in the layout XML file,

we check two properties related to string. One is the android:text property which

can be used to set the text shown in GUI element. The other is the android:hint

property which is used to define the text shown when there is not user input. We

leverage strings.xml file to map string id to constant value.

When detecting the violations contained in the GUI, we need to analyze the

semantic meaning of the text shown in GUI. Thus, we also leverage the Stanford

Parser [196] to extract the verb phrases from each sentence contained in GUI. In

detail, we first employ the Stanford Parser processes the sentence to obtain the

typed dependency relation between words. The typed dependency relation shows

the grammatical relationships between the words of a sentence. Then, we check the

dependency relation between words (i.e., dobj, nsubjpass) to extract the verb phrases.

For example, Fig.6.3 shows the output of the sentence “Please accept our privacy

policy to continue to use our service.”. We extract two verb phrases from this sentence

(i.e., “accept privacy policy” and “use service”).
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Figure 6.3: The typed dependency of the sentence “Please accept our privacy policy
to continue to use our service.”

Extracting Reason of Runtime Permission Request

Since the Android official document [58] has described the steps of performing runtime

permission request, we follow these steps to extract the reason shown during runtime

permission request.

The overall procedure of requesting permission when running the app includes

the following steps: (1) The app first call ContextCompat.checkSelfPermission() to

determine if the app was already granted the permission or not. (2) If the permission

is not granted (i.e., PERMISSION_DENIED), then the app invokes shouldShowRequest-

PermissionRationale() to check if the app should show educational GUI to explain

why the app needs the permission. (3) After viewing the educational GUI, the users

see a system permission dialog, which users can choose whether to grant particular

permission to the app.

According to the steps summarized in the official document, the reason of request-

ing the permission is displayed when the framework API shouldShowRequestPermis-

sionRationale() returns true (i.e., show an educational UI to the user). Thus, after
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locating the statement invoking shouldShowRequestPermissionRationale() in the AST,

we leverage the control flow graph (CFG) to discover the statements that will be exe-

cuted when the API returns true. The main challenge is that Android does not specify

which API can be used to explain the reason. We manually checked the 20 apps and

found that developers usually pop up dialog (e.g., AlertDialog.setMessage() [107,108])

or toast (e.g., Toast.makeText() [106]) to show the reason. Thus, we perform backward

taint analysis on these framework APIs to discover the constant strings or string

resources containing the reason text. When checking the correctness of the reason

(Section 6.3.3), the behaviors contained in the reason are used. Thus, we also extract

the verb phrases from the reason text by using Stanford Parser [196] (Similar to

Section 6.3.1).

We use the code snippet of app ch.achtgrad.ediary.android (Fig. 6.4) to

illustrate this procedure: We first identify the statement calling shouldShowRequest-

PermissionRationale() in the AST (line 1-2). Then, we leverage the CFG to discover

the statements that display the reason text if this API returns true (line 4-9). Finally,

by identifying the title and message content set in line 5-6, we extract the reason text

“To get storage access ...”.

6.3.2 Privacy Policy Analysis

After getting the manually annotated privacy policy data set, we first train machine

learning classifier. Then, we use the classifier to determine the type (i.e., label) of

each sentence in the new privacy policy. The sentences and their corresponding types

will be used in checking the completeness of privacy policy (Section 6.3.3).

Creating Privacy Policy Data Set. Since existing privacy policy data sets
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���if ((ActivityCompat.shouldShowRequestPermissionRationale(this,  
�                                  "android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE")) 
���{            ŏŏ
�            AlertDialog$Builder v0 = new Builder(((Context)this));
�            v0.setTitle(this.getResources().getString(0x7F09009C));
�            v0.setMessage(this.getResources().getString(0x7F09009B));
�            ……
�            v0.create();
�            v0.show();
��� }

To get storage access you have to allow 
us access to your sd card content.

Figure 6.4: ch.achtgrad.ediary.android: Rumtime Permission Request

(i.e., OPP-115 Corpus [215], APP-350 Corpus [236], Opt-out Choice Dataset [76]) do

not contain retrieve/withdraw consent or remove account/data related sentences, we

first need to manually annotate the privacy policy data set, which will be used in

training the classifier.

We select 75 privacy policies of mobile apps and ask two students to read them.

For each sentence of the privacy policy, if it describes how to retrieve user consent or

how to withdraw consent, a “#RETRIEVE_CONSENT” or “WITHDRAW_CONSENT” label will

be marked, respectively. Similarly, if the sentence is about how to remove account

and data, the “#REMOVE_ACCOUNT_DATA” label will be added. Finally, the data set

contains 167 retrieving consent, 41 withdrawing consent, and 135 removing account

and data related sentences. We also put 500 sentences do not contain any labels in

the data set.

Training Classifier for Privacy Policy. Since not all sentences in the privacy

policy describe how to retrieve consent, withdraw consent, remove account and data,

we leverage machine learning classifier to locate these sentences (i.e., useful sentences).

Those sentences that are not about them are removed (i.e., useless sentences).
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To automatically classify the retrieving consent, withdrawing consent, or removing

account and data related sentences, we extract the bag-of-words model from each

sentence in the data set and then use it as the feature of classification. Bag-of-words

means representing the sentence with a fixed length vector and each element in

the vector refers to one word (1 means the word is contained and 0 means the

word is absent) [87]. To obtain the best classifiers, we select four classification

algorithms, including naive bayes, GBR (i.e., Gradient Boosted Regression) [194],

Linear SVM [142], and Random Forest [155]. Then, we perform 10-fold cross-validation

on the data set (i.e., 90% sentences in the data set are used for training and 10%

sentences are used for testing.). The result is shown in Tab. 6.1. As the GBR achieves

the highest F-1 Score for all three categories of sentences, we select it to perform

classification. It can achieve at least 90.0% precision and 86.9% recall rate for each

category of sentences.

Table 6.1: Performance of using Classifiers to identify retrieving consent, withdrawing
consent, and removing account and data related sentences

Sentence Type Classifier Precision Recall F-1

Retrieving Consent

Naive Bayes 39.7% 99.4% 56.2%

GBR 97.8% 98.8% 98.2%

SVM 97.8% 93.2% 95.2%

Random Forest 98.0% 92.7% 95.2%

Withdrawing Consent

Naive Bayes 11.9% 90.0% 20.4%

GBR 90.0% 86.9% 88.3%

SVM 90.0% 78.0% 81.5%

Random Forest 90.0% 81.9% 85.4%

Removing Account

and Data

Naive Bayes 57.9% 97.8% 72.2%

GBR 98.2% 98.1% 98.0%

SVM 98.5% 94.3% 96.1%

Random Forest 100.0% 90.9% 95.0%
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Determing the Types of Sentences in Privacy Policy. Given the html file

of a privacy policy, we first extract text using Beautiful Soup [24], and then utilize

NLTK to split the text into distinct sentences. For each sentence, we represent it

with the bag-of-words model and then use the trained classifiers to determine if it is

related to retrieving consent, withdrawing consent, or removing account and data or

not. If true, we add the corresponding labels to the sentence.

6.3.3 Violation Detection

After obtaining the GUI structure and the reason of runtime permission request

from app code (Section 6.3.1 and 6.3.1), we analyze the result to discover the

Violation 1-6 in Section 6.3.3. After getting the trained classifiers of privacy policy

(Section 6.3.2), we analyze the content of new privacy policy to detect the Violation

7-9 in Section 6.3.3.

Detecting Violations of App Code

The Violation 1-3 are generated by the GUI of retrieving user consent to the privacy

policy. To identify these violations, after extracting the text shown in GUI, we search

if the text contains keyword “privacy policy”, “privacy policies”, “privacy notice”, “user

agreement” or not. If true, we regard it as user consent related GUI and then check if

it contains these three violations or not. The Violation 4 is generated by the reason

displayed during runtime permission request, we detect it by checking if the displayed

reason describes the purpose of the requested permission or not. The Violation 5 is

caused by missing the GUI interfaces for removing account and data, we identify it

by checking the texts contained in all GUIs.
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Detecting Violation 1: Since the pre-checked box is not allowed when retrieving

consent, if the GUI displays privacy policy, we first check if it uses CheckBox [56], Ra-

dioButton [57] to retrieve user consent or not. If true, we check the android:checked

property. If this property is set as “true”, this GUI contains this violation.

Detecting Violation 2: This violation is generated if users are not allowed to

choose to agree or not. If the GUI uses CheckBox or RadioButton to retrieve consent,

this violation is not generated because users can determine whether tick the CheckBox

or RadioButton or not. However, if the GUI uses Button objects to retrieve user

consent, the GUI must contain at least two kinds of Buttons for selection (i.e., one

for agree and one for disagree).

If the GUI contains buttons, we perform negation analysis on the text shown in

the buttons. If we can only find positive words (e.g., “yes”, “agree”, “disagree”) and we

cannot identify any negation words (e.g., “no”, “reject”, “decline”), this violation is

reported.

Detecting Violation 3: Since the classifier trained when analyzing privacy policy

(Section 6.3.2) can only determine whether one sentence is related to user consent or

not, to detect the implied consent related sentences in the GUI, we first manually

summarize the semantic patterns of implied consent and then leverage them to detect

the violations.

By manually read 50 sentences describing the implied consent, we found that they

usually follow semantic patterns:

Adverb Clause + V Puser + V Pconsent

• The Adverb Clause means adverb clause of condition (e.g., clauses starting with
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“if, unless, in case, only if”) or the adverbial clause of manner (e.g., “by, through”).

• The V Puser refers verb phrase related to user behavior, which can be GUI related

verb phrases (e.g., “click button”, “tap screen”), registration related verb phrases (e.g.,

“create account”), or app usage related verb phrases (e.g., “install app”, “use service”).

• The V Pconsent are the verb phrases describing that the users are consent to the

privacy policy (e.g., “accept privacy policy”).

We regard the sentence contained in the GUI describes implied consent if the

following three conditions are satisfied at the same time:

(1) The sentence starts with adverb clause of condition (e.g., clauses starting with “if,

unless, in case, only if”) or the adverbial clause of manner (e.g., “by, through”).

(2) The verb phrase extracted from the constraint described in the adverb clause of

condition (e.g., clauses starting with “if, unless, in case, only if”) or the prepositional

phrase in the adverbial clause of manner (e.g., “by doing, through”) is related to user

behavior.

(3) The sentence contain user consent related verb phrases.

For example, the sentence “By using the services, you are consenting to our privacy

policy” describes implied consent since it contains adverb clause of manner word “By”,

user behavior related verb phrase “using the services”, and user consent related verb

phrase “consenting privacy policy”.

Detecting Violation 4: To detect the incorrect reason that cannot explain the

purpose of requesting the permission, we extract all verb phrases from the reason

text and then determine if any verb phrases describe the purpose or not. If false,

the reason is incorrect. The main challenge is identifying the verb phrases describing

the purpose of the permission. Manually defining them for each permission is
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impossible since one permission can be used for various purposes. For example, the

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION permission can be used to find nearby people in social

media apps or guide the travellers in map apps.

To overcome this challenge, we customize AutoCog [178] to discover the purpose

related verb phrases by removing the irrelevant ones. In detail, AutoCog analyzes

the description and requested permissions of a large number of apps to build up NLP

models, which can determine if one verb phrase is related to the permission or not.

If one verb phrase is related to the permission, this could be generated due to two

reasons: (1) The verb phrases describe the data accessed by the permission; (2) The

verb phrases describe the purpose of requesting the permission. Thus, for the related

verb phrases discovered by AutoCog, we remove the verb phrase describing the data

accessed by the permission since they are irrelevant to the purpose of the permission.

Then, the remaining ones are the purpose related verb phrases. Note that if the

noun contained in one verb phrase is just the data protected by permission (e.g.,

“location” for ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, “camera” for CAMERA), we regard this verb

phrase describes the data accessed by the permission.

Detecting Violation 5: For each permission requested by the app, we check if it is

explained in the description, GUI, and privacy policy or not. We report an alert if

the following conditions are satisfied at the same time:

(1) The permission is not explained in the description.

(2) The permission is not mentioned in the GUI.

(3) The permission is not described in the privacy policy.

Currently, we focus on 10 kinds permissions analyzed by PPChecker and TAPVeri-

fier (i.e., ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, READ_CONTACTS, CAMERA,
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WRITE_CONTACTS, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, READ_CALENDAR, GET_ACCOUNTS, RECORD_AUDIO,

WRITE_SETTINGS). Note that we use AutoCog [178] to map the description and GUI

text to different permissions. Moreover, we use PPChecker to map the privacy policy

to different permissions.

Detecting Violation 6: To detect this violation of missing GUI interface of removing

account and data, we check if the app contains registering account and removing

account related GUIs or not. We report the violation if the following two conditions

are satisfied at the same time:

(1) The app contains GUI for registering an account.

(2) The app does not provide a GUI for deleting account/data.

To identify the GUI for registering an account, for the text of each GUI, we

extract the verb phrases from it. Then, we check if we can find one verb phrase

similar to “register/create account” or not. To determine if the app contains GUI for

deleting account/data or not, we compare the verb phrase extracted from GUI with

“delete/remove account/data”. If true, we think the app provides GUI for deleting

account/data.

Detecting Violations in Privacy Policy

The Violation 7-9 refer to the types fo sentences missed in the privacy policy. We

employ the classifiers trained in Section 6.3.2 to process all sentences contained in

one privacy policy and discover the violations.

Detecting Violation 7: For all sentences contained in the privacy policy, if the

classifier used for identifying retrieving consent related sentences cannot discover any

related sentences, this violation is reported.
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Detecting Violation 8: For all sentences contained in the privacy policy, if the

classifier used for identifying withdrawing consent related sentences cannot discover

any related sentences, this violation is reported.

Detecting Violation 9: For all sentences contained in the privacy policy, if the

classifier used for identifying removing account and data related sentences cannot

discover any related sentences, this violation is reported.

6.4 Evaluation

6.4.1 Data set

We randomly selected 800 apps from Google Play, each of which has a privacy policy.

Based on the above data set, we have conducted extensive evaluation on Priva-

cyPromoter with a focus on the following research questions:

• RQ6.1: How many apps’ bytecode contains the violations?

• RQ6.2: How many apps’ privacy policies contain the violations?

6.4.2 Result of Violations Identified from App Bytecode

Result of Violation 1: PrivacyPromoter discovers three apps that use pre-ticked

CheckBox to retrieve user consent. For example, the WelcomeOnBoardingActivity of

the app com.idea.ideamoney uses pre-ticked CheckBox to let users accept the terms

and conditions of the app.

We have manually checked and verified these layout files containing problems.

Result of Violation 2: PrivacyPromoter identifies 37 apps that do not provide

decline choice when retrieving user consent.
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We manually checked these apps and find that 2 of them are false positives (i.e.,

accuracy is 94.7%). The false positives are caused by limited negation words. For

example, when retrieving user consent, the app cc.callsaver provide one “Agree”

button and one “Go Back” button. Users can select “Go Back” button if they do not

agree with the privacy policy. However, our system report this app as a problematic

one since we cannot find any negation words in GUI.

Result of Violation 3: PrivacyPromoter finds 7 apps whose GUIs containing implied

consent related sentences. For example, the GUI of the app com.sugardaddydating.sugary

contains the sentence “By proceeding forward, you agree to our term of use and privacy

policy”.

We manually checked these GUIs and do not find any false positives. Thus, the

precision is 100.0%. By manually read the privacy policy related GUI text of other

apps, we identify three apps’ GUIs are false negatives. Thus, the recall rate is 70.0%.

Our framework fails to detect the violation since the user behavior related verb

phrases (e.g., “using Securus Video Connect”) cannot be identified.

Result of Violation 4: PrivacyPromoter identifies 4 apps do not explain the

reason of permission request. For example, the app com.BibleForKidsAudio uses

the sentence “This app requires your location to work as intended.” to explain the

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission. However, this sentence does not explain the

purpose of the permission.

We manually checked these four alerts and do not find any false positives. Thus,

the precision is 100.0%. We also checked other apps’ reasons of permission request.

All of them are true negatives. Thus, the recall rate is 100.0%.

Result of Violation 5: PrivacyPromoter identifies 155 apps that contain at least
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one permission not explained in the description, privacy policy, and GUI.

To evaluate the accuracy of discovering undeclared permissions, we randomly

selected 50 apps with at least one undeclared permission, and manually inspect

their descriptions, privacy policies, and texts extracted from GUI. The result shows

that 6 out of the 70 discovered undeclared permissions are false positives(i.e., the

precision is 91.4%). The false alerts are caused by two reasons. First, the privacy

policy analysis module could not recognize some sensitive sentences. For example,

the app com.wte.view requests the ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION permission. Priva-

cyPromoter could not recognize the sentence “we customize the advertisements that

you see based upon: ... geographic location information”. Second, the privacy policy

analysis module failed to extract some sensitive information correctly. For example,

PrivacyPromoter sends one alert for the GET_ACCOUNTS permission requested by the

app com.life360.android.safetymapd. The privacy policy of this app mentions

the use of account in the sentence “we may receive information from the social network

such as ...... your social media account”. PrivacyPromoter only uses the personal

information modified by information collection/usage related verbs to explain the

usage of permission. Since the verb “receive” is an information disclosure related

verb, PrivacyPromoter does not map the “social media account” modified by the verb

“receive” to the GET_ACCOUNTS permission.

These 50 apps contain 61 expected permissions, and we only find one missed alerts

(i.e., recall rate 98.5%). The app com.telstra.android.afl requests the permis-

sion WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. PrivacyPromoter does not regard it as undeclared

permission according to the sentence “the customer cancels their subscription” in its

description. However, this sentence cannot help user understand the usage of storage.
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Result of Violation 6: PrivacyPromoter identifies 50 apps that contain GUIs for

registration but do not contain GUI interfaces for removing account and data.

To check the precision and recall rate of the result, we randomly selected 40

apps. For these apps, 20 of them are correct apps and other 20 problematic

apps and manually check their GUIs. Finally, for the 20 problematic apps, 16

of them are true positives (i.e., precision is 80.0%). The false positives are caused

by the GUIs that submit feedbacks, which also contain email address. For ex-

ample, the com.microsoft.office.feedback.inapp.FormFragment activity of the app

com.microsoft.amp.apps.bingnews. PrivacyPromoter incorrectly regards this ac-

tivity as register account activity and report alert since it does not contain GUIs for

removing account.

For the 20 correct apps, we do not find any false negatives (i.e., all are true

negatives). Thus, the recall rate is 100.0% (i.e., 20/(20+0)).

Answer to RQ6.1: For the 800 apps in data set, PrivacyPromoter identifies 3

apps containing Violation 1, 37 apps containing Violation 2, 7 apps containing

Violation 3, 4 apps containing Violation 4, 15 apps containing Violation 5, and

50 apps containing Violation 6.

6.4.3 Result of Violations Discovered in Privacy Policy

Result of Detecting Violation 7: For the privacy policies of the apps in the data

set, PrivacyPromoter identifies 127 (15.9%) privacy policies do not contain sentences

related to retrieving user consent.

To check the precision of the detected violation, we randomly select 35 privacy

policies. 20 of these privacy policies contain this violation. We verify their correctness
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manually. The result shows that 16 of them are true positives. Thus, the precision

is 80.0%. The false positives are caused due to the limitation of our data set. For

example, the privacy policy of the app com.Bingo.MatchGame contains the sentences

“you acknowledge that you accept the practices and policies outlined in this Privacy

Policy.”. But our data set does not include such sentences. Thus the classifier cannot

identify them and PrivacyPromoter report missing sentences related to retrieving

consent incorrectly.

To check the recall rate of PrivacyPromoter, for the 35 randomly selected privacy

policies, 15 of them that are reported to contain retrieving consent related sentences.

Manual verification shows that all of them are true negatives. Thus, the recall rate

are 100.0% (i.e., 16/(16+0)).

Result of Detecting Violation 8: For the privacy policies of the apps in the data

set, PrivacyPromoter discovers 294 (36.8%) privacy policies do not contain sentences

related to withdrawing user consent.

To check the precision of the discovered violation, for the 35 randomly selected

privacy policies, 32 of them contain this violation. We also manually checked their

correctness. The result shows that all of them are true positives. Thus, the precision

is 100.0%.

When checking the recall rate, we found 3 false negatives in these 35 privacy

policies. Thus, the recall rate is 91.4% (i.e., 32/(32+3)). The false negatives are

generated since PrivacyPromoter regard sentences contain “without the consent” as

withdrawing consent related sentences incorrectly. For example, “We do not use

personal information of users beyond those scopes without the consent of users”.

Result of Detecting Violation 9: For the privacy policies of the apps in the data
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set, PrivacyPromoter finds 211 (26.4%) privacy policies do not contain sentences

related to removing account and data.

To check the precision of the identified violation, for the 35 randomly selected

privacy policies, 23 of them contain this violation. All of them have been manually

verified. Thus, the precision is 100.0%.

To measure the recall rate, for these 35 privacy policies, 13 privacy policies are

reported to contain removing account and data related sentences. Manually checking

shows that 11 of them are true negatives. Only one false negative is identified. Thus,

the recall rate is 95.8% (i.e., 23/(23+1)). The false negative is caused by the app

com.rud.twelvelocks2, whose privacy policy contains the sentence “So you lose it

in case if you remove application from your device.”. Since “remove application” is

similar to “remove account” and “remove data”, PrivacyPromoter regard this sentence

as removing account and data related sentence incorrectly.

Answer to RQ6.2: For the 800 apps in data set, PrivacyPromoter identifies

127 apps containing Violation 7, 294 apps containing Violation 8, and 211 apps

containing Violation 9.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Conclusion

To address users’ concerns about the privacy and decrease the privacy risks of mobile

apps, various software artifacts (i.e., bytecode, description, privacy policy, and user

reviews) can be used to identify privacy issues. In this thesis, we focus on combining

static analysis and NLP technique to identify privacy issues.

First, to enhance the malware detection systems that rely on checking the

description-to-behavior fidelity in apps, we propose a novel data flow model for

analyzing privacy policy, and develop TAPVerifier for carrying out investigation of

privacy policy, bytecode, description, and permissions, and conducting the cross-

verification among them. To help developers localize the function errors in user

reviews, we propose and develop a novel tool named ReviewSolver to automatically

localize the function error by correlating the context information extracted from

reviews and the bytecode.

Second, to determine whether apps’ privacy policies are trustworthy or not, we

propose and develop PPChecker for automatically identifying five kinds of problems
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in privacy policy after tackling several challenging issues in understanding privacy

policy and contrasting the meaning of an app’s privacy policy and its behaviors.

Moreover, we propose and develop a system named AutoPPG to automatically

construct correct and readable descriptions to facilitate the generation of privacy

policy for Android apps. AutoPPG can identify the personal information collected

or used by an API/URI from its description, name, and the class name. It can also

discover an app’s behaviors related to users’ personal information by conducting

static code analysis, and generate correct and accessible sentences for describing these

behaviors.

Finally, to determine if one app satisfies existing privacy requirements or not,

we first summarize four privacy requirements (two from government and two from

app markets) and then propose a series of violations. We design a framework

PrivacyPromoter to detect these violations contained in app bytecode and privacy

policy.

7.2 Future Work

As we have done four major works related to identifying privacy issues of Android

apps in this thesis, future work also lies in the following directions.

First, we can identify more privacy issues contained in other devices or systems.

For example, in recent years, the number of IoT devices used by normal users has

increased significantly. These IoT devices (e.g., camera, wristband, smart TV) can

obtain many different kinds of private information. Thus, the manufactures of these

IoT devices have a high probability to violate users’ privacy. Moreover, when surfing

the internet, the web server can also obtain a lot of personal information through the
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web interface. Since we cannot obtain the source code of the web server, it is difficult

to discover how the personal information is processed, shared, or retained.

Second, some other software artifacts can also be analyzed to identify the security

and privacy issues. For example, if the app or software are open-source, we can

also obtain the corresponding commit messages or release notes. The developers

can describe the new functions or fixed bugs contained in the apps or software. By

extracting privacy or security related behaviors contained in the commit messages or

release notes, we can use them to improve the performance of identifying unexpected

behaviors, checking the privacy policies, or performing privacy compliance analysis.

Moreover, some new technology can be applied in improving the performance

of existing systems. For example, PPChecker, AutoPPG, and PrivacyPromoter

perform static analysis to identify privacy related behaviors contained in the apps.

ReviewSolver also leverages static analysis to extract context information from

bytecode when localizing function errors. However, static analysis may result in false

positives. To address this issue, we will integrate dynamic analysis technique to

discover real privacy related behaviors or context information. When processing the

privacy policy, we use manually summarized patterns or machine learning classifiers

(e.g. SVM) to identify target types of sentences. In future, we will collect a large

privacy policy corpus and try to apply deep learning methods in analyzing privacy

policies [140].

Finally, PrivacyPromoter only analyzes four kinds of privacy requirements and

define 9 kinds of violations. We will integrate more privacy requirements and define

more violations to improve the coverage of PrivacyPromoter. Moreover, the privacy

policy corpus only includes 75 privacy policies, which affect the performance of the
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machine learning classifier. We will annotate more privacy policies to increase the

size of the training set.
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